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NEWS OF THE WEEK.
The board of State

IKK',

committed the

it*

assessment

-avings banks for the past six
M<snient

I

The total

State treasurer.

<•

is

$198,575

November.

I

There

against
are

32

associations in the State,
pay a tax, and the total
* but $147
for tlie past six
:c
Auburn association pays
ax, $20, and the Falmouth
e
rut, and Dexter 14 cents,
which have more to pay are
Bangor, Brunswick, Buckslitrdiner, ilallowell, l’iscata-

ding
Is

<i

ini,

Rockland,

Somerset,

Waterville and York.
no
baseball team this
plan of having a tlireee to be composed of Bauand Waterville having
i the plan was to have the
: M aine nine represent Banco Watervilie's team, while
i be represented by Bates.
Commissioner Carr
i.iuce
is undoubtedly a decrease
of incendiary lires in Maine.
for this from the fact that
w
at once institutes an iuaio all tires concerning which
mystery.The meeting uf
Deaf Slate Mission is
to
\ugusta, August 23 and 24.
a session will be held in the
church, while the evening
be held in the Congregation's ot oulv the deaf mutes of
invited to these meetings
pie as well.The statistics
.tduating class are always of
A*
Colby, for instance, this
25 young men are itepubliremaiuing two are lTohibiesse Dwight Dana,
l‘.*00, of
$ been elected president and
the Yale track athletic asI he commencement exercises
one
Wesleyan seminary and
-■ge at Kent’s Ilill took place
\ class of 53 was graduated.
Mien was continued as acting
the ensuing year by the
Secretary of State Byron
mate Secretary Oramandel
that Governor Powers has
received any notification
i bomas B. Heed of the latter’s
as congressman from the First
net_The graduating class of
'•■i. normal
school has 65 memugest class ever graduated by a
mal school.The firemen of
Maine are planning on a big
ssier in Bangor.
Damariscotta
g to celebrate the Fourth by an
•fa-'1 hand engine muster.
k
county has sent out by the B.
:a>ad, 2,51^,571 bushel of potat-ar, most of them for seed in
iud South.
Aroostook’s potato
becoming world famous, and
mmost county sends out conay, live stock, buckwheat and
a
products, as well—not to men
-Vs, sleepers, telegraph poles
And it is
umber products.
..g the wheat for its own flour—
■n in his illustrated pamphlet
on
“Study of Schools of
Maine,” brings out the “old
house” with striking effect in
*
It is an interillustrations.
:im.

ivt

OBITUARY.

Patterson.

of

giving

the character-

little larger than the cruiser
Raleigh....
A remarkable incident of Columbia Unicommencement
was the conferversity’s
ring the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
on Miss Elsie W.
the
Clews,
daughter of
the widely known Wall street banker and
broker, Henry Clews. Miss Clews, who
is about 24 years old, is one of the most
accomplished women of her age in this
country.It is officially announced that
the Pope, at a secret consistory on June
19, will create 12 Italian cardinals, includ: lug the Nuncio at Madrid, the archbishop
of Goritz, the archbishop of
Toulouse, the
l.atiu patriarchs of Constantinople and
others.The London agents of Ignace
Paderewski say they know nothing of the
report, published in the Warsaw Courier,
that the piaufst was married May
31, at
Warsaw, Poland, to Miss Helen Rosen.
A State celebration is being
arranged for
the welcoming of Admiral
Dewey to his
old home in Montnelier. Vr
alHwuxrl,
the exact form which it will take has not
been decided upon.
Governor Smith has
actively interested himself in the affair.,..
Cedric Laighton of West Medford,
Mass.,
one of the proprietors of the
Appledore
anti Oceanic hotels is dead. Mr.
Laighton
was widely known.
He was a brother of
Celia Thaxter, the poet.
He leaves a
widow and several children.James J.
Jeffries, another sturdy young giant, lias
come out of the West to whip
champion
pugilists. At the arena of the Coney
island Athletic club last Friday night he
defeated Robert Fitzsimmons, world's
champion in two classes—middleweight
and heavyweight—in 11 rounds of whirlwind fighting.
He came to the ring a
rank outsider, and left it the
acknowledged
master of the man lie
defeated.Japan
has given ootiee of her intention to be a
member of the international union for the
protection of industrial property.The
American Shipbuilding company of Cleveland, Ohio, has closed a contract for the
four largest steamers ever built on fresh
water.
The steamers will cost £3.50,000
each, and be modern in every particular.
Their dimensions will be: Length over
all, .500 feet; keel, 478 feet; beam, 52 feet;
depth, 30 feet.Director of Census
Merriam has completed his official technical staff by the appointment of Mr. S. F.
D. North of Boston as chief statistician in
charge of the division of manufacturing
and mechanical industries.Jeffries’
father, who is a preacher in Los Angeles,
Calif., though not approving of his son's
profession, says: “ft is just as I said
some time ago.
The Lord was in the
fight and was with Jim, so of course Jim
won.".Bellamy Merer, United States
minister to Spain, Mrs. Storer, Stanton
Sickles,Secretary of Legation, and servants
arrived at Madrid June 10th.The
Olympia, with Admiral Dewey on board,
arrived at Singapore June 11th from Hoag
Kong. Admiral Dewey’s health continues
to improve.
The Olympia will probably
leave Singapore June 10th.The occupation of Cuba by Americans and the enforcements of American customs has
already wrought wonders in sanitary
measures.
Since the towns were cleaned
of their long accumulated filth, yellow
fever has almost disappeared.
The deaths
from yellow fever in Havana in April,
1898, were SO. In April, 1899, only 2.

The floral offerings

were

many

beautiful and included the following;
Pillow and slieaf from the children; bouquet
from the Sons of Veterans; bouquet of lilies
of the
valley, Miss Annie Chapies; cross,
Miss Flossie Small; wreaths, Mrs. Abbie
Brinkwater, Mrs. Geo. W. Lewis, Mrs. Otis
E.
Mrs. Lucretia Shaw, Mrs. Etta

patient lived but

Ryder,
Bowker; bouquets, Mrs. A.

minutes after the
doctor was called. Mr. Gilmore was born
in Belfast, a son of the late David and Eliza
Gilmore. In early life he followed the sea.
in the coasting and fishing business. In
1864, he enlisted and served as a private in
Co. K, 1st Maine Heavy Artillery, but was
soon transferred to the navy, in which he
served until several months after the close
of the war. He went to sea a short time
after leaving the service, and then went into
the saloon and billiard business in Belfast,
in which he has since continued. He married Clara, daughter of the late Joseph Dennett, who survives him, with one daughter,
a

few

Mrs. Waldo B. Newton of Boston
He
leaves two sisters and three brothers: Mrs.
Juliette A. Ames of Chicago, Mrs. Sarah J.
White of Belfast, Abner G. Gilmore of Seattle, Wash John S. Gilmore of Belfast and
Edgar F. Gilmore of Gloucester. The funeral was held Saturday afternoon, Rev. A. A.
Smith officiating. Mr. and Mrs. Newton

j/me
J.rono

Baccalaureate

Sermon.

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

The baccalaureate sermon before the Belfast High school was given in the Unitarian
church last Sunday afternoon by Rev. J. M.
Leighton. The church was very neatly and

Miss Belle Matbews is visiting friends in
Rockland.
Mrs. L. M. Keith went to Bangor Tuesday
for a short visit.

a

E.

with

has gone into commission.

Miss

school

Faunce

marched

in

as

As the
organist.
reserved for

Lamb of Rockland

are

to seats

The June Rudder includes in its list of
Rudder Stations the station at Belfast.

visiting in Belfast.

in

Mrs. James F. Churchill is visiting friends
Lincolnville.

James A. Curtis and family have moved
from East Belfast to Northport.
Lorenzo Garcelon and wife of Troy visited
in Belfast a few days the
past week.
Mrs. Charles Ludwiek left
Sunday for Bosjoin her husband for a few weeks.

ton to

Mrs. A. F. Gilmore arrived from
Haverhill,
to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. A. I. Brown went to Oron o

Mass., Tuesday evening
Tuesday

to visit the
University of Maine.
Mrs. E. A. D. Burriugton went to Portland
Tuesday on business for the Girls’ Home.

and Mrs. G. P. Lombard

Dr.

Birch-

at

are

wood, their North Shore cottage, for the
season.

Mrs. Annie
Phillips of Seattle, Wash., arrived yesterday to visit relatives in Belfast,
and vicinity.
Mrs. Geo. I. Keating ami Mrs. C. FI. Walden returned Tuesday evening from a short
visit in Fairfield.

Mrs. Smith Hopkins and Miss Louise Rich,
them, the choir sang “They are coming,” by
ards went to Boston Saturday for a short
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dougau of New York
Thayer, after which Mr. Leighton read an
visit.
will occupy their handsome
Joseph Crane of Camden has bought appropriate selection, translated from Schilcottage on the
Miss Edith L. Burgess left last Thursday North Shore about June 20th.
Ezra Bramhall’s steam launch Whip-o’-will. ler. The choir sang “Break forth into joy,”
for a visit of ten days in Boston and AmesMrs. Amos Clement and children and Miss
George O. Hatch has launched his sloop and Miss Sullivan gave as a solo, “Light in
Abbie M. Caldwell will go to Seal Harbor
Nautilus, which had been hauled up for the darkness,” by Coweu. The response, fol- bury.
for the season in a few days.
Mrs. Frank H. Mayo arrived home Saturwinter at Litre River, and she is at her lowing the prayer by the pastor, was a s*lo
by Miss Russ, “Cross and Crown,” by Dana. day from a visit of three weeks in Massamoorings off Murphy’s Point.
Herbert T. Field attended the Ivy Day ex.
ercises at Bowdoin College last week, and
The new cup defender Columbia has been, The pastor read a number of brief and ap- chusetts.
Miss Mary McKay of Camden is the newly went to Boston for a visit of a few days.
successfully launched and we give for what propriate Scripture selection, after which
Miss Dinsmore with much expression in fine elected
it is worth the Boston Glob description of
Preceptress of the E. M. C. Seminary,
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. Pattee will leave Sattones sang the solo “The Holy City,” by
the craft:
Bucksport.
urday for Brunswick to attend the comAdams.
E. W. Palmer of Rockland spent a few mencement exercises of Bowdoin college
The schooner-yacht, Tempest owned by F.
The subject of the sermon was the words
P. Wood of Bangor, which has been hauled
with his friend H. L. Woodcock of this
days
Mrs. Chas. B. Palmer and Mrs. W. C.
up at Parker’s yard during the winter, has of Kipling “The Wonder-Song of Youth.”
the past week.
city
been hauled out on Fogg’s marine railway. Mr.
Thompson have arrived from Howard, R, 1.,
in his discourse looked upon
Leighton
She will be calked, scraped and painted
Arville Redman arrived home from the to spend the summer in Belfast and Mcntand put in shape to go into commission, the bright side, showing the hopes, aspiraBoston School of Technology Saturday, for ville.
tions
and
Herald.
that
lie
before
those
f Bucksport
opportunities

The floral offerings were
present.
the following named relatives and
friends: Mr. and Mrs. Waldo B Newton,
Boston, lilies and palms; Miss Witt,Boston,
were

from

bouquet of roses; W. S. R. C., basket of
and pinks; S. of V., bouquet of roses;
Henry G. Bicknell and C. H. Howes, pillow
of white pinks and white and yellow roses ; S.
W. Freeman, bouquet of pinks and roses:
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Dennett, bouquet of
roses; E. F. Mahoney, F. E. Nash, E. McIntosh and W. McIntosh, basket of roses and
pinks.

roses

It is said the American cup challenger
Shamrock will not be launched until the beginning of July, the progress of work on
her being retarded by the fact that her
designer, W. Fife, Jr., is suffering from
influenza. According to estimate, the con-

Daniel L. Dyer of Fountain, Mich., died at
that place April 12th, at the age
of 77 years, 9 months and 25 days, Mr. Dyer
was born in Steuben, Me., and was one of
fifteen children of Reuben and Annie Dyer.
In early life be came to Belfast and worked
in the shipyards as carpenter and calker. He

his home in

test, from first to last, will cost Sir Thomas
Lipton about #400,000.
In model she is an improved Defender,
with more beam, draft and sail.
Her keel,
is also thinner between the lead keel and the
hull of the boat than Defender’s, and while
she has a good dead rise to her floor, it is not
quite so sharp as in Defender. At the same
time the bilge is filled out a shade more, although having a very easy turn. Xhe topsides are nearly straight above the bilge,and
show a small “tumble home,’’ or inward fall
amidships, but they flare outward in a very
marked way on the counter. The turn from
the floor to the keel is sharper than in De-

California in 1849, and returned the
In 18o2 he moved to Michigan,
next year.
where he has since resided. He was twice
married. His first wife was Nancy Smith
of Searsport, by whom he leaves one son
and two daughters. His second wife was a
Michigan woman. One brother and two
sisters remain, David W. Dyer of BelfastMrs. Hannah Corthell of
>filbridge and
Mrs. Eliza Staples of Belfast. He was a
member of the Methodist Episcopal church
went to

fender, probably as sharp as a nickel steel
frame, could be bent and keep its strength.
All the points
of difference between Columbia and Defender emphasize the fact

while in this city, and on moving west transferred his membership. He was a member
of the building committee when the present
church edifice in this city was built, and the
writer recalls hearing the late W. J. Wilson,
who was the pastor, speak in high terms of
Mr. Dyer's efficiency as a member of that
committee. His pastor, Rev. M. F. Rozell,

that the new boat is more on the fin keel
type than the old, and has a thinner fin,
lower lead and a wider and shallower body.
The sloop yacht Viking (late Eftie), now
property of W. H. Folwell, was out Sunday on a trial trip, and the Decrow yacht

the

|

■

j.1’11'1

School

appropriately decorated, by
committee
Mrs. Walter H. West went to Bangor Tuesconsisting of Mrs. Geo. O. Bailey, Mrs. J. W.
to visit friends.
day
Pendleton, Frederick and Mrs. J. M. Leighton. A large
Mrs.
H. H. Johnson went to Boston Tues’
Mrs. L. W. Hammons, Mrs. J. W. Wallace, arch of ferns was erected above the pulpit,
with a row of buttercups and columbines day for a short visit.
Mrs. J. F. Noyes and Miss Lu Cammett.
on the face of the pillars and
Mrs. Olive Stevens went to Rockland last
arch, and a
Capt. Edward E Wallace died at his bunch of the latter at the keystone. The Friday for a short visit.
after
a
Me.,
home in Milbridge,
lingering
altar was neatly decorated with ferns aud
illness. Capt. Wallace was well and favorFrank Stover of Appleton spent Sunday
able known in shipping circles in this city. blossoms of the class colors, purple and with relatives in
Belfast.
He has commanded many fine vessels, and
gold. A large jardiniere of yellow garden
for about 12 years was in the employ of
Mrs. Lois E. Dickey visited her son Edwin
lilies
stood
on
the
and
one
master
of
iieur-de- in Lewiston
right,
John S. Emery & Co. of Boston, as
the past week.
of the barques Boylston and Megunticook. lis at the left.
Oil account of failing health he was compelAndrew Colcord went to Camden Saturday
The church was well tilled with an interled to retire from active seafaring life about
ested congregation, who were well pleased to work at house carpentry.
Pi mouths ago.
The deceased was about 18
Mrs. Abbie Sands of Bangor is visiting her
years of age. He leaves a widow and one with the various features of the service.
daughter. [Boston Journal.
The music was by a choir composed of sister, Mrs. John B. Harris, of this city.
Messrs. Pettingill aud G. E. White, Misses
Mrs. John Kenney left by train last ThursYachts and Boats.
Russ and Sullivan, with Miss Dinsmore, day for a visit of a few days in Boston.
assisted
by Mr. Stephenson, aud
The Bucksport yacht Auuie E. Spencer soloist,
Mrs. Nelson McDougall and Miss Mabel

about half past nine o’clock, and was
taken suddenly ill, A physician was called,
who at once saw that he was dying. The
ness

Glide, which was underway first, filled away
after the bigger boat when abreast the monuin a letter to his relatives here, eulogizes
ment. Both boats were under their three
the deceased, speaking particularly of his
off. A strong
Christian faith and his exemplary life. In I lower sails, witli sheets w
northwest wind was blowing, accompanied
his last days he remembered his old church,
usual squalls. There has been much
and sent love and benediction to the mem- | by the
Fish and (?amk.
Game Warden Wal- j
interest in the sailing of these two yachts,
in
Advocate
Christian
The
bers.
Michigan
ter 1. Neal of Pittsfield, one of the most
|
and the general opinion seemed to be that
popular and efficient officials in the State, an obituary notice, says of him: “He was a while the Eftie would out-run the
Glide, the
was in Bangor a few
days ago, on his j mau of more than ordinary intelligence and later would excel in windward
work, and
Warden Neal has recently culture. In conversation he was instructive
way upriver.
that in a fair race she would win, boat against
been appointed by the State game com- and
elevating. He loved Ins country, and
mission to the charge of the salmon fisherboat, without the time allowance that is her
interest
a
took
last
hours
in
his
even
lively
ies on the Penobscot from Great Works
due. So far as could be judged from a pointin the affairs of the nation and the world.
aud
bis
is
for
the
up,
trip
purpose of exon the shore near the battery, there was litwas a staunch friend of the oppressed.
amining the fishways. Since early last He
tle if any difference in the ruuning of the
to the Republican party from
He
Warden
Neal
has
belonged
made
spring
twenty prostwo boats as they passed down, and they
ecutions for illegal shooting,
besides the time of its organization, and was a firm
were soon lost to sight beyond
North port
having travelled over much territory on upholder of the temperance cause.”
business connected w ith Maine fishing reCamp Ground. In the afternoon the Glide
sorts.The Maine Sportsmen's excurpassed up alone and an hour or two later the
sion to Rangeley lakes promises to be equal
Died, June 9th, at the home of her soil in Eftie hove in sight, beating up the bay. The
to any ever made by this popular organiJackson, Susan, widow of the late Deacon Glide ran down to meet her, falling in to
zation.
Parties are being made up in I Abraham Fletcher, aged 95 years.
The windward when near the can
buoy off the
Augusta, Gardiner, Richmond, Bruns- deceased was born in Calais, Me., the daugh- monument, both yachts being on the port
wick, Bath, Portland and other places to ter of
Her
and
Fenalson.
Mary
Sawyer
tack. The Eftie—it is more convenient to
avail themselves of the low railroad and
showed great
call her by the old name
hotel rates, in order to visit the great lake parents moved to Alexander, Me., when she
region of Maine.The fish aud game was quite young, and where she lived until speed on this tack, footed fast and pointed
commissioners were inRockport June 9th she was married to Abram Fletcher and well, and in going about was well to windconducting a hearing on a petition for the moved to Crawford, Me. In 1851 she and ward of the Glide. On the starboard tack,
restriction of fishing there.
her husband moved to the farm and into the however, she seemed to go off bodily to leehouse where she lived until her death. She ward, while the Glide pointed well up the
Six-Masted Schooners.
and Mr. Fletcher professed religion early
harbor and soon left her rival astern. Rem life and united with the Baptist church
ports of other observers vary, and in some
Frank De Locke of Bath, who is to rig in Crawford, and after they moved to Jack- cases were no doubt, colored by prejudice.
the new six-masted schooner to be built at son united with the First Baptist church at The run was to Mr. Folwell’s island home,
Mr. Fletcher was the Isola Bella, and while some say the Eftie
Beau's yard in Camden, says:
Jackson village.
first
deacon. The deceased was an ex- had a long lead at that point, others say
“It will not cost $5 a month more to run
a six-sticker than it does live.
In either emplary Christian lady, whose kind and there was less than two minutes difference
one the engine does the work in smooth
genial ways won the affection of all who in the time of the two yachts. They did not
weather, and in rough weather they both knew her and endeared her to her many start together on the return, and in the scrap
would reef two sails and furl the rest.
Of
friends. She was popular with both old and in the upper bay it is admitted by everycourse the vessel with six masts would
young, and everybody seemed happy to body that the Glide had the best of it. What
carry great deal larger cargoes than the
witn
meet anu
have a pleasant word
one with five, and as the difference in cost
might have happened under other conditions
in operating is so little, there would be “Granny Fletcher” as she was familiarly and is hardly worth considering in print.
more money for the owners for awhile.
lovingly called by her many young friends.
Transfers in Real Estate.
It was only a short time ago that the four She loved the “Word of God” and His house
master was considered a big one; now fiveaud people were all very dear to her heart.
masters are all the go, and the six-sticker
The following transfers in real estate were
She retained her faculties remarkably, and
is about to come.”
in
Waldo County Registry of
recorded
last.
She
mind
was
the
clear
almost
to
her
This using one immense craft with six
week ending June 14, 1899:
for
the
Deeds
and
her
in
was gifted
testimony and prayer
masts to take the place of a half a dozen
A. G. Rose et als., Brooks, to Johathan Irvsmall vessels with only two masts apiece presence was a benediction to any meeting.
Brooks. Due A. Peirce,
is an evil which Democratic statesmen The community has been made better by ing, do.; land in
It is her life; she did her work well and has gone Belfast, to Bertrand L. Davis, do.; land in
should spring up end denounce.
Belfast. W. K. Burgess, Monroe, to Joseaimed directly at the inalienable right
to her reward.
Fivesons—Lorin, Hezekiah,
piilet, however, giving a graph- of two-masted schooners to carry coal. Albion, Wellington and Judson, and one phine Newcomb, do.; land in Monroe. LizIf the six-master with a captain, mate,
•f the educational conditions
zie E. Beverage, et als., Searsmont, to Fred
a steam engine to hoist the sails,
and a daughter, Mrs. Julia Getchell of Jackson,
may section of Maine.to
Knowlton, Somerville, Mass.; land and
was largely
her.
Her
which
survive
funeral,
small
crew
to
is
to
the
business,
of
steer,
get
isting vacancy an the board
buildings in Searsmont. Joseph L. Evans,
w’as from the Stiles school house
lege overseers the alumni are what is to become of all the two-masted attended,
et als., Belfast, to Win. F. Shaw, do.; land
schooners? Why, the little schooners will near her home in Jackson, Sunday 1 at p. m
to send in their votes for one of
and buildings in Belfast. Caro E. Perkins,
graduates,who are given out as have to be laid up, some of the captains June 11th, Rev. F. S. Dollitf officiating.
will have to go as mates or foremastStoneham, to Roscoe A. Jones, Brooks; land
le list:'’ Hon. I)e Alva S. AlMary W. Burns, Waldo, to
Buffalo, N. V.; Kev. E. S. hands, and some of the poorest foremastDied in Brooklyn, N. Y., May 29th,Harriet in Brooks.
71, Augusta; Judge A. 1'. hands will have to look elsewhere for a Elizabeth, wife of John F. Gould, formerly James H. Cilley, do.; laud in Waldo. James
it
will
spoil competition,
Ellsworth; aud William T. job. Besides,
H. Cilley to L. N. Simmons, Waldo; land in
of Belfast. Mrs.Gould will be remembered by
and everybody knows that competition is
II H-kland.Gen. C. P. MatWaldo. Chas. A. Curtis, Winterport, to
in
of
circle
friends
and
a
were
life
of
business.
When
there
the
large
acquaintances
"livertlie Memorial address at
H. Curtis, do.; land in Winterport.
Joseph
the
of
little
two-masters
to
handle
lots
She
was
a
the
old
Stet! the 17th.
branch
of
Belfast.
The General’s close
to Fred T.
ii affairs in tlie recent little coasting trade in coal, ice, etc., it took so son family of Lincolnville, aud her great Chandler W. Ellis, Frankfort,
with Spain has refreshed his many of them that there was plenty of grandfather was among the first settlers of Haley, Prospect; land in Prospect. Hester
of tlie stirring scenes of Til-’Oo
competition to keep down the freights. the old Waldo Patent, before Lincolnville A. Small, Troy, to Almon L. Wood, Grafton,
But now along are to come these gigantic
lie took an active part, and the
buildings in Troy. Ralph
became a township, Her early married life Dak.; land and
B. Pillsbury, Unity, to E. W. Gould, do.;
Blue have an interesting hour in six-masters and destroy all competition
in
three
children
was
where
Belfast,
spent
less than the two1
land in Unity. Catherine Walker, Belfast,
icm.Capt. JohnR. Williams, by carrying cargoes for
thus driving them nearly all out were born—Fred, J. Harry and Willis W. to Angeline L. Gilman, do.; land and buildcry, who was in command of masters,
in Belfast. John W. Hobbs, Winterwho
ings
son
is
J.
1 ehle for some
the
business.
The
Harry,
only surviving
time, lias been de- of
to John F. Benson, Frankfort; land in
Why cannot the Democratic statesmen, lives with his father in Brooklyn. The port,
member of a army retiring board
Frankfort.
':
who
are
at n„, war department in Washdenouncing gigantic monopolies deceased was possessed of a warm, affectionEx-Senator James W. Bradbury on shore, pound their gongs at this ate temperament and made friends whereNature Studies.
his
at
grasping monopoly of masts. No one ever she went. She will be greatly missed
..Us !*7th birthday Saturday
I'.'"1"' ii Augusta. Many citizens paid vessel should be allowed to carry so many
The lecture on the Rose Family by Rev.
or
by her numerous friend in Brooklyn. The
-sjiects and offered congratulations. masts or to spread so much canvas
M. Leighton before the Nature Club was
J.
in
the
in
the
old
was
family plot
It is a interment
Mi B. W. Hezeltine, secretary of carry so much freight all at once.
last Monday night to next
Away with church yard at Lincolnville Beach. None postponed from
J.State hoard of pharmacy, has been menace to free institutions.
account of Mr. Leighton’s
tty out notifications according to the these six-masted vessels and these $60,- knew' her but to love her, and the warmest Monday night on
i* ‘t'liiiring all druggists to register 000,000 corporations. Let us have a law sympathies are extended to the bereaved absence from the city.
m'tr
Considerable interest has been manifested
July Ht. So far he has received that no vessel shall have more than two husband and son.
-1*) responses to his notices out of masts, or three at the moBt.
[Biddeford
in the study of the natural sciences, particu’’hO
druggists in Maine. The State Journal.
ornithology, entomology and
The funeral of Nathan W. Pettee was held larly botany,
will meet in Augusta next Wednesso far as it relates
of Brewer, who is in the at his late home Wednesday afternoon, geology,and in chemistry
Prentiss
M.
6.
to
for
registra^examine candidates
and laboratory work is
The baccalaureate sermon before railway mail service, running between Jane 7th, and was largely attended, there to the above. Field
Bangor and Boston, and who is president being many veterans of the Rebellion pres- being done by classes and members of both
graduating class of the University of of
the First Division Railway Association
was delivered
Curtis
the Nature Club and the Agassiz AssociaRev.
Seth
by
ent. The funeral service was by Rev. G.
of Railway Mail Clerks of New Eng°f
of a geological excursion
church
the
Methodist
at
Bangor,
E. Edgett, and the bearers were the army tion. The report
as a
for
left
Indianapolis
Saturday
will be found on the second page of this
Sunday evening. The subject lana,
*a
He comrades of the deceased—P. 8. Staples,
Association.
the
National
to
“Manhood,” and the text was from delegate
issue of The Journal.
4cts xxi:
will be absent about ten days.
Samuel Morse, Otis K. Ryder and Fitz W.
39.
■

High

XEMBER 24.

ami

Joseph A. Gilmore died very suddenly of
istic of the six cruisers authorized by the heart disease at his home in the Mitchell
last naval appropriation bills.
These block, Church street, Wednesday evening,
ships will be valued acquisitions to the June 7th, aged GO years, 3 months and 21
He went home from his place of businavy, being small, swift, unarmored craft, days.

a

ing

lias issued
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who

are

said,

are

starting in life. Young people, he
often admonished to profit by the
successes or errors of their elders, but in
this world of progresss youth is a new being.
Different conditions confront the young today from those which prevailed a generation back.
The young do not want their
song pitched at a discordant key, but in harmony with hope and joy. The happy laugh
of youth chords with the bird songs. One is
heartily sorry for the young person who
does not enjoy fun. The very goodness of
No prayers are more
youth is joyous.
earnest
and sincere,
than
the heart
offerings of the young. We should foster
the religious instincts of the young; we
would not have them try to reform the
world, that will come later in life; but we
would encourage the religious sentiment
that is inherent in youth.
The simple.
trustful prayers of a child should not be
changed to wails for forgiveness. The injunction to honor the father and mother is
obeyed instinctively by the young and is a
part of the wonder-song of youth.
The
sacredness of home is a sentiment inherent
in childhood. The wonder-song of youth
looks hopefully into the future.
Clara
Barton's advice was to do the little duties

the summer vacation.

Rev. G. G. Winslow’ will be in Clinton
next Sunday in the interest of the E. M.
Conference Seminary.

Rev. J. M. Leighton left Monday for Kennebunk tQ attend the Unitarian State Convention, stopping in Portland en route for
business.

Mrs. L. G. Coombs of Globe, Arizona, and
Among the graduates from Kent’s Hill
Charles Frank Mussey and Clair Le- her daughter, Miss Winifred Coombs, are
visiting Mrs. Coombs’ mother, Mrs. George
roy Whitten of Unity.
R. Sleeper.
Mrs. E. D. Ryder wrent to Rockland Monwere

day to join her husband, who arrived there
that day in sell. A. W. Ellis.
Rev. and Uxs. Jefferson Coombs of North
Haven were the guests last weelt of Mr. aud
Mrs. George Mixer of Camden.

Mrs. E. P. Alexander has visited friends
Searsport the past week, and with them
is attending the Unitarian State Convention
in Kennebunk.
in

W R. Howard and C. S. Bickford
Orono the first of

were

in

the week to attend the
Capt. Samuel Burgess, his daughter, Mrs.
Tena Elwell, and her son Robbie, arrived commencement exercises and accompanying
festivities of the university of Maine.
from Boston Tuesday to visit relatives.
Mrs. W. FI. Quirnby went to Portland
Miss Jane A. McLellan arrived home from
Boston Saturday aud returned Monday Tuesday to attend the marriage of Miss
afternoon. She will leave for France next Adelaide Foster and Mr. Arthur Hall,
which takes place at high noon to-day
Wednesday.
Miss Grace Pendleton of this city, who lias
T.
Osborne
went
to
Geo.
Capt.
Bangor
Tuesday to join his vessel, sell. Emma been teaching in Greenville, is at home for
S. Briggs, which is loading lumber for the summer vacation. She will return to
Greenville in September fur another vear.
New York.
Chas. E. Paul went to South Middleton,
Mass., with a crew of builders to erect a
mill, at the close of the spring term of the
School of Technology.

The Belfast Schools.
To morrow, Friday, will be a public day-in
all the schools. Parents and friends are

they present themselves and thus be
invited.
J. W. Wilkins has been in America 02 cordially
prepared for any greater duty which God
The written work of the pupils for the
is an Englishman, but
“Si”
to-day.
years
semi.
The
should
live
this
may
young
by
term just closing will be placed on exhibiwonder-song of youth —hope and joyous- thinks he has been in America nearly long
tion at the opening of the fall term.
ness—and when they become men and wo- enough to gain a residence.
The examinations for admission
men it should be reverenced and respected
Leander Davis arrived last Thursday mornthe
in the younger coming generation.
ing from New York for a short visit. He is High School of pupils who arc not pn-moted
The service closed with the hymn, “I mate of sch. John C. Gregory, which position by diploma will be held at the Sup»*rintendent's office Wednesday
wish not wealth,” and the benediction by
he has held the past three years.
and. Thursday,
as

the pastor.

Liberty

and

Lincolnville.

By invitation Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S.,
Liberty visited Beach Chapter of Lincolnville Wednesday, June 7th.
Many had
planned to be found in line when the time
came, but it was cloudy and foggy in the
morning and an observant eye could see
many long faces scanning the sky, and the
of

rather drooped; but at the time the
old hay-maker gamed his meridan height
the stars began to shine out and 2b left for
the shore of old Penobscot bay and on arrival were met by Bro. A. F. Hahn and
others, who informed us the town was ours,
and in a very short time, it being low tide,
stars

the beach

happy stars lookbest anything to
take home to remember the visit by. Wheu
we returned the beach was minus of a good
ox-load of pebbles.
was

alive with

ing for.the best pebble,

or

The Patron asked us to look into the cook
where we beheld a salmon to the
length of 40 inches which a short time later
diminished in length very rapidly.
At
6 the supper call sounded, and all partook
room

the best the land or water affords,
after which we were escorted to the chapter
room, which was beautifully decorated with
flowers and mottoes for the occasion. We
then witnessed the work, which could not
be excelled in the State. The address of
welcome was by W. M. Sister Coombs, and
the. responce by Eva N. Ripley. The W.
M. then in behalf of Beach Chapter,presented the Secretary, Sister French, with a gold
fountain pen. We were then treated to a
fine program.
About 12 the chapter closed
and we partook of ice cream and cake.
When we began to think of going home
we found it was inky dark and rained, so
we begged permission to stop in the hall
until it was light. “Oh, yes,” we. were told,
when in marched the fiddlers and organ
grinder, and many a toe that hail been
asleep for years was shaken out.
When things in general began to take on
more light we were again invited to partake
of more cream and cake. Then we bade our
brother and sister stars good bye and wended our way homeward, the brighter and
of

one

of

happier for this visit. Long live Beach.
But, now that we have come to ourselves
and begin to think of when the members of
our sister Chapter will return our visit, we
fear we cannot
them, f Patron.

even

hold the candle to

Mr. and Mrs. John Jackson and son Harold of Belmont spent Sunday with relatives
in Belfast. Mrs. Jackson has recently recovered from a long ami severe illness.

Rockland, Me., June 12. W. S. White,
of Booth Bros., and the Hurricane
Island Granite Co., returned from Hurricane Island this afternoon, where all work
has been suspended by the 75 union granite
manager

workers because of orders from the national
Some 40 cutters at Waldoboro
have
also
The
suspended.
quarries
union ordered the men to quit, claiming that
&
Carlin
Co
are interested
P. J.
in the
work, which is for government buildings at
Annapolis, and that the Carlin Company
are
elsewhere employing non-union men.
Mr. White states that Mr. Carlin has no
connection with the work in thie, save that
he was appointed by the government as the
general contractor of the Annapolis buildThere is prospect that the work
ings.
will be indefinitely suspended.
There
is no feeling between the men and the local
company.

union.

m

">

v>

p.

m.

reading,

m

arithmetic, geography, spelling, grammar,
algebia, U.S. history, book-keeping and
physiology.

W. B. Swan went to Boston Monday
High School Graim’atio.v. l'he program
join Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Kelley id Minneof the Belfast High school graduating exerapolis, who are coming east for a visit. Mrs.
cises have been printed at the oftb-.-of Grace
Kelley will spend the summer in Belfast.
Mrs.

to

The Board of State Assessors are at work
this week in Oxford county, and will be in
Franklin county next week. Hon. Win. C.
Marshall of this city is chairman of the board
this

year.

E.

Burges^,

and

are

m

the

form

■

f

a

folder

purple cover with the monogram HP
in gold.
The exercises will he in Belfast
Opera House, to-morrow, Friday, evening.
Tlie music will he by the Belfast, Band. The
class colors are purple and gold, and the lasa
flower the pansy.
Following :s the pro*
with

a

>

Mrs. Mary A. Pitcher and Mrs. Frank (J.
Towle went to Farmington Saturday to attend the commencement exercises of the
Mrs. Towle’s daughter,
Normal School.
Miss Isabel, is one of the graduates.
Sumner C. Pattee of Belfast and Sumnwr
C. Poor of Sebago came on their wheels
Saturday from Bowdoin, ami will return to
Both
the graduating exercises next week.
are members of the graduating class.
Cards have been received in this city announcing the marriage of Alden J. Blethen,
Jr., to Miss Genevieve Swadley of Whatcom,
Wash. They will live in Seattle, Wash. Mr.
Blethen is the son of Mr. Alden J. Blethen,
formerly a well known citizen of Portland.
[Portland Press.
The graduating exercises of the State Normal School in (Jastine took place June 7tli.
The graduates included the following from
Waldo county: Sadie L. Fuller, Searsmont;
Lucy E. Pendleton, Islesboro; Jeannette B.

Rice, Searsport; Leroy L. Woods, Knox.
N. B. Dunton arrived at Camden June 8th
from Boston and is the guest of his sisters,
Mr. Dunton’s place of
the Misses Dunton.
business is in Nevada, but he has lately been
visiting the Hawaii Islands, California, Colorado and New York. He will remain in
Camden several wreeks.
Thomas Haugh of this city attended the
Fitzsimmons-Jeffries fight at Coney Island
last week. He went with James McGuire of
Bangor to Boston, where they joined Jack
McAuliff, the prize lighter, who came from
California to witness the fight.

Among the Waldo county people who

at-

tended the commencement »xercises at the
E. M. C. Seminary in Bucksport June 7t,h,
were Mrs. J. E. Carey, Montville; Rev. H
W. Norton, Searsport; Rev. and Mrs. G. G.
Winslow, Belfast; Miss JennieSliute, SandyW. H. Hall, Belfast; Rev. G. E. Edgett, Belfast.

point;

Mr. A. B.

Stantial of Brooks was in the
Although on the road for a
fertilizer company a good part, of the year,
Mr. Stantial finds time to engage in the cultivation of strawberries and is very successful in this direction. June 13th he picked
and brought to Belfast some of his cultivated berries, the earliest yet reported. Later
we shall have a write-up of Mr. Stantial’s

city Tuesday.

Strike at Hurricane Island.

June 21st, and 22-1, from H a.
examinations will he

The

strawberry patch.

gram:

Overture. Raymond,—Thomas.
Rev. R. T. Capen
Prayer,
Response,— Reinecke.

Salutatory,

Edith Farrar Dunton.f

Class History,

Reginald Hazelt-ine. f
Glory that was Greece."
“Home
Life
in
the
Homeric Age.
Essay,
Carrie Frances Kingsbury.*
Class Poem, “Achilles' Wrath,"
Cleora Rosa Haney.t
Essay, “The Influence of Greek Poetry
upon English Literature,"
“The

Sara

Edith West

*

Recitation, “Prometheus,"--Lowell.
Blanche Rockwell
a

r-ssay
of

imy

a:

Athens in

*

the tune

Pericles,”

Ada Augusta Marriuer.*
Essay, "The Greek Love of Nature
Myra Lovell Dodge.}
Recitation, "The Lost Dawn.”—Woods.
Margaret Louise lveene J
Ballet Music from Faust,—Gounod.
Class prophecy,
Ralph Leonard Cooper.*
Class prophecy,
Emery Marden Heagan.!
Essay, “The Stars and Stripes,”
Elizabeth Henrietta Timm.*
Debate, “Resolved that capital punishment
should he abolished
Affirmative, Flora
Estelle Blake,* Colby A!den Rackliffe,|
Frank
Louise

Leroy FlandersJ

Negative, Mary
Carter,* John Frank Holmes,.
Ralph Hay ford.}
Valedictory,
Mary Helen Bird."
Presentation of Diplomas,
W. R. Howard
class
ode.
Singing
Rev. A. A. Smith
Benediction,
Music, Gavotte, “Daughters of the Revolution/’—R. P. Chase.
tCollege Preparatory Course.

^Classical Course.
|English Course.

CLASS OI>E.

[Words and music by Cleora R. Haney.
\\ itli saddened hearts we are
gathered.
To night, a youthful band,
For one last word with our classmates,
One farewell clasp of the hand.
And we think of our'happv childhood.
And the joyous days of the past;
For their memory dear will never depart
But long as we live shall last.
We must bid farewell to our schooldays—
How fleetly the years have sped !
Are those days of study now over?
Are all of our lessons said"
Yea, an unknown future awaits us;
It’s mysteries we may not see
Yet youth is, at most, but half of God’s plan,
The best things are still to be.
The days of our youth are passing;
There is work for us all to do;
For rht1 world has need of helpers,
Loyal, courageous and true.
But while fighting life’s great battle.
Yet deep in our hearts may there dwell
Fond memories of the days that have passed.
Friends, classmates, farewell, farewell.

The junior prize declamations at the UniThe teachers are H. D. McLellau, princiversity of Maine were held in the town hall
Orono, June 9th, President Harris presiding pal, Caroline W. Field, assistant, Ellen D.
and the audience being a large one. The Townsend, assistant.
contestants

for honors

hearty reception,

each accorded a
the work as a whole
The program includwere

Good Stocks.

and

was commendable.
ed two Waldo county students, and their
their names and parts were as follows:
“The Foundation of Success,” Walter Neal
Cargill; “Characteristics of the American

Citizen,” Joseph O. Whitcomb.

Seb. Mondego, Capt. William Corkum,
stocked over SliHX) as the result of her recent shack trip, crew sharing $59
Capt.
Corkum is keeping up his big record.
The sch. Atalanta, Capt. Richard Wadding, stocked $2904 as the result of her recent fresh halibut trip, the crew of 20 men
sharing $63. [Cape Ann Advertiser.

Patriotic Words.

Geological Excursion.

A

A small party from the

fVhatk

Agassiz Associa geological

ation and Nature Club made

short distance up the Passagassawaukeag River last Thursday afexcursion

a

point of interest

Factory

the Wool

was

stream, which shows unmistakable signs
of having been at one time <t considerable
torrent

w

ith

good head of

a

Other small streams showed

it.

as

plain

wash of the

heathy

hill-sides.

Upper Bridge.

to the

points the
bank
soft

of the rock in the river

nature

■

talcose.
two

The

being
rocks

are

dominating
the other

is

quite abrupt,

vein in which the

blended,

as we

the micaceous
or

change
narrow

a

life

the talcose pre-

approach the south, and
go north until the

as we

disappears altogether.
interesting geological

features of this section is to be found at
the railroad cut above the

Upper Bridge.
perhaps 700 feetfwide,

There's

accurately speaking,

north :>*> de-

peace.
Tins sets close

to it the

cake

but space does not permit going
into these details.
Following the direction >>f 'in' drift to the opposite side of
«-t

.,

the river the

same

corresponding

strata are

layers,• and,

soft

with

found,
at

the

water's edge, the maiks of the work of
the ice of the present day. showing the
gieat power that even the sma’i amount
The ascent
of i»v low hi she river exerts.

;

irom a source

terribly effective. Replying
Springfield Republican says:

intrepid cavalry commander.
We think the nation at large can be left
to judge as to whose head has been turned and win: needs regulating in this business.
The Republican has been playing

Trusts.

on

ana comes

The other
Brave old Joe Wheeler!
children of destiny had the discretion to
maintain an air of deep mystery on being
asked to explain their confidential relations
with the divine government of the world.
Is it not to he feared that the popular
applause lias unsteadied the dashing and

CONN

Republican Record

into the hands of the enemy in every way
possible since the trouble in the Philip-

It is the Republican party, not the
Democratic, that has legislated nationally
against trusts, says the St. Louis GlobeA Democratic Congress never
Democrat.
originated any anti-trust law, but a law
of this natuie has been greatly weakened
by Democratic votes. Thus stands the
official record of Congress.
Republican

pines began, and upon the character of its
course the popular judgment is not likely

!
j

to he very wide from the mark, and it is
safe to say that “Brave old Joe Wheeler”
Nor is it
will not he left in the lurch!

i the hill is

tiie blow

plainly

as

d

»

over

that any of the notable men, .North
and South, who ou May JOtli testified to the

a

those at the present waiter ]

level.
on

(.c-bogUts believe that these bluffs
.sides of the river are
the opp

but the l'-.nab.s .a
dam, vvbmb in the

an

immense

■

|

natural

ages held back
lame liver and flooded a

thing

shouting for an anti-trust campaign next
year imagine that they have turned up a
new issue, and one in which their
party
is not

early

that is

General

distinctively

Wheeler

handicapped by past misdeeds and j
They arc mistaken. As far as i

stirred

American.
the

As

popular

Henry Wattersou at
Louisville, Kentucky, did the same thing
hearts in Boston

so

the same time when lie put the whole
the waters f a
j Congress has acted on this question since j matter of the past into the following glowlame secii n of territory now known as 1*00 the Republican policy has been to ing and eloquent words:—
the Boor's Mills Basin, and extending ! prohibit monopolistic business combiThe issues that envciked the strife of
The contlict,
th rough Ku \ and Freedom to the inte- I nations and the Democratic policy to sections are dead issues.
was thought to he irreconcilable
which
in
the
terraces
the
that
l
rioi.
argue
They
the
overthrow
anti-trust
provisions and was certainly inevitable, ended more
rock and the water markings thereon passed by the party they antagonize.
than thirty years ago. It was fought to its
caused by the gradual breaking
were
These facts will surprise many Demo- bloody conclusion by fearless and honest
To some the result was logical—to
away of tlri> barrier, the height of the crats, now so enthusiastic over their new- men.
others it was disappointing—to all it was
water in the basin gradually decreasing j found issue.
But the truth of the matter
As no man disputes it, let no man
iiual.
as the dam broke away piece by piece.
is inbedded in the laws of the country, j deplore it.
Let us rather believe that it
It is a so noticed that the settlement at where comparison is easy, and in the was needful to make us a nation.
Let us
look upon it as into a mirror, seeing not
the Upper Bridge is on a small hillock,
reports of Congress, whose accuracy is the desolation
of the past but tlie radiance
on one side and a valley on
with the 1 i\»
unchallenged.
of the future; and in the heroes of tlie
This valley was once a water j
the other.
In the McKinley tariff law of 1890 is a New North and the New South who contested in generous rivalry up the firecourse, hut the or lformation of the land
section to the effect that “Every conis such that its only source of supply tract, combination in the form of trust or swept steeps of Ei Caney, and side by side
re-emblazoned the national character in
which could have existed must have been otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of
j the waters about Corregidor Island and
Hence
at
one
time
the
the main river.
trade or commerce among the several under the walls of Cavite, let us behold
present site of the Upper Bridge settle- States, or with foreign nations, is hereby ! hostages for the old North and the old
South, blent together in a Union that
ment must have been an island, with a
declared to be illegal.’'
A person inf ring- i knows neither
point of the compass and
1
torrent on the east coming from a break
law
the
was
made
to
liable
a
line nut has dung its geography into the sea."
ing
in the natural dam. then 50 feet 01 more
exceeding £5,000, or imprisonment for one i The Boston Globe, which is what may
in height, while the main torrent followThe same penalt y was pro- be called a liberal Democrat, so far as
year, or both.
ed the present channel of the river.
vided against any person attempting to its political preferences go, acknowledges
The studem of geology who is interest- form such e< mbinations.
This law was ! that the presence of General Wheeler in
ed in questions of the formation of the passed in 1890 by Republican
votes, every Boston on Memorial day was even more
eaitld.s crus* can lind no more interesting Democrat and Bopulist in both houses significant than his patriotic speech.
It
field for his study than the vicinity of of Congress voting against it.
By the says:
As a field for the collection of
lb !fast.
election of 189c the entire political control
When all is said, however, that can be
said about the southron’s oration or of the
beautiful specimens it is not ol the
or
ran
country passed to the Democrats. J
other features of an observance of Memorecommended. They do not exist here,
In 1894 they put through the Wilson bill,
rial, day that helped to make it worthy of
but lor the deeper study of tin.* rocks,
and
the
law
of
1890,
repealing
McKinley
being marked with a white stone, the
many features exist that are not to be
vitally modifying the anti-trust section great, tlie overshadowing feature of the
I
occasion untpiestii nably was the presence
The
features
mentionelsewhere.
found
refericd to, giving it a free trade bias,
of General Wheeler himself, so welcomed
ed above are ut an index to what may be and
affecting exclusively trusts engaged aud so honored as few men have been in
1
learned by careful study of that section,
in the import trade, of which, as a
any time or generation, in famous old
and by following up the basin to its j matter of
Boston town.
fact, there are none. The McIi one is interested in the upsource.
The Herald, which is an independent
Kinley law of 1890 made all trusts enheavals whk k brought the granite to the j
but is broad-guage on most pubjournal,
The
in
interstate
commerce
illegal.
gaged
surfiu •?, Oak Hill and Mt. Waldo present
lic subjects, says;—
Wilson law of 1894 cut this out, every
line fields; or if one is searching for glaHe spoke noble and fitting and thorDemocrat voting for and every Repubpatriotic words in his address to
oughly
cial markings they may be found in many
the
When
lican against the change.
the veterans who had invited him to come
this
notwithin
a
few
miles
of
city,
places
Dingley law was under consideration Re- to Boston, and left the best possible imably at Mt. Percival in Xorthport, on the publicans wanted to restore the anti-trust pression as the effect of his appearance
here.
It was as emphatic a testimony to
Belmont road near the Hay ford farm, and sections to their
original form, but they the
complete union of the nation iu this
The other strata, talcose,
other points.
bad no majority in the Senate, and found era of its
history as could have well been
mica schist, micaceous schist, etc., each
afforded.
it impossible to reinstate the law.
features.
present interesting
I lie Post, Democratic, puts tue case in
Any fair-minded person woo will comblunders.

at

j
j

j

|

j

j

pare the McKinley law of 1890 with the
Wilson law of 1894 will see the radical

Prose, and Worse.

made in

change
The Republican

This is the way a Western editor feels
does his sentiment in blank
when he
rule
verse: “I would llee front the city’s
and law—from its fashion and forms cut

the anti-trust clauses.

law restrained all trusts;

the Democratic law narrowed the whole

subject

to

importers of foreign goods

concerned in trusts.

It

was

the

Republi-

loose—and go where strawberry grows on can
The
purpose to destroy the trusts.
its s11aw and the gooseberry grows on its
Democratic
was
to destroy the
object
tiee is climbed by I
goose: where the catnip
protective idea and to charge upon prothe cat as six- clutches for her prey—the
Since
tection tlie development of trusts.
rattat on the
g uiielt ss and uususpeeti ng
the Wilson law was passed the Republitan bush at play; I will catch with ease the
cans have had no majority in both houses
saffron cow and cow let in their glee, as
until the election of the present Conthey U.ap in joy from bough to bough on
gress, which has not yet assembled, and
while
list
and
tlx
the ti p of
tv.slip tree;
will not meet until December, unless
the paitiioge diums un ids drum, and tlie
There are
summoned by the President.
i.t ltf his vt cd, and the dog
wot deliuel t
indications now in Democratic
strong
devt ms the ih gw on o ) lum in the primispeeches and comment that the talk
tive m iitt.de.
Oh, let me drink from the
against trusts is to be mixed up with an
from
hewn
it.i
s-gi wu pump. ihat was
The trusts
attack on a protective tariff.
the } um] kin tret ! hat mush and milk
have to thank this free trade game for
1 n n: a ruiai stun.]’, from folly and fashtheir Wilson law windfall of 1894, with
ions net—new gathered mush from the its
changes iD the law relieving them from
musbrot m vine, and milk from the milkprosecution unless engaged in the importweed sweet—witli pineapple from the
pine. And then to the whitewashed dairy ing trade.
I’ll turn, where the dairymaid hastening
hies, her luddv and golden-red butter to
Quite an industry lias recently sprung
chum from the milk of iter butteiflies;
up in the vicinity of Bath, the catching of
earliest
the
bird,
witli
rise
at
and I’ll
morn
elewives for bait at Winnegance creek.
to the flag]ant farmyard pass, and watch
The deep sea fishermen are finding fish
while the farmer turns his herd of grassvery plenty this spring, but bait is very
to
out
grass.
hoppers
A number of people have found
scaice.
employment every day and night tide dipTo Cure Constipation in One Week
ping up the fish, which are so plenty that
To Purify the Blood in One Week
thousands die and decay every spring.
Week
The captains pay 60 cents a bushel for the
To Strengthen Nerves in One
fish, and last Saturday two Bath men beat
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
the record by getting 40 bushels at a single
Take Cleveland’s Celery Compound Tea tide with one dip net.

J

|

25c.

trial sine free.

hardly

less emphatic words as follows:—
The situation was almost dramatic.
Massachusetts, and especially the city of
Boston, represented the ultra sentiment
of the North in the issues on which the
Civil War was fought.
General Wheeler
represented the ultra southern side in the
of an orBut
at
the
invitation
quarrel.
ganization of the men who fought against
him, this old enemy speaks the eulogy on
his antagonists of the Civil War, the Commonwealth welcomes him as a fitting orator on this occasion, and the public gathers to listen and
History may
applaud.
be searched in vain for a parallel incident.
These opinions represent a public sentiment almost
universal at the North,
aud

A.

“Is Mrs. Barkis on your calling list,
Mrs. Montmorency?”
We
>*yes_but not my visiting list.
call the telephone book our calling list
now.” [Harper’s Bazar.

Dr.

E.

Detchon’s Anti

growing

more

and more to

—_

throat, pulmonary trouover pain of every sort.
Dr.
Thomas’ Eclectrie Oil.
A

sore

gentleman

of decided and

tivated musical tastes,

highly culwishiug to change

his residence, advertised for rooms in “a
private family fond of music.” The next
mail

brought

him the

following reply:

“Dear Sir,—I think we could accommodate you with rooms and as for music
the parlor
one of my daughters plays
organ and gittar; another one plays the
accordeon and banjo; I play a cornet aud
fiddle; my wife plays the harmonica, and
We all sing, and if you
my son the flute.
are good at tenner siuging you would fit
right in when we get to singing gospel
hyms evenings, for none of us sing tenner.
Or if you play the base vial we have one
right here in the house. If you want
music as well as board we could accommodate you and there would be no extra
charge for it.” [Harper’s Bazar.

CASTOHIA.
Bean the
J9 The Kind You Have Always Bought
Diuretic

you more than 8100 if you
hare a child who soils bedding from incontendence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once.
$1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast, Me.

May be worth

that it

Cures croup,
bles— Monarch

$100.

A

one

be the feeling of the whole country.

If it fails to cuie

refunded.
your money will be
Howes & Co.__

midst ot

031. A

The triple alliance: its trials and triumphs.

Baylor, Frances Courtenay.

house

328.23

rr tZvytfyjsu

to

The little dressmaker who

walking

field, on encountering a bull said
guessed she’d better cut bias to avoid
gore. [Harper’s Bazar.

across a

she
a

was

hard mornings work

about the
the tired, thirsty housewife, when
a

to

she stops

_

922.22

in the

that

refresh herself with

to

thirst-quenching temperan^

beverage—

449 22

The

ladder

A novel.
of fortune.
1899.
Brady, Cyrus Townsend. For
love of country. A story of land
and sea in the days of the Revolution. 1898.

B 34 1

B 72 f
3

Century magazine. 1898. Vol. 34.
Chautauquan. A monthly maga-

051. C

1898. Vol. 28

zine.

051. C 39

Demolins, Edmond. Anglo-Saxon superiority : to what is it due ?
Translated from the 10th French
edition by L. B. Lavigne. 1899..
1015 20
Famous women of the French
court.
By Imbert de SaintAmand. 13 vols.
Marie Antoinette. 3 vols.B-M 333 s

Nerve Food
—‘■it gives strength

1. Marie Antoinette and the end of
the old regime.

fortitude and

2. Marie Antoinette at the Tuileries.
3. Marie Antoinette and the down-

to

fall of royalty.
The Empress Josephine. 3 vols.
J. Citizeness Bonaparte.

The Empress Marie Louise. 4
vols.

tee.

4. Marie

Louise, the return from
Elba, and the hundred days.
Caroline, the Duchess of Berry.
3 vols.

The report takes up all questions separately, discusses them at c-msbR;able

B-C 22

court

length,

and makes recommendation upon
them.
The commissioners say that a!l ./lasses
and conditions of the Porto Ri.-an population are ready and willing to accept
American institutions and to be content
with them, and in general they 1,-commend the establishment of such laws,
general, district and municipal, as will
give to the people of Porto RV substantially the same protection and the
same laws which are now enjoyed
by the
people of the United States.
Tlit- report discusses the linanci d conditions of the country and says that it is
largely the outgrowth of Spanish institutions.
d he currency amounts to about
si 1,000,000, a larger sum than was in circulation prior to American occupancy.
The report recommends that the Spanish bank bills be redeem, d, and that
the bank be no longer permitted to issue
It also recommends that as
currency.
soon as possible the Porto Rican
money
which is now iu ciieulation be supplanted
United
States
and
that
the
by
currency,
exchange be made at the expense of Porto
Rico.
I he commission
considers at some
length the question of concessions and
franchises, and recommends “such a
generous settlement of this question as
will give to Porto Iiim every opportunity
for advancement and improvement and
encourage the investment of moneys in
the way of building railroads and other
public improvements of all kinds, all to
be regulated in such a manner as shall
be to the best interest of the peoples of
the island, and all to be under government control.”
All such concessions are to be granted
only after a proper advertisement in newspapers in Porto Rico and the United
States, and then sold to the highest
bidder at public sale, all to he subject to
the control of the government of the
island, and all franchises so granted to be
regulated and directed for the benefit of
the people.
The report recommends the establishment in the island of tlie public school
system of the United States; also that
there shall be a complete separation of
church and State.
The commissioners
recognize vested rights in the island and
recommend that they be protected.

of Charles IX.
3. Duchess of Berry and the Revolution of 1830.

Across the

story of college life,
1899.
A

217 21

Gladstone, William Ewart. Life
of Arthur Henry Hallam. (Com-

panion classics.).
Howells, William Dean. Ragged
lady. A novel. 1899.

B-II 15
H 83

Jackson, Gabrielle E. Denise and
Ned Toodles.
A tiue story.
1898.

McLaughlin,

r

3564

Louise. The second madame: a memoir of Elizabeth Charlotte, Duchesse d’OrM.

leans..

B-El 45

The
Palmer, George Herbert.
Antigone of Sophocles. Translated with

an introduction and
1899.
Parker, F. \V. and Helm, N. L
On the farm. Part 2 of Uncle
Robert’s Geography.

1237.14

notes.

Parsons, S., jr.

home-grounds.
tions.

333.19

How to plan the
With illustra922.18

1899.

Ralph, Julian.

web.
A novel. 1899..
Rod, Edouard. Pastor Naudie’s
from
young wife. Translated
An

angel in

a

225 33

French by B. Gilman.
North American review. 1898. Vol.
the

1(57.

121.21

051. N81

Saint-Amaud, Imbert de. Louis
Napoleon and Mademoiselle de
Monti jo.
Translated by E. G.
1897. B-N l'!2
Stevenson, Paul Eve. By way of
Cape Horn. Four mouths in a
Mart.n.

Yankee clipper. 1899.
Trowbridge, Johu. Philip’s ex-

s

517.11

periments or, physical science
at home.

338 1

Van Dyke, Henry. The poetry of
Tennyson. 1898 tenth edition.
Whiteing, Richard. No. 5 John
street.
A novel. 1899.

Important

121(5

27

W 59

u

for the

of Maine

Crescent

are not disinterested
pleadTheir sense of justice is warped by
the interests of their clients and law and
made to cover selfish interests.
reason
That they may best determine legal ability
there is no question, but other qualifications are necessary, and here the merchant, the farmer, or the manufacturer
has fully equal interest, and surely as unLet the Governor
biased judgment.
alone and he will make wise selections,
for the great responsibility will insue
Governor Powers,
deliberate judgment.
by his years of legal training, liis wide
acquaintance and experience both at the
bar and with large business interests, is
eminently fitted to make a wise and proper
selection, and, left to himself, the State
will, we believe, endorse his final aclion
in this important matter. [Maine Farmer.
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the State.
As we have risen above the
level of brute force, and more and more
come to refer questions of personal or
public interest to arbitration, a constantly increasing responsibility falls upon the
shoulders of the judiciary.
Gradually
there is coming the withdrawal from jury
trials and the dual settlement by reference
to oue of the judges of the State.
For
these reasons the office of judge of the
should
not
be
made
a
Supreme Court
political foot-ball. The people of Maine
should insist upon the selection of the
! ablest jurists, the cleanest men and the
best trained minds.
Any other standard
narrows tlie influence and destroys confidence in the decisions made.
Judges
are men, and men are human, and therefore liable to err, but that liability is to
be reduced to the minimum by the selection of the best representatives of the citiIt is to be
zen, the man and the lawyer.
regretted that so much of politics has
been allowed to creep in, and that responsibility for appointments lias been in
any degree lifted from the shoulders of
the chief executive by the press of petitions and personal letters.
Present indications point to a vacancy
through the resignation of the honored
Chief Justice by reason of ill health.
j This will necessitate not only thebutap-a |I
pointmeut of an associate judge,
uuless the two should J
new Chief Justice,
be combined in one, and that is hardly to j
he expected.
Surely in the selection of a
Chief Justice, the chief executive of the
State should be left entirely free, that
the qualifications of any and all persons
eligible may be weighed without bias or
noli final inll uenoe.
So much is involved that the people of the State may well cry, “Hands
off!” if any attempt is made to coerce
judgment in favor of any individual.
More than this the Farmer seriously questions the justice of the claim made that
the appointment for associate justice
should be left to or made entirely in ac,
cordance with the wishes of the legal fra-

ternity.
Lawyers

SELECTION,

...THK...

lies in the

ers.

Buckled

SERIMi AM) SUMMER STYLES,
JUST ARI

Appointments.

safeguard
people
quality of the eight men who |
constitute the Supreme Court judges of
Tlie

A CHOICE

war.

Duchess of Berry and the court

campus.

Soldb-

women.

The insular committee appointed by the
wai department to investigate the affairs
of Porto Rico and to report upon all matters relating to currency laws, taxation,
judiciary, public improvements, educa
tion aud civil affairs generally, has made
a unanimous report
to the secretary of

3. Mane Louise and the invasion of
1814.

Fuller, Caroline M.

vigor

and gi\, s
to all—especi ! 1
nerves,

Ladies’ Sash and Collar

Recommendations of the Insular Commit-

B-M 334

1. The happy days of Marie Louise.
2. Marie L<uise ar.d the (Itcadence
of the empire.

2.

the

Rorto Rico.

phine.

1. Duchess of Berry and the
of Louis Will.

to

B-J 77

2 Wife of the first consul.
3. The court of the Empress Jose-

j likely

administrations have acted in restraint of
series of 1 trusts.
Democratic administrations have strength and glory of the reunited repubin thks. varying from 4 to] either done
ten a
nothing or undermined the lic, will be discredited by the carping of
The rocks all the way Republican statute passed for trust re- ! the crowd whose fad it is to cry down
10 feet in Leu.):.
up sle w maiks of ice and w ater action as stiiction.
Many Democrats who are everything patriotic and to sneer at everyto

of the year 1898

HAPPY RESTFUL MINUTE comes

Avery, Harold.

that makes it

between the strata of the harder

strata

r«>ck.

the dishes

GLASTONBURY,

General

Certainly no good and only evil can
from words and acts which tell rival
nations that even a portion of our people,
however few, are not in full sympathy
with our government, or what is worse,
that any Americans actually do sympaSuch a
thize with our country’s enemies.
course cannot fail to weaken confidence
executive power.
and embarrass the
Those who insist that the power of the
United States is so great that it must always triumph will admit that difficulties
or obstacles created by some of own people will have the effect of retarding, at
least in some degree, the prompt and
happy restoration to perfect and lasting

THE J. B. WILLIAMS CO..

Many interesting minor features an- b>erved in these rocks, brought
to view by the cutting on the railroad,
such as the transverse fractures, the soft
grees east.

class,

come

in every package.

schist, in nearly perpendicular strata, the
drift lying northeast and southwest, or
more

a

who has risked his

Wheeler said:

of pure
Toilet
Glycerine
Soap

with steep banks of 200 feet or more on
each side.
These banks are of micaceous

man

Norton and others of that

and the silverware, the
pots and the pans, when
twine will do the work?

one

One of the most

Here the river is

out on

a

the efforts of these men, and his andress was made in the home of Atkinson,

What's the use of
fretting and wearing your

to the micaceous schist, a much more
compact formation, which underlies the
there

j

will do the biggest part?

changes from the talcose schist, the
slaty rock which underlies th city,

from

IA

Books accessioned during May, 1899.
Appletons’ annual cyclopaedia
and register of important events

(A story). 1899.
willing and anxious to do so
duty calls upon him. In his Bailey, L. H. Garden-making.
Suggestions for the utilizing of
case
patriotism means something more
home grounds. 1899
than mere enthusiasm, and it contrasts
Barton, Clara. The Red Cross. A
strongly with the mean opposition to the
history of this remarkable intergovernment made by men who ought to
national movement in the interbe American patriots also.
of
Speaking
est of humanity. 1898.

Washing

Between these two

to

again when

Ivorine
Powder

Near the

signal the party left the track
and went to the shore,which was followed

semaphore

patriotic devotion

tle and is

of cleaning, when

Iv that they were merely temporary and
fed by the intermittent rains and the

of

life hundreds of times in the front of bat-

all the vyork

behind

water

coming

llse^A
of doing

and the first

Bridge

words

country uttered by General Wheeler in
Boston May 30th have a special force

the

ternoon under the direction of Mr. A. I.
The route was up the railroad
Brown.
track from the Lower
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From what poisons?
From poisons that are always found in constipated
bowels.
If the contents of the
bowels are not removed from
the body each day, as nature
intended, these poisonous
substances are sure to be
absorbed into the blood, always causing suffering and
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with the pills

will hasten
It cleanses the
recovery.
blood from all impurities and
is a great tonic to the nerves.
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You
you are sufferinaj.
will receive the best medieal advice
without cost. Address.
DR. J. O. AYER.
Lowell, Mass.
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Situated in Belfast, 2 1-2 miles from city, on
Searsport avenue, fifty acres of land with twenty
rods shore front. Well watered and a fine wood
lot.
Buildings consist of a two-story f reuch
roofed house of twelve rooms, ell, carriage house
and barn, all connected. Good orchard of sixtyfive trees, mostly winter fruit. This is one of the
finest located <uid most sightly places on the bay.
For particulars, address or call on
RALPH I). SHUTE, Belfast.
3w20*tf
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Farm for Sale.

Our Medical Department has one
of the most eminent physicians in
the United States. Tell the doctor
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A large, comfortable room with hoard for one
for the summer. State terms ami location.
G. C.. 53 West 47tli Street,
Address,
New York City.
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one year as a monthly.
the oldest story paper in America, •lii
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continued hunger. Here some Catholic
sisters have collected most of the
orphans
into a house and are
caring for them, be-
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Hu ml red Orphans
Housed iu One Week.
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was

Cold water. Mich.

CO.,

before the

daughters

grand-

y sixteen remain in the
the rest having died of

becoming

Cultivation of the
general in this section,

elsewhere,

will have passed
away.
Batabanco, in the same judicial
is the southern
port from which

district,
one

em-

barks for the Isle of Pines.
It is an exceedingly dirty and comfortless little burg,
and so very
that we
remove

its

among the
leave them
Before the

uudei the

care

of

competent matron and
The ground was plowed,
a

Lucy Tucker the (laughter of
prominent farmer of Versailles,

Miss
a

unhealthy
decided to
orphans and distribute them
various asylums, rather than
iu that death-trap of a
place.

war the
port had a population
of ti, 000, afterwards increased
by several
thousand reconcentrados; and now there
are barely fifteen hundred.
The neighboring village, San Pablo de
suf-

Bainao,

Ind., was the victim of nervous prostration.
Most of the time she was
confined to bed, und was on the verge
It was a pitiful
of st Vitus' dance.
case which medical science failed to
conquer. Finally a doctor prescribed I'r. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People. Her father said:
the

We began giving
pills at once,
and the next day we could see a
change for the better in her. We
gave her one pill after each meal
until she was entirely well. She has
not been sick a day since.
We thi.uk
the cure almost miraculous.
••Frank

Johnson, Justice o/ the Peace.
Republican, Versailles, Ind.

Hugh

From the

that these

figures, gathered

bu'

in

where the census

a

as

terribly,

land

on

the spot,
is seldom
accu

remnant

of its citizens. There is neither

or

Tucker, Mrs. F.Tucker.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tucker, being
duly sworn, state that, the foregoing
is true in every particular.

its population reduced
from five thousand to nine
hundred, or
thereabouts, it should he remembered

fered

Aguacate is another shady little railway
village, which three years ago had about
four thousand people and now has half

A

Miracle

the I uited States
government assisting
the people to
get upon their financial basis
by furnishing rations; and when the good
time comes that all the men
find work to
do, in the fields or
hard times

dition, we decided to abandon it altogether.
large house iu tlfe outskirts, with con:m ed
by hunger; and
that number.
siderable land adjoining, was secured
Of the two thousand reto
sustain
life,
o.-ige
only
fitted up with fresh cots and bedding, and concentrados quartered here after Weyraven knows.
With
a generous store of
simple food supplies ler’s infamous order, nearly all died of
wii his face the old man
starvation.
Calabazar, once a favorite
td buried his loved ones, laid in. And then the children—thoroughcleaned
from
to
for
ly
toe,
top
perhaps watering-place, is reduced to fifteen hunbe railroad track, where
the first time in their lives—and dressed dred; but there is light ahead, for tobacco
employment as a switch*
cultivation now furnishes work for the
in new clothes, were installed therein,
...

and the

artist of the town.
fields is

taken, are not given as absolutely
rate, but approximate.

head of it counted
and

We

noticed that every orphan, withexception, was afflicted with the itch,
so
badly that its fingers stuck out stiff like
stuffed gloves, and we added to our
gift a
gallon or two of sulphur
ointment, witli
directions for its use. The
public park of
Bejucal has a beautiful statue of justice
in the
centre, cut from native stone by an
out

,i into i»ermanent homes
beggary, is the lied
e

The
Maid

So well

these dear sisters
doing that we did |
not interfere with
them, beyond assisting I
with needed food
supplies, beds and cloth-

helpless

homeless and

small school.

The Protest of

aie
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maintaining

a

Not

0- Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
sold by the doren or hundred,
always in packages At all druggists,

are never

Williams Medicine
or direct from the Dr
Ct Schenectady, N. Y 60 cents per box
6 boxes $2.60.

A

PERFECT FIT.

He was very

long enough.

short,

but his name was

Bufo

Vulgaris

his wife
called him when she wanted to be im-

pressive, but in all her playful moments
he was Vulgar Bufo. Perhaps she thought
he was handsome—you or I wouldn’t have

thought
feature,

so!
or

He had

only

oue

there

are

lights

as

well

..1

nor

Poetry.
Long-Suffering

attempted.

Promptly Roaches the Seat
“

nf

nil

In

m..J

PurAA

IT NEEDS STEAil.
If there’s no steam in

perhaps

1 should say two—his
beautiful; they would have an-

Diseases

Viuuuuuu

Cures the Worst Cases.

always promptly reaches

i-
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tor
blood
f §°es down

foundation
on

Chp
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diseases^

toXefk frPThed,eS’-dry
J
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^um^umery. Aia.,
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im
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me
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writes:

"Someyears
,'-;'Cil!at"d w.ith l'°'son by a nurse who infected
rny babe with blood taint. I was covered with
sores and
ulcers from head to foot, and i n
my great extremity I prayed
to (lie.
Several prominent physicians treated
me, but all
to no
I he mercury and
purpose.
potash which they
pave me seemed to add fuel to the awful flame
which was
1
»dvlsed by friends who had seen
wnnHm.TI,m'wj*s by
wonder)ul
cures made
to
it,
try Swift’s Specific, T impio\ ec from the start, as the medicine seemed to
po direct
to the cause of the trouble and force
the poison out. Twenty
J
Dottles cured me
completely.” Swift’s Specific—

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD

mlr™vvCm™t»Tf‘f,y
(>y ;,T
t:

cure

v

tlUlt

‘S

nic',‘lr

Smiranteed purely vegetable, and contains no
or chemical.
It nevt r fails to
Rhpnmatism, Contagious Blood Poison,

a"y otllPr mineral

Tetter^ Boih
fnfhTi ^rofu1'1’
i>oiia, Carbuncles,
Sores, etc.
leti-ti,

Valuable books mailed free by Swift
Specilic Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Tor

First-Class Monumental Work
_CALL OX.

We have a

large assortment of linished work
select from at juices that will suit you. All
birds of Lir.nite ustd. Foitijjn ard Domestic
work neatly esecutv<• from original designs.

it

ro

needs steam. It’s
when a man’s
strength is gone, he
wants new life
fresh
vitality. It makes no
difference how large his
frame may be or howbig the muscles on his
arms and legs; if the inner
power and
force of life is lacking' he can’t do his
work; he is practically a sick man. You
can’t make him well by feeding him
with oily emulsions. There’s no use in
flabby fat. His proper weight will come
after he gets well.
The first thing he
needs is strength, force, steam.
same

—

‘•About a year ago,” says Mr. John Brooks,
of Boylston. Mass., "I was taken with a bad
cold which settled on my lungs.
The doctors
said I was in consumption and could not get
well.
I took emulsion of cod liver oil and it
did me no good. After taking it flour months
heard of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,
and wrote to him for advice. I have taken this
medicine and it saved my life.
1 felt »o sick
when I wrote to him I thought I would not live
the winter through.
In the
morning T would raise an awful lot
and spit all the time, with pains in my chest
all the time.
My bowels would not move
more than once or twice a week ; my strength
was nearly all gone; I could not do a whole
day’s work. Now my bowels are regular every
day. and I feel no more pains in my chest. I
feel a great deal stronger. I am working hard
every day, driving a team in the woods, and
I owe my thanks to I)r. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery
I know it saved my life.
I
cannot praise it enough.
I am proud to tell my
friends what cured me.”

The way Ibis great remedy acts in
bronchial and lung diseases is more fully
described in Dr. Pierce’s great icoo-page
Common Sense Medical Adviser, sent
FREE for 2i one-cent stamps to pay the
cost of mailing only. Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
He is always ready to give free advice
by mail.

S^’Give

us

a

call before

elsewhere.

BRIDGE

placing

orders

8tf

STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

C*R. HARRISON.

WOOD.

L

HEAL.

A. S

rrsicYql1s.i“i
*

•*C

*

I HAVE THE FINEST STOCK OF

t ILtiaciteisr
4c

1

4-

J
4-

Ivor Johnson. Lovell Diamond, Peerless “Blue
Bird," Peerless

■••■"Triumph," Duguesne and Ton mine.
Every one fully warranted for the whole riding season—tires and all.
sellar prices that will defy competition.
Call and see them, Imd you

convinced that these statements

J
*
4c

J

ctTXcl CSt-ents.' Wheels %
J
following

exhibited in this city, consisting of the
well known and reliables makes:

ever

4c

J

5

....

are

facts.

1 also have

a

*

if
*

1 slurb
will be

*

tub -'nek

*

Pishing Tac'Je,
Spalding's

»

*

Base Bull Hoods,
and Birgr/r sundries,
All of which 1 shall sell at the lowest figures.

;jf-DOVT FORGET THE NAME AND PLACE.

%

l F. A. FOLLETT,

51 Church

-t

J

t

.Imld

Street,

|

Belfast. Maine.

Maine Central R. R.
time-ta ble.
Increased

TO KILL

Service
a

to

Five

On and after Nov. 27
1M»V trams connecting
Burnham and Waterville witn r1.r<•
-mms
...
and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland
and
Boston will run as toliows.

Trips

at

Week.

Steamers Penobscot and fit} of Bangor

FROM

BELFAST.

7*15

Belfast, depart.
Utypotn*. *7 2,,

CATERPILL

erooKs
,.
Thorndike..

,

Rose Worms,
Potato, Squash
Cucumber

"■.

Burnham, arrive.
Commencing Saturday, May 20th. steamers
leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston, via Camden and Rm-klaml. Mondays and Fridays at 3 15 i\ m., Tuesdajs. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5.00 p. m
For Bucksport Winterport and Bangor at 7.4?
a. m. daily, except Mondays and Fridays.
For Searsport and Hampden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
RETURNING

Bugs,
And all

plant eating pests,

we

have

p. M.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston

PILES!

PILES!

absorbes the tumors,

allays the itching at once,
poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’GCO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
or sale by R, H. Moody.
ly

acts as a

Green, London Purple,

Paris

...Our

prices

are

the lowest...

Notice of Foreclosure.

A. A. HOWES & CO.
Dr. Williams' Indian Pile
will cure Blind.
^Ointment
“Bleeding and Itching
Piles, li absorbs the

tumors,

allays the itching at once, acts
las a poultice, gives instant re-

1

lief. Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointrnent is prepared for Piles and Itch-

ing of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on receipt of price. 50 cents and $1.00. WILLIAMS
MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland. Ohio

MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS
They

overcome

Weakness, irregu-

and omissions,increase vigor
larity
and banish
pains of menstrua**

—

tion.” They are
Life Savers’*
to girls at womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals
them. Cannot do harm—life becomes a pleasure.
$1 per bo*
by mall. Sold by druinrlsts.

L

MOTT

r UK SAL hi nl

CHEMICAL C0.,Cie»elind,O,
K. H. MOODY.

Boarding

House.

MRS. A. E. PAGE
Has accommodations for
of boarders at No. 50
reasonable.

a

limited number

Congress street.^Terms
23tf

;

Waterville

..

*7 3*1
7 41
7 63
sou
Hid
3 35
11 45

ATTHEIIEAS, GRACE E RICHARDS of Belfast,
?V in the County of Wa.Mo and State ot Maine,
by her mortgage deed date l the twenty-se\enth
dav of March. A. I*. ISiM, and recorded in the
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Book 230, Page 427,
conveyed to me, tin* undersigned, Eugene H. Mahoney*, administrator with the will annexed of
Harrison Mahoney, late ot Belfast, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, deceased, a certain
lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
situated on the easterly side ot Northport avenue
in said Belfast, being the former homestead of
Harrison Mahoney, late of said Belfast, deceased,
and being the same premises conveyed to said
Harrison Mahoney by Eugene H. Mahoney and
George S. Mahoney, by their warranty deed dated
March 12, 1884. and recorded in Waldo Registry
of Deeds, in Book 20(5, Page 203; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure ot said
mortgage.

Dated this twentieth dav of Mav, A. I). 18‘J‘J.
El GENE H. MAHONEY,
Administrator with will annexed of Harrison
d.
deceased.
3w21
Mahoney,

SALE STABLE.
We have opened a sale stable in the stables of
the Belfast Livery Co., rear of Belfast Opera
House, where we shall have on hand constantly
horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car-load
every mouth direct from the farms upon which
they were raised.
Native and second haud horses taken in exchange. Good native drivers constantly on hand.
Become and see us.

LANCASTER & WEST.

1 1o
,1 in
112.-,
1 38
11 5(1
2110
2 id
2 30
4 35

3 30
t3 37
*352
4 16
‘4 33
500
6 26
e UO

3n:

ti 60

6 37,
nor,

1 30
6 67

#<«
F M

Portland.

2 15

Boston,'*;;^.
I " D.

4 on
4 10

AM

TO BELFAST.
I'M

Boston.

Waterville

—__

1
AM
n ;}..

i

I'M
no

r» f.o

Bangor

7 15
AM

AM

Burnham, depart. 10 25
Unity.. 11'.'
Thorndike. 1 i,.

8 50

Knox.
Brooks

Waldo...
Citypoint.
Belfast, arrive..

A

M

7(1,1
900
.8 30

! tv
,,.
^ D.

*

Portland..

Boston,'every day except Thursdays ami
Sundays, at 5.00 p. >i.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12.00
noon, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00

PILES!

...BUG DEATH...

j

From

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and I idling Files. It

1

1
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[Somerset Reporter.

eyes
swered for
were

S. S. S. GOES
TO THE BOTTOM.

Editor.

It is by no means unusual for us to receive what the writers are pleased to call
poetry for publications in the Reporter.
Some of these contribution we are
glad to
use, but others, while containing sentiments worthy of publication and while
having poetical expressions in them, lack
the conventional forms of poetry.
They
are apt to be without
measure, and even
the rhyming is lame and defective,and we
cannot publish them.
We dislike to discourage those who are
ambitious to become poets,and dostraina
point more frequently than we ought to
to please people who like to see their literary productions in print, but we are
obliged to respectfully decline to use the
greater number of these contributions
supposed to be poems. It is a common
saying that “poets are born, not made.”
That may be so in a certain sense, but no
writer, whether of prose or poetry, ever
amounted to much without long, hard
study and systematic drill. It is doubtless true that the faculty of writing
poetry is in a measure a gift or trend of
mind or brain, but this faculty or inclination must be cultivated and disciplined
before anything is produced that tiie public will be very greatly iuterested iu.
We advise all interested to give the
matter of writing poettfy due consideration and careful study before submitting
their poems to the cold criticism of an
editor wllo lias little poetry in his makeup, and who, while conceding that his
knowledge of poetry is very imperfect, indulges iu the belief that, because of mucii
experience, he knows what is not poetry
when lie meets it ill iiis sanctum, and
must exercise his own judgment in accepting or rejecting these contributions,
however erroneous that judgment may
be.
An editor of a Somerset county paper
recently received an alleged poem, written by a young lady whom he very much
desired to gratify; but the verses were
so utterly without rhyme or measure that
the editor silt up with the contribution
nights, threshed it into fail shape for
publication aud used it. When the young
lady met the poem iu print,in the clothing
furnished by the editor, she did not recognize it and a formal introduction was
No one connected with this
necessary.
paper lias time or ability to devote to revision of other people’s verses and it is not

redeeming

jewels. His every-day suit—
two assistants.
plianage
asylum here; but fortunately
and he wore it on Sundays, too—was homeIncidents are
picture.
garden seeds planted; and iu twenty-four few are sick and the orphans can be cared
as homely could be.
It was dull and
of the Yankee lineman,
Kiucon—a desolate town ly
hours we felt that our work in Madruga for elsewhere.
dirty and bristling all over with knots.
•ty face and coil of wire was well
completed at least for the with an abnormally large graveyard and And just now it was so old and dilapi>ier, rushed through the
only a few hundred living residents—had dated !
present.
“O my dear, you look like a tramp!”
:asp Miss Barton's hand
To go into details concerning all the fifty or more orphans, all iu a antemio
his wife remarked cheerfully oue day.
overflowing eyes, that places visited
with
no
or
other
make
condition,
some tiresome
hospital
refuge. “You’ve got holes iu your elbows again.
might
saved his life—first in a
chapters. The work is always about the We supplied the children with all things ('You needn’t expect me to mend ’em!)
ur civil war, thirty years
how the knees of your pants do look!
same—dirty and mismanaged native asy- needful until they can be removed to a And
I wish somebody’d give you one of those
at Santiago; and of the
lums to be reconstructed, and the poor, permanently established orphanage, but
stretching things yon see advertised in all
operator who dared not little
jetsam of war gathered in from the unless help comes quickly to the adults, the papers. Or else I wish they’d raise
( boss
message over the streets.
the
will
swallow
them
all.
big graveyard
your wages, aud we could get ’em ourThe charitable people have done
;r
But times are so hard!”
managed somehow to as well as
There is neither physician nor pharmacy, selves.
could
in
the
of
orthey
way
Mrs. Vulgar Bufo sighed deeply. It was
il; inland station, declarand
the
sick
whose
friends
cannot
afford
phanages, often wonderfully well, consolbad enough to be a common gardener’s
walk forty miles any
ing their own impoverished condition; but to send them to San Antonio or Calabazar, wife, anyway, but to get only your “keep”
a Barton.’’
Whenever I
for your paius!
they seem to have no idea of sanitation, are simply left to die; and the quicker
“1 do look shabby,” sighed her husind that happens very I
and we usually lirul a state of things that they accomplish it the better for themband, despondently. “I saw myself this
roads, which were
has hurried more victims to the grave selves and all concerned.
morning in Glassy Brook s mirror, and it
mted to accommodate
Later iu the same week we founded a made me
than hunger. The first move is always to
hopping!”
it is speedily whisper“it doesn’t take much to make you hoptake a suitable house, as far removed from new orphanage in Santa Clara, the chief
ing!’’
a in that the Bed Cross
laughed Mrs. Vulgar, trying to pick
the centre of population ;*■> possible and city of the province of the same name; as“I’ll tell you, my dear,
up her spirits.
and
then
and
sisted
in
another
and
another
mini;
young
Cienfuegos,
it’s time you had a new suit o’ clothes.
with as much ground as can be obtained;
iu Sagua la Grande. But those large cities You just run down to the tailor’s and
icigriers, press to greet to
thoroughly scrub, clean, disinfect and
1 and retiring iittle old
Tell him to charge it.”
another story, too lotjg for this let- pick one out.
whitewash the house, equip it vyith cot- begin
“Charge it! Ho! ho! that’s a good joke!
.•silt and soul of this
ter.
Faxxie Bkigiiam Wakd.
beds, kitchen utensils and simple furuiMy dear wife, all the really good, fashioniud dowers from uuable tailors do a strictly cash business.
Miss Marion Savage.
ture,(mostly “homemade"’ from provision
their way to her seat,
That won’t go! But I'll tell you a secret”
boxes), and to prepare the land for plant—he leaned toward her and bliuked his
I'lav Writer ant) Actress.
iii* journey is a contining. Then the children pass under the
The New England Home Magazine beautiful eyes mysteriously—“Pm getscrubbing brush, their cutaneous diseases describes the
ting up a new suit ail on my own hook. It. :
presentation in Medlicld, is almost done now.
u an enormous crowd
are anointed and in most cases their hair
of
the
Mass.,
play “Cinderella,” as
“Bufo Vulgaris, you making a suit o’ I
Med as usual, by the
has to be cut short or shaved, to rid it of
dramatized by Mi<s Marion Savage, who clothes! They’ll be a sight to behold!”
-•■. and other
dignitaries abounding vermin. Then, if ready-made
“S;> they will, ma’am, and
you shall bealso took part in its presentation.
Miss
n—after the inevitable clothes are at
hand, they are dressed in Savage is but fourteen years old and her hold ’em! You’ll say, ‘How lovely!’
just wait, my dear!’’
speech-making, escort- clean garments; if not, they are put to
earlier days were spent in Belfast, where
And Mrs. Bufo Vulgaris waited. She
population, we visited bed until new dresses and trousers can be
her father, Rev. J. A. Savage, was pastor really couldn’t do anything else; but every
merest,’1 including tlie made. We bring along plenty of cotton,
time she thought of the home-made suit
of the Unitarian church.
The magazine
an orphanage, with its
her husband was getting up, it made her
calico and demin in the piece, and invarisays:
and
the
laugh in her queer, shrill, creaky little
waifs,
pleasant ably the ladies of the town assist with
Many write plays, but few there be, voice. She and Bufo both had queer,
•d citizens had set apart
their needles and sewing machines. Being
voices, and, unfortunately, all the
comparatively, who experience the feli- creaky
while in the city.
At thus “clothed and in
children were growing up with the same
their right mind,’’
of
these
children
of
their
brain
city
seeing
"i"U
rounded up at the in a
peculiarity of speech.
neat, well regulated home, with cerpranked out in gay attire before the
Meanwhile the old suit grew shabbier
••re
dinner awaited our
tainty of care, protection and enough to
footlights with real scenery behind them and shabbier. The head gardener actually
the much needed meal
eat. the children are put to work. Books, and a
real audience in front, and of hear- kicked its wearer out of the walk one day
ger, while these kindly slates and
—and he such a faithful assistant garden- j
pencils are provided, classes
ing the dialogue which they have com- er, too, and nearly twenty years in one
ieved themselves of more
are organized, and all are given at least
recited in public with careful elocu- “place!”
But really the head gardener
•eeohes.
Then, after au- the rudiments of education. Meanwhile posed
tion, while the orchestra ever and anon had a little bit of an excuse—that dreadlike
unto
a
i.md-shaking,
the older girls do most of the work of the discourses music grave and
ful suit of clothes, you know.
Of course
gay, to suit
>ideiitial reception, the
house, cooking, scrubbing, sewing, etc., the dramatic occasion. Still fewer be he thought Vulgar Bufo was a real tramp.
At last, one day, he stole away by himthrong dispersed to thus fitting them for usefulness when by those who not only write and produce
dramatic compositions, but take part in self to try on the new suit.
at the rabble, black and
and by they go out into the world to main“Behind the Stonewall House is a good,
them as well, and are reputed to be as
ndred strong numerically tain
themselves; and the boys attend to good actors as they are authors. It is retired place,” he murmured—or I’m
able strength olfactorily, the
afraid he creaked—as he went along.
“I
gardening. Already the first crops not for everyone to be a William Gillette must be
by myself. Mrs. Vulgar would
or a Henman Thompson.
homes and nowhere in are
growing, in a few months they will
me
if
a
at
it
wasn’t
success.
She’d
But in the pretty suburban town of laugh
constituted themselves be
eating their own potatoes and vege- Medfield, in this State, there lives a four- have a lit if /didn’t!”
sard of honor.
With all
it was indeed very quiet and retired ue- ;
and
in two years’ time each insti- teen-year-old maiden who has written a
tables,
:
dirmities they swarmed tution
seen
it successfully produced hind the Stouew'all House, and Bufo Vulought to be almost self-supporting. drama,uie
an important occasion,
and windows, watching
upon
stage, anu uas enacted a con- garis—it was such
In every town and village yet visited, bespioious part in it herself. Her name is let us call him by his dignitied name—prowith curious eyes; they
sides the efticient help of the men, the Marion Savage and she is the bright and ceeded to remove the shabby old clothes.
to headquarters and
It was quite a piece of work, but by dint
ladies thereof, young and old, have or- winsome daughter of Rev. John Savage,
-■out, aud continued to ganized themselves in clubs to assist the the pastor of the Unitarian Church at Med- of lively kicking and squirming they finalHe
field. She dramatized the familiar nursery ly came off iu one big, clumsy piece.
'lie typical brother till Bed Cross
work, assuming the care of the classic of “Cinderella” with notable abil- rolled them up carefully and then—ate
ute of our stay,
orphanage after we are gone, and going ity and skill in stagecraft, and the piece, them up! I’m sorry to say it, but what
n
as it’s the truth?
can I do as
Such !
uga reminds one of San- every
day in detachments, turn and turn which was in four acts and an elaborate an unsavorylong
meal—no wonder they called I
was
ure being of the same
in the
concluding
tableau,
given
to
instruct
and
oversee
the chilabout,
vestry of the Unitarian Church one even- him Vulgar Bufo!
hi ought from Spain at an
dren.
Thus the good cause becomes a
But—but what was this? He had this ]
ing not long ago in the presence of a
narrow streets rambling,
new suit on all the time, under the old
sort of boomerang,
to the
large and delighted assembly.
rebounding
II and down, ltslowcasas
The author appeared, not in the title one! There it was, titting like a glove, and i
benefit of all enga ;ed in it, by
arousing role, indeed, but
in a part that suited her glossy and tine as you please: The head
•:,‘d in all the colors of the
the people from the lethargy born of sortalent extremely well, that of gardener would never have kicked that
peculiar
hies and rose-piDks prerow and despair.
Tramp,
Dame Dunstalk, the cruel and haughty suit of clothes out of the way.
nuw
mostly mellowed by
same piau, we nave estabstepmother of Cinderella. Needless to ! indeed! This dapper looking little creaiiiuo,
was a real dandy.
ture
her
i'j'.ishable tints. Its cen- lished a dozen homes,
appearance was greeted with the
large and small, say,
He hurried home to his wife, his heart
most hearty and sincere applause, and
! ly
elevated, whether on besides those before mentioned in these the occasion
fidl of honest pride.
She met him at the
was very much in the nature
lai bill, or because the columns.
At San Nicolas, seven leagues of a personal triumph for a modest little door.
“How
do
sir?”
she began in a
have been cut down, I do from
you do,
Guines, on the Matanzas railway, wo girl whose blushes and embarrassment formal tone—then
she cried, “Why, Vulwas most apparent.
rate
the
flower-filled
in)
collected forty children and supplied them
The lines of “Cinderella” are spirited gar Bufo, it’s you! Who’d have thought
're >f the town, enclosed
with all things needful.
At San Antonio and full of the bewitching jingle that it? Is that the suit of clothes you’ve been
How lovely!”
blue wall and environed de las
Vegas—where before the war was a suits a performence of this sort so well. making?
“‘How lovely!’” echoed he, complalentious edifices of church
The various parts were assumed by young
of
six
prosperous population
thousand,
cently. “Didn’t I prophesy you’d say it,
lu lled
by four flights of afterwards increased by the addition of people of the society and of a church or-of Mrs. Bufo? And it no more than shows
ganization known as the “Daughters
1 s, which call to mind the j
I call it quite a suit o’
three thousand reconcentrados, now rethe Social Circle” especially. They all your good taste.
Arizona, where the In- duced to nineteen hundred, all told—we practised faithfully and acted with a con- clothes myself.”
a
suit
o’
clothes! It's a dream
“Quite
siderable
of talent, so that the peri' seven ladders and down
—a fantasy!”
opened an orphanage and staid long formance degree
and
withoff
passed
spiritedly
believer they wish to take
“It is quite ‘fant’sy,’
murmured he,
enough to see it in good working order. out a hitch.
l'iaza. Being beyond the At
The four acts of “Cinderella” represent- with his little creaky laugh.
Jicola, in the same district, we asy“And the fit of them!” went on the
Cuban travel, the outer lumed
ed respectively Dame Dunstalk’s kitchen,
fifty orphans, all under twelve
little
“Slid little ot
palace, the trial of the less oftoad-wife’s admiring voice, regardMadruga, not- years of age. At Santo Domingo we ob- the ball at the and
interruption. “Why, my dear,
the wedding of the
magic slipper
its
extraordinary charms of tained a house, rent free, with twelve Prince and Cinderella. In the final tab- they look as if they grew on you!”
‘"h
Bufo Vulgaris shrugged his shoulders
genial climate, its giant acres of
ground, which the owner plowed leau the whole company appeared, effec- under the
and Indian-laurel
sleek, shiny new suit.
and the curtain was rung
groves, and and planted; we filled the house with tively grouped,
“They they did,” he said meekly.
down on a perfect blaze of glory, while
ml
springs which the people homeless children, saw the ladies’ club the
iu Zion’s Herclosely packed and thoroughly de- [Annie Hamilton Donnell,
"ii
believe to be a sovereign
and left them with an lighted audience applauded with a tre- ald.
duly
organized,
1,11
Kent’s Hill, Maine.
hodiiy ills. The springs abundant supply of food and clothes. At mendous outburst of enthusiasm.
'nt0 haths, enclosed within a
Bejucal, a well built town of stone houses
To Cure a Cough in One Day
A New England school teacher received
'atlier liaudsome wooden houses
and the centre of a judicial district, which
the following note of caution from the
To Cure a Cold in One Day
16 fashion of an
American formerly had a
of
thouanxious
ten
mother of one of her pupils:
population
To Cure Sore Throat in One Day
“Dear Miss, plese do not push Johnny
hotel; and these furnish sand, and now has less than half that
To Cure Hoarseness in One Day
too hard for so much of his branes is infaying business there is in number, we found the sanitary condition
telleck that he ought to be held back a
K"l lted
little city‘ The existing
Take Cleveland’s Lung Healer, 25c good deal or he will run to intelleck ensurprisingly good, for Cuba. Its old-time
^*ch the impoverished citi- civil
hospital has only twenty patients— Trial size free. If it fails to cure, your tirely and I do not dezire this. So plese
as we" as
they could, and those all suffering with diseases inci- money will be refunded. A. A. Howes bold him back so as to keep his intelleck
J,il iu a
from getting bigger than his boddy and
hopelessly unsanitary con- dent to impoverished blood, from long & Co.
injooring him for life.” [Harper's Bazar.
m
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Flag stati >n.
Limited tickers for Boston are now sold at$6.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets l<> all point*. West and North
W. G korgis
west, via all routes, for sale y !
F. KVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25. 808.

Notice of Foreclosure.
YT'-IKKEAS, ELMER W. (•ROCKETT and
V>
BERTHA L. CU« ICKETT. wile «d said Elmer W. Crockett, b Hi of Winterp rt. in
the
('oi ntj
Wald**, by then mortgage .-cii late-11lie
■

eleventh day 0 October. A. I>. 1 S97. ami recorded
in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds. Bo. k 252
l’age 1+. conveyed to ice. tin- undersigned executor of ; he last will'd Robert (I. Campbell, late of
Winnwpon, deceased, a certain par.-cl -d leal estate situate in Wimerport, in said W.i d" County,
with the buildings thereon standing, described as
follows; Beginning oil southwest
»d A
S.
Mayo’s !< t, now in lus pi.s>e«.>i<>n on “Lebanon
roadthence easterly by said Man 's line to a
stonewall, being the westerly lined land formerly in possession <d Daniel O. Clements; thence
southeasterly by said Clements' line to land formerly owned by Charles Abbott; thence by said
Abbott's line westerly to Lebanon road; thence
by said Lebanon road t<> the place of beginning:
being same premises deeded to said Crocketts, by
me, the eleventh day of October. A. D. 1897.
And whereas tlie rendition of said mortgage
has been broken, nmv therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
JOSEPH H. CARLKTOX, Executor.
Winterp rt. May 17. 1899.—3w21

Farm for Sale.
I offer for sale my fatra situated on the back
road from Belfast to Searsport, about three miles
from the city of Belfast, containing three hundred and twenty-five acres of land. There is a
good orchard on the farm, about two hundred
acres oi good woodland, and the remainder conveniently divided into tillage and pasture land.
There is a never failing supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings are convenient and
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County of
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage and will
he sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell. 20 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Belfast, March 21, 1899.
MRS. AMELIA J-. COTTRELL.
12tf
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the leaves from the trees and cornstalks
in the field down to the

ground.

County Correspondence.

Clarke’s Corner, Prospect. Mr. N. E.
in Kansas we saw whole
down with chills and fever— Brown of Belfast has been studying on
rheumatism for the past five years and has
gaunt of form, yellow visaged, and eviPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
finally concluded that he can cure this dishave
We
labor.
for
dently incapacitated
in any form.
He has prepared a liniJournal Pub. Co, our trials and tribulations in Maine; but ease
ment and people will see Mr. Brown’s advt.
elsewhere people fare much worse.
in the near future in The Republican JourCHARLES A. MLBWHY. }
nal-A delegation from Prospect will visit
Two years ago the country was really Mr. L. Brown next Saturday... .8. L. Ward
Edward Atkinson has another claim to
“hard times;’’ and although is getting better.Freedom Ward of Bauexperiencing
distinction, according to the Boston Jour- ! conditions have
was in town last week collecting money
changed and signs of gor
ual.
He is an authority on prunes.
for a sewing machiue company in Bangor.
some
are
manifest
pr'.-perity
everywhere
-Frank Patterson was m town Sunday...
An exchange publishes au article on ! people do not seem to realize that good
Mr. Gabriel Brown is going into the lieu
times
have
a recent visit
come again.
In
That
is
Koadsides
Beautiful.”
I
“Making
business extensively.Mell Clarke and
well; but tiist let us make the roads pass- to a neighboring town some of the people wife visited in Belfast last
Saturday.
the

early days

j families
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BusinelsManaaer.

met took tbe darkest

we

the

has [determined

Lewistou

try the
curfew law. This should not be confounded with the
fewer

dog

law,

tax

to

which aims at

curs.

Dreyfus is to have another trial
acquittal is confidently predicted.
there to he no punishment
to those

out

who sent

into exile, doomed to
The
sional

au

But is
meeted

innocent man

living

a

and his

and the result is a foregone conclusion.
advice of his friends, and of the

By the

State C mimittee,Mr. Littlefield has made
no political speeches and held no rallies
with the usual brass baud accompaniment.
They were not needed.

Knox.

Ruth, widow of the late Chas.

transfer of work from the country to the
cities, were seriously felt in this section;
but there lias been

a

revival of this industo

remain with

and

only

chronic

are

grumblers

us.

flourishing,
find fault

can

with the situation.
Talk about your big schooners! The
schooner Gardiner 13. Reynolds was ad-

funeral services of
Pearl the only daughter of Samuel and
Martha Tilton, who died last winter, were
held at the Knox Baptist church Sunday,
June 11th, Rev. H. W. Abbott of Liberty
officiating-Harry Foster is still canvassing for fire kindlers and pie forks. He is
now in the town of Palermo-Fred Howard and wife of Belfast were at Job Vose’s

spected

citizens-The

Sunday-Vose and Penney are pressing hay.... Prescott Shibles, who lost his
vertised for sale at auction in New York buildings by fire a few weeks ago, is buildJune 15th, and the following description ing a new barn-Mrs. Aclisah Freeman is
in very poor health-Frank Penney of
was given of the vessel:
over

c reeuorn ami miss tie lie vose oi ivnox were

Built at East Boston, Mass., 1887; one
expressed by the Maine deck, three masts; length, 1,424 feet; recently married; and the same is tnre of
to
to
with
Farmer
depth, 124 feet; breadth, 334 feet; 397 Walter Gerald of Canaan and Frances Vose
regard
appointments
.Rain is much needed.
the Miprerne Bench we most heartily en- gross tonnage; 331 net tonnage; in A1 condition; carries 000 tons coal, or 300,000
A judgeship should never be a
d«'.vse.
Palermo. The schools in district No. 3
feet of lumber on 12 feet draught.
reward foi party service or a pawn on the
observed Memorial day by erecting a flag
Strange to say, although this vessel is
political chessboard. Legal acquirements, j 1,424 feet
pole and raising the flag. Following is the
124
feet
and
feet
334
long,
deep
a judicial mind and a character above re- |
program: The Meaning of the Day, Vena
beam her net tonnage is only 331.
Parmeter; rec., Jennie Chadwick; rec.,
proach should be required of those given
Florence Black; rec., Lester Nelson; compia» e on Maine's Supreme Bench.
The News ot Brooks.
The sentiments

...

The:e is a faith healer in New York
Lena Carpenter has been quite sick with
a
otfeis to cure poverty for a dollar.
\
Mich is the gullibility of mankind j chicken pox, hut at this writing is better.
that it is safe to guess that at least one1
Walter L. Matthews of Searsport is visitase < f povejt\ will be cured as rapidly as
friends in town. We are glad to see him
ing
in.
tl:i- dollai.- can tumble
[Biddeford
but regret to say that his injured leg
again,
Journal.
shows little sign of improvement.
Hr can a nan with a whole dollar to
George Gould of North Monroe is fore
faith healer be considered
best.’W upun
man of the joiner work
on
the church.

poo:.1

George

Belfast uaims the lowest tax rate of
Tit.s is cer1
•:ty in Maine—17 mills.
; airily a good showing on one end, but
c w .-.bout
city improvement;-[Kennebec Journal.

is

stranger in Brooks, and we are
confident he will fully sustain his previous
good reputation in the job upon which he is
now

no

engaged.

position, The Flag, Gertrude Henry; Memorial day exercise, three scholars; rec.,
Hattie Jordan ; singing, Our Country Free,
Gertie Henry, Jennie Chadwick and Vena
Parmeter; rec., Philip Bolton; rec., Mabel
Nelson; Object of the Flag, by the teacher,
Nonie Turner; singing, America, by the
scholars and citizens and furling the rlag

with three cheers from the crowd... .Frank
and Wesley Nelson went to Belfast
last week on business.... Will Jordan is
digging a cellar for his new house_Sanford Greeley and.his mother went to Augusta last week-Children’s day was observed
by a concert Sunday evening at Ford’s Corner.. .A horse owned by J. Bailey broke
through the door in the barn and was hurt
so badly it is feared that it will die... A
cow of Fernald Greeley was
poisoned by
eating Indian poke. .The road commissioners are looking after the roads and making
improvements in many of them.
Norton

Henry Cunningham and wife, formerly Miss Marion Miller, will give a free dance
Ihe “dty improvements” are all right. at
Cunningham’s hall. Swanville, Friday
Everything is provided for, and the ap- evening, June nth, to which their friends are
cordially invited. If ail the Brooks friends
pn priation Po highways is larger by pi.
ato
(b-od financiering of the bride attend there will certainly be a
than last year.
math ini’-reduction of tax rate practica- crowd.
Mr. Ivan I. Felker, who taught school
ble.
here last winter, now of the Clinton High
Centre Lixcolkville. Charles Hill of
We read In a New Brunswick exchange school, has been tendered and has accepted
Stoneham, Mass., is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
obituarv in which it said oi' the de- the position of principal of the Lancey St. Benson Hall, and will board there during
an
Grammar school in Pitts held. Mr. Felker the summer mouths-John Dailey and
ceased: “lie was a man of the people.
is one of the rising younger teachers of wife of Camden visited at E. T. Churchill’s
If that is intended to
He never soun d."
Eastern Maiue. and his many friends here
Saturday and Sunday... .Mrs. Julia Nichols
be complimentary, we think it fails of its
will be glad to hear of his advancement.
and Mrs. Amanda Catlin of Searsport
we
construe
it
as
Indeed
unntenth >n.
visited at E. B. Pottle’s this week....Miss
Dr. Geo. A.
who practiced medicomplimentary. both to “the people'’ and cine here from Libby,
1875 to 1888, is visiting friends Ella Pottle, who has been at home from
it seems to assign the forthe leceased.
in Brooks and Jackson after an absence of
Medfield, Mass., has returned there_Miss
me: to a lower level, and to say that the
eleven years. Locating m Tacoma, Wash- Gussie Mathews is at home from Medway,
latter had no ambition to rise above bis
ington .lie has risen to be a leading physician Mass., for a vacation... .Ed Levenseler is at
of that growing city and ranks high among home on a visit, after an absence of two
surroundings.
the medical practitioners of the Pacific years.... Mr. W. C. Dodge and Mr. George
\\ niie we linve seen no imbue announceNorthwest. Since leav^ig Brooks the doc- ! Holland of Haverhill, Mass., are guests at
ment as to Hon. T. B. Heed's intentions
James Moody’s.. .0. A. Moody and wife of
tor has devoted three years to the study of
i t is evident he will not he a candidate for his
profession, one each iu New York, Dew’istou are visiting at Roberts Moouy s.
-W. L. Hussey, general ageut for the
the speakership as members of the Maine Chicago and Montreal. His
many friends in
delegation have pledged their support to Brooks rejoice in his success iu his new and celebrated I). M. Osborn Machines, spent
Hon. David B. Henderson of Dubuque, larger Held and are glad to meet him again. last Friday with the local agent, W. McKinney, who has a nice stock on hand_
Iowa, who is already assured enough
The funeral of Everett
Mr.

_

Foss occurred last
old home iu Brooks. The
in Scotland iu 1S49, came to tais country service was conducted by Rev. I). Brackett.
with Ids patents when very small, enlist- t The Masouic burial service was impressivecd as a piivate iu the civil war at the age ; ly given at the grave by Marsh River Lodge,
of which the deceased was a member.
The
of D‘ years, coming out as a colonel with !
lioral tributes wore profuse ami beautiful.
iu
for
the |
.me leg
lie lias served
Congress
Among them were the following: Bouquet
ninth district of Iowa since lS82 with dis- \
of carnations, Dr. J. P. Brown: wreath of
lit. .-tiun. has the reputation of being well ^
pinks and Easter lilies, Mrs. N. A. Cilley;
versed iu pailiamentary lules, and is1 pillow from hospital people; wreath of
genial and popular.
pansies, Miss May L. Huxford; basket of
roses and carnations, from nurses and employes: bouquet of carnations, Mrs. F. P.
Random Observations.
Manwell ot Somerville, Mass.: stand of
elect.

votes to

Mr

Hotel cooking is

Henderson

what it

not

born

.vas

was

years
was tinc-

ago. when the whole bill of ire
tured with a common flavor.

Culinary

science has advanced since then, and with
modern appliances and a modern chef the
of fare comprises
flavors and is vastly

bill

wide

a

range of

appetizing.

more

Even so, hotel cooking palls after a time,
and only the plainer home fare can appeal
to

The other

jaded appetite.

the

day

the

writer sat at table in the little cabin of
the steamer M. & M. in company with
two men, who if not travelling men had
travelled and

frequented the
leading hotels of the larger cities; and it
evidently

good to note the relish
they partook of the plain but
did

with which

one

substantial

Baked shad, boiled potatoes, boiled
cold roast pork with brown

fare.

unions,

and

apple pie,
gravy, pudding,
comprised the hill of fare; not to forget
biscuit brought iu hot from the oven.
Everything was well cooked and neatly
served, and the faces of the diners fairly
custard

beamed with

satisfaction.

other onion?"
“Those

gravy."
etc.,

“Pass

We left

etc.

“Have

me

an-

that brown

potatoes are prime,”
before they had reach-

ed the dessert.
It has

got to be
joke anent

worn

a

standing,

the

and timeand

farmer

the

weather and the various trials he undergoes in the endeavor to raise profitable
Sometimes there is too much
crops.

prolonged drouth;
rain, and sometimes
and sometimes, as now, caterpillers and
other insect pests abound. Perhaps these
a

things may he borne
the knowledge that

more

worse

patiently with
things befall

On the
other sections of the country.
writer's first visit to Texas there had been
no rain for eighteen months, and as no dew
falls in the western part of the Lone Star
State the drouth there can be better im-

agined

than described.

There

was

not a

vegetation anywhere. The ground
bare, the trees leafless, and the earth
cracked open in places wide enough

sign of
w as

was

There wae but little
a wagon.
in this section; stock raising was
the chief industry, and the cattle had to
be dr<ven into the mountains for feed and

to admit

tillage

In the

water.
a

grasshopper

11 ew

in

same

State, later,

invasion.

masses

that

we saw

These insects

resembled

huge

wherever they alighted they
4e v o ured every green thing in sight, eating

clouds, and

concert by the Jackson Cornet Band on
Morton’s hill next Saturday afternoon_
The funeral discourse of Asa and
Mary
Booth by, who perished in the fire which

a

Utocdj SaUafmiflq

destroyed their buildings last March, will
take the place of the regular
preaching service at the Congregational church next Sunday at 10 a. m-An obituary of Mrs. Susan
Fletcher, the oldest resident, will be found

The members of the L. A.
to meet at the church at
three o’clock p. m. next Saturday... .Rev. A.
A. Smith delivered a fine sermon here last
Swantillb.

S.

are

requested

another column.

in

situation, yet tbe stores
South Montville. Mrs. Moore, who has
Elliott, died June Oth at the residence of
seemed to be having a lively trade and
been stopping with her daughter, Mrs. Nor
her son, Wm. D. Elliott.
The funeral
Sunday to a small but very appreciative ton Pease, during the
there were all the outward signs of a prospast year, died sudservices were at the house Sunday at 2 p. m.,
audience... .Hon. A. E. Nickerson has gone
The changes in tbe Rev. D.
denly last Thursday while sitting in a chair.
perous community.
Brackett officiating and the interand will be absent several days on The funeral services were
Boston,
held at the house,
manufacture of clothing brought about in ment was in the East Knox
cemetery. Mrs. business. ..Mrs. R. R. Smart is at home for a
conducted hv G. W. Prescott.Will Rowthe recent “hard times," resulting in the Elliott was oue of our oldest and most refew weeks and wre are glad to see her geuiai

All other local industries

special election in the id Congresdistrict takes place next Monday,

view of

business

try, aud it bids fair

death?

possible

cert at

Tells no sweeter story to humanity than
the announcement that the health-giver
and health-bringer, Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
tells of the birth of an era of good health.
It is the one reliable specific for the cure
of all blood, stomach and liver troubles.

Republican

able.

Jackson. The Cong’l Sunday school conthe church last Sunday
evening was
quite largely attended and the exercises by
children were rendered in a manner
complimentry to those taking part. The program
was not so extensive as
many of the forimr
ones, but was of choice selections.
The
Jackson Quartette Baud assisted,and added
much to the entertainmeut... .There will be

44A Gentle Wind
of Western Birth”

Then in

Thursday

at the

carnations, hospital officials; pillow, hospital

employes.

of their six children three are now
living. His second v.ife was Miss Melinda
Sheldon of Waldo, who with five children
survive him. The funeral service? Wednesday were conducted by Rev. F. S. Dolliff.
The burial was at the cementery iu East
Knox.
Islesboro. Children's Day was observed
last Sunday at the Free Baptist church. Iu
the evening the house was packed. The
recitations, responsive readings and music
Mrs. Preble and Miss Lena
were excellent.
Rose and a few others deserve great credit
for their painstaking efforts in making the
concert such a success. Near the close of
the exercises an alarm of lire caused some
disturbance. Au old unoccupied bouse, at
Keller’s Point, iu which were stored some
farming implements and about two hundred

with

an

wife and son, of Montville visited I. S.
Bartlett last Sunday_Josiah Simmons aud
wife were in Union last Saturday and Sunday attending the dedication of the new
chapel at North Union. Others from here

air....Miss Katherine Jeanette Nickerson
is at home from Castine.Several of our
young people attended the coinplimentery
ball at North Searsport last week, given by
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Clark.Walter Nickerson has gone to Hampden to work for Mr.
S. L. Greeley_Miss Florence Cole and her
mother were in town Sunday.They are
having very exciting meetings at the Young
school house_Mrs. Prescott and two chil-

Albion Ford.The

new

hearse-house

is

Stockton Springs. Capt. L. M. Partridge
is sufficiently recovered from his severe illness to be able to be out again.... Mrs. Clifton Eames and two children are spending a
few weeks with her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
John Raudell-Mrs. Frank Jackson and
children of Belfast are with her father and

mother, Mr. and Mrs. Win. Staples, for the
present month-Miss Frances Cleaves has
returned from a visit of some length to her
sister, Mrs. David Tibbetts of South Boston.
Customers will now find her at her usual
place of business.. ..Mr. George Demuth of
New York has joined his wife and child at
the home of her father, Mr. Sylvester Pendleton, where she lias been spending the
winter-Mr. Harry Park went to Boston
.last week to consult an oculist, returning
Friday.... Miss Mabel Simmons arrived
from Castiue Friday for the summer vacation.... Much interest is manifested in the
Sunday school. There was a tine attendance last Sunday-At the annual meeting
of the V. I. S. the treasurer reported £45:2 as

j

1

Beverage

was a

were

Carrie,

All in want of
carriages and harnesses.
should give him a call before buying.
-G. D. Spaulding and wife have opened

one

Summit House

the
1\

night

is

building

Pittsfield.
his daughter,

a

Mt. Batty_Will
new' stable.
on

Elisha Shaw of Newport and
Mrs. Bessie Hunt of Los

Angeles, California, were in tow'ii last Friday calling on friends, and went from here
to

Burnham.... Lon Sanderson

went

on

a

civil

dedication of the new Uuiversalist church will occur on Wednesday
afternoon and evening, June 21. It is exwar...

.The

be a grand affair, as it is one of the
finest churches in the country.The
Baccalaureate sermon before the graduating
class of the Maine Central Institute w’as
given by Rev. A. W. Anthony of Lewiston
last Sunday. The music was by a double
quartette led by Dr. E. A. Porter. The graduating exercises will occur Thursday, 15tli....
Drs. T. M. Griftiu, F. J. ^Taylor, E. A. Porter
and W. C. Marden attended the Maine Medical Association meeting in Bangor last week.
_Frank Lawton, a former student of M. C.
I,, and later a lawyer in Norridgewock, was
in town recently,and left here for Colorado.

pected

to

Haverhill, Mass., to visit her
daughter-The trustees of the Waldo and
Penobscot Agricultural society are getting
ready for the trot July 4th. Mr. Nealley, the
secy.,reports that the entries include some of
the best horses in the vicinity.John
Twombly, Fred Grant and Will Curtis
have been engaged to go to Seal Harbor
this season with their teams.Loyal
Rebekali Lodge of Odd Fellows wil' have a
strawberry festival at their hall on the even-

24.

si0.00 t« SI2.00.

June bugs.
Curfew > Yes.
“The sweet girl graduate.”
No 4 July celebration this
year.
No electrics to Northport,
till next year.
Why not have a cycle club.
How many here. Guess!
A furnished room t<> rent,
pleasantly and conveniently
located, hear 1*. O.

out
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Don’t

buy
visit
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single
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article in clothing or furnishing
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FRANKLIN SHO
...FOR...

MEN, BOYS

and YOl.
THE

YOU MAY PAY MORE
But ymi cannot buy a shoe that will wuai
fit better, or look more styli.-;

better,

...

Quality and Price Prove Value. We have
FRANKLIN I
cuorc

it at Las'

FJT
H I

the

poot.

I HI; la h and

...bnOhb ( fit your purse.

W. A. SWIFT, Jr.,16

J. W.

““U,
FRi

HALEY at 42 Hijrli

The New York Oculist, is

specialties,

Appointed by Superintendent

of Schools

now
a*

I

in town I'NTl L .1 I

Optical Examiner

ut

>

;'v,;S^rrt

by Express, Stage,

PRINTERS,

>

nd handsome mixtun

Closing

EYES TESTED

This Time,

10 Main St.

Meu's

"

I ,<H>

/Sqq.

♦Envelopes,* flyers,* Pamphlets.*
Cards,* lionklets,* Programs,* Hill
A; Vote Heads,* Posters,*<fce.,*&e.

MONROE.

out at

33 S TITS, of line l»lue serge plaids,

WE PRINT ANYTHING. -Leaflets,

*lOUR
/({XMT

Closing

or

Hail.
CO.,

BRACKETT &
BELFAST, MAINE.

to

and Mrs. J. S. Davis recently made
ing of June 21st... .Samuel Adams and wife
calls on old friends in Palmyra and Hartof Belfast were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
land.On account of the non-arrival of
F. L. Palmer last Friday.Mrs. Louisa
dollars w orth of wood belonging to William
the
new
has
and
creamery
shafting
pipes
died June 6th, aged 89 years. She had
Keller, was burned with the contents. No been somewhat delayed, but probably is I Page
than the average, for her
insurance.
Probably it wras incendiary. about ready to start up now-There are 3(5 been more active
until recently, when she begun failing.
years,
most
of
the
when
that
at
hour,
people graduates from the M. C. I. this weekComing
The needle work and fancy work done in
were iu the two churches, very few' were left
Dr. Charles Thomas of Caribou, formerly of
her last years would compare favorably with
to fight fire, and hence the total destruction
Palmyra, was in town Saturday making a
that done by much younger persons. Her
of the building.
few calls, having attended the Medical Asmaiden name was Louisa Rich and she was
sociation meeting in Bangor-Dr. William
Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wilder
born and raised in Jackson. Her first husA. Purington of Oxford was in town recentattended the commencement exercises at
band, Mr. Hamlin, was drowned years ago.
old acquaintances. Mr. Purlooking
ly
up
Kent’s Hill last week-Dr. P. Crooker and
By him she had one daughter, with whom
was a student of the M. C. I. and was
ington
she lived and was cared for in her declining
family made a trip to Augusta last week.'... in the class of
did
not
but
He
’87,
graduate.
Mrs. A. T. Muzzey of Somerville, Mass.,
years. Rev. J. S. Blair conducted the funeris now practicing medicine in Oxford, havhas returned home for the summer.. ..Mrs.
al services... .The remains of Darius Royal,
from the Illinois State Uniing
graduated
wTho died in Belfast last week, were brought
Treat of Searsport is the guest of Mr. and
of Physicians and Surgeons in April
versity
Mrs. M. A. Fowler... .Miss Doris Wenthere Monday and laid beside his wife in the
’98_Mrs. C. F. Brock of Waltham, Mass.,
worth of Boston is in town-Miss Mary
village cemetery.Dr. H. A. Holt and his
is visiting friends in town. She was formerwife have returned from a carriage drive to
Muzzey has returned fr^m Kent’s Hill for
a resident here and a graduate of the M.
She has been re- ly
the summer vacation.
where they visited the doctor’s
Lamoine,
C. I....J. W. Manson, Esq., was in Bangor
Charles Leach from St.
elected to the chair of Greek... A large audiparents.Mrs.
recently to attend the meeting and banquet Albans has been visiting the past two weeks
ence greeted Rev. G. M. Bailey on children’s
of the Bangor alumni of Bowdoin College.
day, when be preached an instructive illus- ....A. B. Thompson has resigned his posi. at her father’s, Leonard Packard.Capt.
Tolford Durham and wife are visiting their
trated sermon to the young people. The
tion as conductor on the S. and M. R. R....
Sunday school gave an interesting concert Hon. B. F. Warner of Hallowell was in daughter, Mrs. E. M. Dolloff, in Gardiner.
_Mr. Will Hill spent Saturday and Sunin the evening....Mr. John Luce *has gone
town over Sunday, visiting his son, G. B.
with his parents at Ellingwood Corner.
to Aroostook for the summer.
Warner_Bert Stevens was in town re- day
_Miss Almeda Mansur and her invalid
cently. He has a nice position in a wholesale
How Unpleasant
sister Lydia have moved into their home in
house in Portland..E. S. Pitcher, the well
To suffer from excessive perspiration. The
the village. Their brother, George Mansur,
Eliza
known baritone singer of Belfast, has been
odor is such a great annoyance. Mrs.
came from Bangor and assisted in moving
Hayden of Bridgeport, Conn., says: “Com- engaged to help the choir with the singing
the invalid and making her comfortable....
fort Powder stopped this at once.’’ It cures
at the dedication of the new Universalist
Mrs. Joseph Palmer has been very sick the
chafing, tender feet, prickly heat, and keeps
church.
sweet.
dress shields
past few days.
-Mr.

Nol
/■>,

and dark mixtures, in all

*T.eO.

BREEZE.

The pen is mightier tliau the sword
So many people think;
[round,
But the tiling that makes the world go
Is plenty ol' printers’ ink.

Sent

light

25 ST ITS,

Mrs.

Belfast, Me., June

Monroe.
The yearly meeting of the
Church of God will be held at Maple Grove
Camp Ground, beginning June 23d and continuing over Sunday-District No. 6 is
having a number of new buildings erected ;
among them a new house by Rodney Haswell, and a new barn,40x60,by Edw. Colson,
C. C. Moody is making extensive repairs on
his house and building a new L_The
friends of H. R. Dawson have presented him
with a very fine oak writing desk and book
case
combined, for which they have received his thanks-Mrs. Edwin Lufkin

»

*

glad

Vol. 21.

Willis A. Luce of Unity. It was the Quarterly Meeting session. The Lord’s Supper
was
observed, and Mr. and Mrs. Zimri
Carleton of Brockton, Mass., united with
the church by letter.Mr. Newell Bagley
went to Plymouth Monday.
Mrs. Lula
Whitaker spent Sunday at home from
Detroit, where she has engaged in teaching.
....The field strawberries are getting ripe.
Miss Mildred Rand picked a quart June 7th.

Clothing.’ i

former

very

Mr.

has gone

iMen’s and Boys’

Fellows is at home from the Boston Law
on his vacation.
.Miss NellieTh •;up
son lias been holding a series of
meetings al
White's Corner and Ellingwo.>d’s Corner.
Mr. George Atwood and his wife are visiting his brother, F. C. Atwood_Samue
Atwood, who has been very ill, is now
convalescent... Mrs. E. S. Thompson has
moved into the Eaton House on Ferry
street-Mrs. George Mansfield and little
son are visiting her sister, Mrs. C. R
Hill.
....Garfield Lodge, I. O. O. F., held their
memorial service at their Hall Sunday afternoon,‘after which, led by the Cornet Band
they marched to the cemetery and decorated
the graves of their deceased comrades.
A
large number of people were out to witness
the solemn ceremony.... Re v. D. H. Pipei

Welch of Pittsfield.Rev. A. E.
Luce of Pittsfield preached at the church in
Troy last Sunday in exchange with Rev.

PRICES i

•-

School

meeting and baptism conducted by Rev.

t'o

**«FOR THIS WEEK IN***

Harry Chapman and little
son, and Mrs. Jackson of Bangor, were the
guests of P. C. Rich and of Mrs. Mary
Haley for a few days last week.... Horaci
Kneeland has a new laundry wagon....Mrs,
James Freeman had a bad fall last Tuesday,
from which she is still suffering... .Timothy
ter

Ur«tri

BOSTON.

f

resident of this place
to see her_Mr.
Alger Hall of the grammar school attended
the commencement a*; Castiue Normal Sclmol
Juue 7th-Mrs. H. C. Chanman and diou/h.
all

All

Shapleigh Coffee

WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL.

Winter pout.
Mr. aud Mrs. Beverage of
North Haven w^ere iu town a few days last
week aud called on their friends.
Mrs.
aud

1-lb. Cant Only.

A Rare Delicacy for the Breakfast Table.

present Sunday.W. B. Morse and
wife, being quite tender hearted, could net
refuse after earuest pleading from a young
tramp to furnish the little fellow with a
home; and for one whose weight was only
G 3 4 lbs. he pled his cause lustily. Their
daughter, Mrs. F. C. Holmes, is with them
for a few weeks.Miss Lizzie Prescott,
daughter of Mr. aud Mrs. David Prescott of
Howard, R. 1., is visiting her grandparents,
Mr. aud Mrs. F. Linnikin-Mrs. C. L. Gilman, who has been in Lebanon, N
H,, for
a few weeks, is expected home tins week.

TIJE

McKinney

WINS ON MERIT
In

were

dren, who have been visiting at A. S. Nickerson’s, have gone to Bangor-F. J. and
F. P. Webb have just set a fine headstone of
Oak Hill granite in the yard here for Mrs.
rapidly nearing completion under the personal supervision of Capt. Nelieiniah Smart.
Harris and Small are the carpenters.

COFFEE

ell,

hospitable

the amount raised during the year ending
June 1, 1899, most of which has been expended in sidewalks, much to the improvement of the village. The ladies of the so
ciety wish to extend cordial thanks to the
gentlemen for their hearty co-operation in
this good work_Mrs. Ralph Morse will
entertain the Current Events Club this, ;
gave a very interesting illustrated sermon
Thursday, afternoon.
to the children Sunday evening.
Troy. Measles and caterpillars have very
thoroughly canvassed the town and will
How’s This!
soon be up and away.Will Rand is quite
,
We otVer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
sick with measles. Mrs. Willis Stevens
case of Catarrh that cannot lie cured by Hall’s
and Mrs. Edmund Hollis are not recovering Catarrh Cure.
very well from them.Those whose busiF. ,J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, o.
ness it is to look after the highways are putWe. the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
ting in much needed repairs.Grass is
looking finely in this vicinity, but rain honorable in all business transactions and finanable to carry out any obligations made by
would improve the condition of all crops. cially
their firm.
will
be
scarce
this
probably
very
West & Tkuax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
j Apples
I year.Some of our citizens attended the Warding, K nnan & Marvin, Wholesale DrugVeterans’ meeting at Thorndike; also the
gists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
meeting at Windermere Park, June 6th. A
good time was reported at both places. directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces t
Hattie Hooke visited her sister, Mrs. C. C4. Mr. and Mrs. George Ward of Ward Hill the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
Druggists. Testimonials free.
Hemeuway, in Searsmout, last week.... were the guests of Mrs. B. F. Harding last
Hall's Fan ily Pills are the best;
lm21
Mrs.Piper Knight and son spent a few days week... .George Elliott of Albion was here
last week with relatives in Rockland. ..Miss Monday, the guest of his uncle, Isaac ElFlossie Young is spending a few' weeks at liott.A large number of our people went
SEA
home....Will
has a nice line of to Plymouth Sunday to attend a grove

fishing trip recently to Austin pond. This
Abner Ford Smith died in
Obituary.
pond is situated ten miles above Brighton
Brooks June 12, 1899, aged 78 years and
and is said to be a fine fishing ground_Dr.
three mouths. Deceased was born in Knox
F. J. Taylor read a paper at the recent Mediand resided in this town until four years
cal convention in Bangor on the Therapeutics
ago. He was one of a large family, of which
of Whooping Cough.There were 130
but three sisters are now living. Besides
graves of old soldiers decorated on Memorial
he
farm
iu
on
a
takengaged
large
carrying
Day by Stephen Davis Post of this town.
ing jobs of stonework and the building and
Two fought in the Revolutionary War, 28 in
repair of roads. Mr. Smith was twice marthe war of 1812 and the remainder in the
ried. His first wife was Miss Mixer of Knox,
and

face, and her blinds open

TRADE-MARK.

Steel

Edges

FOR ROAD MACHINES.

T. B.

Hussey Plows.

MASON & HALL.
m mmmm umjm

iSPRAY PUMPS.

S EXPANSIVE!

DOUBLE THOUSANDS
IN USE
and liny Tool
Work-In the 1. S.
I
I
CATALOCUE FREE.
4
f V'rilf for Particulars, Prifi^, etc. Ask your dealer
■ F. E. MYERS &BRO. Ashland. 0. yuen'Pu^ 4
Li .ft ■ iff r-TTf* -TV ■

I BUCKETS.[ACTING. |

I

Lnrije-t Pump

—

■

C.

M.

CONANT & CO.,

Geu’I Agents for State of Maine,

BANGOR, MAINK.

Do not have your eyes experimented on hy inexperienced
j*ti• unmay prove fatal to vision. There are many eases where glasses vwuM

Consult

MILK WHITE HOUSE, 8
years old, weighs about 900 lbs., sound and kind
in all harness, cheerful and fearless roadster, perfectly safe for ladies to drive or care for, faultless
in form and action. Price if sold at once, $50.00
CASH.
dgf*Plenty of other trades like this at the sale
stable of

firs. E. Lancaster,
CHIROPODIST,

35 High Street,

We wish to thank the W. S. R. C., S. of V. and
other friends for kindness shown us in our bebreavement.
MRS. CLARA J. GILMORE.
MR. and MRS. W. B. NEWTON.
Belfast, June 12,1899.—Iw24*

Belfast,

REWARD.
TKN DOLLARS will be given for information that will lead to the arrest and conviction of the parties who took a barrel containing crockery from the highway in Belfast
June 12th.
GEORGE W. PENDLETON,
Iw24*

on

MARIN®

HARNESS

MANI<T’RING ami
SHAMPOOING,

Announces to the people of Belfast ami vicinity
that she is practicing her specialty, and all wishing treatment will be satisfactorily treated by disinfected implements and with modern methods
2m2*42m
by an experienced chiropodist.

LANCASTER & WEST.

A Card of Thanks.

Oculist!

ai

-<

BARGAIN!
BEAUTIFUL

an

ii sure. If you must wear glasses wear those that are bee..no
method. Perfect fit guaranteed. 1 can fit any pet son's eves to glasses it
you a corr et diagnosis of all diseases of the eye.
postal card
bring me to your home nr place of business. Will be in Belfast three t im.
I w24*
references iti Maine.

lately safe

AND

...

Shoe

Repa*f,n'

NEATLY AND PROM IT 1

.1.

22tf

II

H >1K£'

Wells Building

FOR

RENT
■..hi

Tiro cottage houses, 1
in.each house. Situute»
street.

Enquire of
GEO. W.

room’

b

NEWS OF BELFAST.

,Mi

garden

,h1v's
rds.

v,

i.

;r.

sweet

;»

„>en

The Sea

pea picked from
Junel2tk. This

g
'ff

50C.

and

; Seven Star Grange Hall,Jackson,
Wednesday, June 28th, and Northern Light
Grange Hall, West Winterport, Thursday, |

June 29th.

ings

full

are

not

■lewtiag.

Sunday school at 12 m. : Epworth League at
p. m. ; subject,
Intemperate Pleasures
preaching at 7.30 p. m.

j

*

w

June 16th. She will leave West Brooks-

row,

proprietor of the

marine

outlook for the seaI and that he has orders

g

railway busy

the

vessels

of

•r

several

bound

are

leave Belfast at 3
of

r. m.

the

and ball.

ert

n-

tliis city has been graut
attachment for type-writMisists of a small wedgeMl attachabir to the cari’remier machine to faciliu k of
the carriage after a
: rimed and the carriage
■I

American

has

the rhymes
last week :
>ster

coaster.
After some difficulty the letD. P were made out on her bow, and
Mr. McCrillis recalled seeing the ('raft launched from the Peirce shipyard above the lower
bridge in 1S4VP The initials stand for David
Peirce, one of the builders. The vessel is
now owned in Machias.

style
ters

Merchant’s

through

image learned
--round Isle

ail oat,
an Ilote."

whist social

"■le

added the
Isle au

on

low

'•"'ii

■

Geo. 1> McCrillis went on the excursion to
White Head in the steamer Castine last Sunday, ami down the bay called attention to a
craft bound up as a good specimen of the old-

was

young horse with which
Henry Geutner and W. E Dilworth were
riding ran away with them Friday evening
on N< rthport avenue.
They went through
the Salmond place and brought up against
the north side of John Rogers’ house. The
occupants were thrown out, and Henry had
Mr.
his left wrist brokeu.
Dilworth
was badly shaken up and bruise 1, but
no
bones were broken.
The carriage
was
badly broken.

Wednesday evening, June
Ramon, Seventy-seven
'••nt
The evening was spent
mat, and fruit punch was
! Jo cents was
charged for

;

close of the games,
hittonberg and a point lace
>'
re given to the players, by
W. H. Quimby drew the
uni Mrs. E. L. Stevens. Mrs.
V R. Chase and Mrs. John H.
the

at

have been watching with interest the
deadly assaults of the little green beetle on
the caterpillars, but have beeu told of au
We

•itenberg.
exercises

;.g
-e

of

the

East

instance iu which the beetle after a hard
struggle gave up and the caterpillar made his
escape. The battle occurred on a walk near a
house. The beetle would bite the enemy

Seminary at Bucksport
successfully Wednesday

7th.

The

Waldo

county

assigned as follows:
Uespnnsibilities of American
Cole, Winterport; Develop*
James Dixon Carey, Montu
aguan Canal, Clare Joseph
'arts

The Commercial Sobolthe class of :*-J, to that mem•rt

who shall pass the
uniuation in the commercial
carded to James D. Carey of
lass

r

A

Actidknt.

given

the head and brace himself back with
all his force, but the caterpillar would not
near

give

in

and made his escape up the side of

Manufacturer,
Phoenix Row,
Belfast.

!

J

A western

asking him

Nursery
send

Co. wrote

our

George,

of

responsible parties to canvass the county aud sell
fruit trees. Our George replied as follows:
Belfast, June 12
to

Gentlemen—I

some names

have

a

family

who

are

dependent

I he

past week lias not been
’■ise ball.
The visiting clubs
nut m condition, and poor
result. Two games were
day. The Camden High
friends came by an excur-

;

Castine, and the ltockports
the forenoon the Belfast
High School teams met, with
(••riiier, 1J tod. In the afterkports and Belfast Juniors
c
home team won, dl to 4.
In

if any

interesting features
They were too one-sided to
There was a good atteudgames. The same teams have
•w

i

played

fh
1

!

evenly
again,
Saturday
the Knox county boys.

and

very
hut

will
was

Concert. An appreciative
audience enjoyed the concert

church last Friday evening
testimonial to Mr. Emery F.
! Belfast’s leading tenor soloists.

!*t

talent in the city partieiby Mr. Dion W. Kennedy of
The following program was

>tl
1

imereti:

uuet,"ir Final l,ove,''

on me fur support, ami having no
Insurance I dare not send you the
names of any of our citizens to act for you
as tree canvassers, for fear they would iiud
it out ami kill me in cold blood.
Four tree
agents were mobbed and nurned iu this
county last month.

Life

Yours

truly,
Geo. A.

Quimby.

Unitarian Lawn Party. The ladies of !
the Unitarian parish will hold a lawn party
an the church lawn Thursday evening, June

-2d, beginning at seven o’clock. No pains
will be spared to make the grounds attractive aud
refreshments, consisting of ice
cream, cake and other dainties, will be on
$ale.
In addition to the usual features of a
lawn party there will be a portrait gallery
in the church vestibule—a peculiar feature
which will be the guessing the names of
the numerous portraits aud miniatures offered, with prizes for the first aud second best
uf

of successful guesses. No portrait or
miniature of any person not now living aud
a member of the parish will he included in
the list. In all ways this promises to be a
scores

duplicate

the lawn party that gave so
much satisfaction some years ago. Aprons,
candies, ice cream and cooling drinks will
be sold during the evening.
of

Facts.
Bramhall had a 37-pound
erdi, Mrs. Pitcher, Mr. White; salmon from Cape Jellison Tuesday_The
setide, Cantor, Mrs. Frost; risk in Swan Lake are playing havoc with
Overture, “Midsummer Night’s I the veracity of local fishermen, and we hear
M •ndelssohn; (b), Cradle
Song,! a similar report from the Raugeley’s. Local
"i W. Kennedy; tenor, "Winfishermen make big hauls aud the story gets
into the papers. The friends of the fisherte, Mr. White; contralto, “Thy
Knight Wood, Miss JJins- men come from abroad and the fish refuse to
H >H'ir and Arms,” (Sampson),
bite, which naturally causes a suspicion in
Pitcher; “What from Ven- the minds of the visitors.Sch. Clara arMrs.

t.

Frost,

Mrs.

Pitcher,

Parker sud Pitcher; contralle,” Schubert; (b), “Still Is

ilofsky, Mrs. Pitcher; quarfrom German, Mrs. Pitcher,
Messrs. White and Pitcher,
Miss Johnson, accompanists.
The

excursion

business

and still continues,
inspects for the future. Last
Belfast Band made its first exhe season, to Bangor, to attend
Ins

season

‘gh-Sells circus.
"as
•*

was

not

In the morning

threatening,
large. The day proved
and

the

at-

ever, and those who went had
able trip. They went by steamer
"

>

Friday

circus exhibited in
and about 40 went from hereby
1 ‘ue
Central excursion. The number
biken up on the Belfast branch
Sunday the Castine made an exCamden and White Head. The
[ ieasant and the excursion was
yed. a few left the boat at Camthe

1

11
1

ofchers joined it there. At White
^ party visited the
life-saving sta! were
shown about the place by the

superintendent... .The Silver Star
party of 20 to Matinicus 8un11
‘*eeP sea fishing. They had a good
Vj 1
AQd a pleasant
trip.The steamers
ant* Silver Star each brought large
Ursiou parties over the
Cas-

^tiUp

au‘i

Brooksville,

Islesboro

route

Monday.

pish

rived last Friday evening with a fare of
fresh fish caught olf Matinicus, aud sailed
again Monday. E.H. Colby aud his son Miller
are captain and crew, and they are hustlers.
They use a trsiwl aud never fail to get a
fare.Nathaniel Sholes, Augustus D.
Hayes aud Joseph A. MclCeen arrived Monday from Isle au Haut, w^here they passed a
week fishing.
They brought home 1500
Fish
pounds of fine cod and 100 lobsters.
were plentiful aud the weather fine.
They
had YV. E. Page’s boat.

Shipping Items. Pendleton Bros, of Isle3boro have bought the schooner Sadie Willcutt, wrecked at Vineyard Haven last November, the vessel to be delivered at Rockland for $2,000. Divers report the garboards
opened, part of the shoe gone, and stern
post started. The vessel had been stripped of
everything but her masts. The Willcutt is
340 tons net and was built at St. George in
1874.Sch. Puritan arrived Junto 11th,
stone laden from Stonington for New York,
and sailed the 13th... Sch. A. Hayford arrived from Boston Monday morning with

general

.Sch. Myronus sailed June
10th for Ellsworth to repair, after which she
will load stone at Sargentville for New York.
Sch. Julia Edna arrived Sunday from BanShe took
gor, with tiles for Bar Harbor.
cargo...

furniture here aud sailed Tuesday.
.Sch. P. M. Bonney is having a busy season as a Belfast and Vinalhaven packet,finding cargoes ready at both ends of the route
ss fast as she can take them.
on some

...

New

potatoes appeared in
yesterday, at Ginn & Field’s.

the

market

The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
have their annual Field Day meeting with
Mrs. J. R. Mears, Morrill, June 30. Further

particulars later.
The evening train arrived here two hours
a half late
Tuesday evening. The delay was caused by a hot box ou a locomotive
on the main line.
and

Thomas H Marshall Relief Corps have
postponed their regular meeting until July
11th.
All
members ;ire requested to he
present

on

that

date.

List of advertised letters remaining unclaimed iD the Belfast post office for the
week ending, June 10th: Ladies—Della M.
Howard, Miss Elizabeth T. Moore.
Sullivan of Portland, Me., ex-first
surgeon to the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary for over 7 years will he in Belfast
at the Revere House Thursday and Friday,
Dr.

asst,

June 22d-23d.
The band-stand on the schoolliouse common is unsafe and will not be used by the
Belfast Baud in giving its opeu air concerts
this season. The concerts will be given in
turn in different parts of the city, and the
baud will bare to arrange for the use of
chairs.
Tlu* Belfast Band is arranging for an excursion July 4th, probably to Islesboro, and
to include a concert, clam bake, etc.
A
good time is assured. Tbe baud has an
engagement at Rockland in September
when the Masonic fraternity are to have a
four days fair.
& McDonald are repairing the.
walks for the city, and laying new

Morrison
concrete

private parties. The city council has
yet decided which sections of walk will
be built new in concrete this year, but it
will probably include tbe walk in front of
for

the house.

season

is

getting late,

summer

our

stock is

large,

Hence these

shoe.

and

we

do

not propose to carry over a

extraordinary prices.

Women’s Genuine Kid Skin Button and Lace Boots, made to sell
for

$1.00,

I q

not

the Public Library and on the north side of
Maiu street, from High to Washington.
A tine concert with a good
Concert.
program will be given in the Opera House
Tune 24th by tbe Philomel Club of Boston.

Miss Mabel Mongham. dramatic soprano;
Miss Adelaide
Jump, elocutionist; Miss
Helen Duuton, pianist; Chas. E. Stephen-

baritone, J. F. Rigby, clarinet soloist;
June Hills, accompanist.
Tickets
sale at City Drug Store; 35 and 50 cents.

The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will be as follows: 10 a. m.

Men’s B Calf Lace and

next

45, regular service,
Holy Communion;
preaching by the pastor; 12 o’clock, Sunua>
school; 6 30 p. m Young Peoples’ Meeting;
topic: “The National Union.” A cordial

Congress Boots, always sold for $1.25,

now

87C

10

Girls’ Kid Skin Lace Boots, worth

on

$1.00,

now

^ a

68c.

The Ladies’ Aid Society of A.
of

Veterans,

E.

will

fire-proof vaults

the Probate, Register
of Deeds and Clerk of Courts offices, on
the ground floor. On the second floor they
will probably move the partition at the rear
of the judge’s desk, forward 0 feet, and
make a room for the Law Library and the
judge’s room. The rooms now occupied by
the Law Library and for witnesses will be
used as jury rooms. It is also proposed to
put in a flight of stairs for a rear entrance
into

Detroit, Mich., July 5th-10th, has just returned from the convention city and reports the committee, composed
mostly t»f
prominent business men, as hustling preparations and expecting to entertain one of
thejargest conventions ever held. The Maine
headquarters and hoarding places are near
the big tents and handy to the business section of the city. Mr. Packard made
arrangeat

the party to take the trip aqd see
the wonders at Niagara Falls at greativ reduced rates, so that the day spent there
ments

for

will cost but

New

quality,

Advertisements.
minimum in

price,”

Maximum
is

in

the motto at

the Dinswore store this week. They have a
1 arge stock and do not propose to carry over

shoe; hence the low prices quoted
their advt....J. W. Haley, the New York
oculist, is now in town, at 42 High street, and
will remain until July 1st. See his advtMrs. Clara J. Gilmore and Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Newton publish a card of thanks-C.
a summer

in

M. Conant & Co., Bangor, are agents for
Maine for spray pumps, something that is in
demand at this time.The Belfast school
committee advertises for proposals for fuel.
_Attention is called to the card of Mrs. E.

Lancaster, 35 High street, chiropodist, manicuring and shampooing. She is an experienced chiropodist.Geo. W. Pendleton
offers

a

reward of $10.

See advt. for parti-

culars_Leosaidow, the celebrated palmist,
is at the Revere House. Read the testimonials in another column. He has hundreds of others....See advt. of bargain at
the sale stable of Lancaster & West.
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, has the
Gordon covert skirt, the best and cheapest
summer skirt in the market.
Price $1.49.
-Fred Atwood, Winterport, is prepared
to furnish complete sets of sealers weights
and measures.

little;

the

be true at
Montreal. It is very important that all who
are thinking
of taking this trip should
send their names to the excursion manager
to

same

and board accomShould it be found necessary
applications may be cancelled.
to secure train

once

ninth annual mee ting of the Waldo
County Christiau Endeavor Union will be
held in the Baptist church in Belfast, Friday, June 30th. The program will be as
follows:
The

FORENOON.

10.30. Devotional service.
10 45.

report

*22*

do"

THE DINSMORE
Wedding

STORE, bmeal.fnaest’

Beils.
I

Hardjng-Swett.

A very pleasant wedthe home of Mr. and Mrs.
Swett of Knox, June 7th, when

An

at

Business:

Reading

secretary and

of

Burns-Coombs.

There was a quiet but
pleasant wedding at the residence of
Captain and Mrs. William Kalloch on Rau-

very
kiu

street, Rockland, June uth, at 1 o’clock,
when J. T. Coombs of North Haven and
Mrs. Frances Burns of this city were united
in marriage by Rev. W. O. Holman.
Mr.
Coombs is highly esteemed in bis island
home, where he lias lived all Ins life. Mrs.
Burns is the daughter of the late Deacon and
Mrs. Isaac

Kalloch,

mony was
land Star.

himself

3 30.

hood,”

John R. Boardmau, Hallowell.
Address, Working the Work of the
Rev. Harry W. Kimball, Skowhegan.
Address, “The Possibility of SaintRev. George S. Mills, Belfast.

Rev.

Collection.
4 10. Question box.
4.00.

EVENING.

7.30. Praise service.
8 00. Address, Rev. J. K.

Wilson. D. L>.,

The

7th annual convention of the Waldo

Congregational church in Jackson, Wednesday, Juue 28. The program is
as follows:
10 30 a m. Devotional services, Rev. R. G.
held

II

nr

at

Su.

Address of Welcome, Rev.
F. S. Dolliff, Jackson. Response, Rev. G. S.
Mills, Belfast.
11 00 a. m.
Reading of minutes. Report
of Treasurer.
11 15 a. m. Roll-call of Sunday schools,
with reports from delegates.
-11 45 a. m.
Appointment of Committees.
12.00 m.
Basket lunch.
1 30 p. m.
Devotional service, W. G.
Hatch.
140 p.m. Reports of committees. Election
of officers.
1.55 p. m. Why I came, le d by H. M.
Prentiss, Belfast. Other workers are requested to respond.
2 30 p. m. The Pastoral work of the Sunday school teacher. What care can the
teacher exercise over his scholars out of
Sunday school? Rev. R. T. Capen, Belfast.
a.

m.

Discussion.

3 00 p. m.
What general preparation
should a teacher have for his work? Rev.
G. E. Edgett. Belfast.
3.20 p. m. The Big Boy Problem, S. N.
Halliday, Portland, Field Worker.
3.50 p. m. Collection
4.00 p. m. Adjournment.
Every Sunday school scholar is a delegate.
Come all who can. Picnic dinner will be
served. Bring your lunch basket well fill-

The Sunday school at Jackson will
furnish tea and coffee. If the 28th proves
stormy, the convention will be heldJiThursday, the 29th.

78

years

ago

and

the confederate

Happy Belfast!

It pays

[Bath Independent.

a

tax of only 17

cessoi to

Dwight

A. P.

Silly

Odd
18th.

Odd
at

1

years of age, ami

>

summer

dance.

[Washing-

The Rockland ball players who visited
Belfast June 3d, fay that Dil worth of ancient memory has :speed to burn this year
and states that he has never been in better
condition. At one time “Dil” was as good a
twirler as the State could produce. [Rockland Star.
If Crockett and Cushman spend the sumat home Rockland ought to get up a
which could lower the colors of the
triumphant Belfast aggregation. As the
matter now stands there probably isn’t a
local team in Maine which can beat the
Belfast. [Rockland Courier-Qazette.
mer

team

for Fuel.

OAI.

hleven111)

tons st-*ve

limits.

Six

coal delivered within

utv

.5

tons egg coal, delivered t«* east
side.
Brick school.
tour and one halt <4 12 tons stove
coai 3 1-2
tons egg coal delivered to Head of Tide
school.

I.INE OF

WOOD
be delivered within the eitv limits.
7 cords
hard wood stove; 3 cords sofr. or
for
kindling; 4 cords of coarse nr grate edgings
wood
To be delivered at the Brick
School 2 .-.nls
hard wood for stove, 1-2 cord
kindling,
^ cords long wood. 1-2 cord

kimllintr

City Point School— 4 cords long wood, 1-2 cord
kindling.
Board Landing Sclmol-3 1-2 v.rds
long wood,
1 2 cord kindling.
Head of Tide School -1 cord
cord kindling.
I’.iur s .Mills Si-hnol—I cords

Ali
at

Pitcher School

c-rds

long wood

l--> <>..rd

split.

Urate wood, cur Three times, n .t
Bills may include t he whole -r .1 n\split. of wood
part
delivered and muse (.
The commit'ee reserve the right to
accept or reject bids.
>. i;u|Civ,
Secret;!r\ ■v IiudI < <>muu(tee.

Dwight P. Palmer,
TE3IPLE,
HE LEAST.

Notice to the Public

FOR SALE.

There will be

good lire-proof second-hand safe for
a bargain.
Inquire of

sale at

CALVIN HERVKY
JOHN SANBORN.

or

House for Sale.
OF PARK AND CHARLES
STREETS
\J
Enquire of
22tf
MRS. W. H. MOODY,
At A. A. Small's, 25) Miller Street.

flOHNER

FOR RENT.
The H. H. Johnson house, 30 Church
and lower parts.
In-

street, the upper
quire of
2w22*

l-2c.ini

AH bids must 1-e submitted, sealed, on or before
the fifteenth of July.
Bids for coal must be at s.> tu icli
per ton.
W ood, unless otherwise
speci' cd, must be hard,
properly seasoned.
By stove woo l is meant 4-fee- wood cut three
times and split.
By long wood is meant 4-feet wood cur twice
not

:lw--

-4

kindling.

purses and tastes.

A

wood. 1-2

kindling.
Hay lord School—4 c.rils long wood. l-2,-..rd
kindling.

new up-to-date
stylish goods,
prices and in styles to suit all

31AS OXIC

srove

long

*

Yarn.

was

winter’s congressional
Star.

ton

Masonic Temple.

S,I'U*°I1

a

U now upon us, and as yesterthe hottest day of the season, a
new’ yarn about Mr. Reed found its way
around. It is about as thin as the sweat
that produced it. According to this story
Mr. Reed will not leave Congress, but relieved of the cares the speakership, which
he did not desire again to shoulder, he will
essay the role of “Wild Irishman” in next
Ah

day

JOHNSON,

Office
he Sc none Com mitt
r
Hki.east Me Juno 1 2.
Ed^nanco with the insnu. lions fr-mi the
c
<-'»«imnttee. bids
fuel tor the ...minschool year beginning
September 1. are c;. 1!«m1 f.v-

think it will please you to
look these goods over.

in command of the
when she was sunk by
Albemarle in 1834.

Season

the market.

on

Proposals

SUMMER SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,
HOSIERY,
NECKWEAR,
UNDERWEAR.

Judge J. S. Emery, one of the pioneers of
the State, died at his home in Lawrence,
Kansas, June 9th. He was prominently iudentified with the early history of Kansas,
going there in 1854 with the second part
of the New England emigrant aid society.

A

A.

Mansfield)

P. Palmer

OFFERS A S1/1'EIi 1

Maine Men.

Judge Emery was 73
native of Industry, Me.

skirt

to

was

ram

Belfast, He 1

city limits.

official term 1899-1900

gunboat Southfield

j

PITCHER,

i

Lodge

Commander Charles Atherton
United States navy, retire!, of
is dead.
He, was hern in Maine

Brooklyn,

j

£
£

Fifty-five ."f> tons egg coal delivered within

ed.

mills.

summer

Summer Goods.

the

butt, Searsport.

cheapest

FRED

The following chevaliers from Canton Pallas, I. O. O. F., of this city are attending
the annual council and field day of the Patriarchs Militant of Maine, in Portland: L.
T. Shales, R. H. Howes, C H. Sargent, C.
M. Craig, D. F. Stephensou.

Lieut.
French,

J
*

PRICE St.49.=*

societies.

Deaths of

1

FOB SALE BY.

F. H. Welch, Belfast, lias been appointed
Deputy Grand Chancellor, K. of P., of Dis

County Sunday School Association will be

I

]

=r~
Is the best and

o’clock, and bring dowers.

Portland.
Consecration service.
A picnic dinner and supper will be served.
Please briug well tilled lunch baskets.

uithiug influence tliau

j

THE GORDON COVERT SKIRT

Class.

Aurora Rebekah Lodge will observe
Fellows Memorial Day Sunday, June
All Rebekahs are requested to meet at
Fellows Hall, Saturday afternoou

be

can

j
J

ji

will

trict 19 for the

s

Music Store,

local
news
Held.
That he succeeds is
apparent from even a casual glance through
the pages of his paper, in which he evidently
presents a complete service of city and vicinity news that must answer the demands of every reader.
The Republieau
Journal is strong in local advertising,
besides commanding the best foreign busi-

The regular meeting of Phoenix
be held next Monday evening.

restless

prices.

E. S.

A. Pilsbury, contenting
cultivating assiduously the

Secret

the

4

Cbas.

with

AFTERNOON.

Lord,”

dactive

Belfast (Me.) Republieau Journal
is an excellent ^example ol the very best
type of local weeklies, such as are published in the older portions of the country, i
In its seventy-first volume, with large.
au
circulation and
enviable advertising
patronage, the property is in every respect
noteworthy. The Republican Journal makes
no use of auxiliary matter, its editor and
manager,

to

any instrument made.
^('Dme in and see the magnilicent organs that we are selling at sc-

Halftone cuts are frequently used,
tlie minutes,! ness.
and with good effect. fNewspaperdom.
treasurer, report
of

Devotion and praise service.
2 30. Address, “Methods and Something
3.00.

Worthy

balm

on

The

2 00.

Else,”

mouious and

new

a

like

and perturbed spirit,

nerves

of this city and lias many
who will wish her much happi-

Specimen of

Hne

is

Evening Hymn

sung to tin- r.\<iuisite and melodious
notes of a CARPENTER ORGAN.
with a richer fullness and more liar-

relationship. Mrs. William
whose home the wedding cereperformed is her daughter. [Rock-

in her
at

ness

that

Gregory

friends here

from societies.

10.45

Library.

to the

you above, the quality of these goods is retained. It is onlv the prices that are lowered. The prices will appeal to your sense of thrift and the shoes will satisfv
\our greatest
expectation. Compare our prices with some you have been buying, and then
us the
tavor, and yourself the justice by calling on us.

we assure

The Women's Missionary society of the Frank \Y
Universalist churches of Maine held its
their daughter, Mary Frances, was married
annual session m
connection
with the
church convention, Wednesday
afternoon, to Walter K. Harding of Waldo. The cereJune 7th, at the Church of the Messiah in
mony was performed by Rev. A. 1). ThiboPortland. Mrs. W. M. Ivimmel of Portland
deau of Deer Isle at half past three in the
presided. Prayer was offered by Rev. F. F.
Edd\ of Oakland. The report of the exeou- : afternoon.
The house was very prettily
tive board was made by its secretary, Miss i decorated with June flowers. The
bride
Alice Blanchard of Portland, covering the
was
dressed in white cashmere.
He
work done by the board
duriug the past bridesmaid was
Miss
Mattie Kelsey of
Mrs. E. H. Sargeut, treasurer of
year.
the society, made her annual
report, show- Knox, and Edgar L, Harding of Belfast,
ing that in all >451 26 bad been collected brother of the
The
groom, was.best man.
and all this amount, with the
exception >f
is the eldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
"66 66, bad been paid out.
Reports from bridegroom
the secretaries of the various parts of the James G. Harding of Waldo, and liis bride
State were
m ide
iu
rel itiou to
the is a
popular young lady. Both have many
work done during the past year.
The folofficers
were
then elected;
lowing
Presi- friends in Belfast, Knox, Waldo and other
dent, Rev. Blanche Wright of Livermore places who extend hearty congratulations.
Fails vice pres., Mary E. Briggs of Auburn ;
The presents, which were numerous and
secretary,Miss Alice Blaucbard of Portland ;
handsome, included a gold watch from the
treasurer, Mrs. E. H. Sargent of Portland
Members of the executive board, Mrs. Al- groom's father. They will make their home
fred Woodmau of Portland, Mrs. Ara Cush- for the
present with the parents of the
man of Auburn and Mrs.
Henry Lord of
bridegoom in Waldo.
Bangor.

met

The County Commissioners are now in
consultation with E. F. Fassett, architect,
of Portland, making plans for the changes
in the court house.
They expect to put

As

ding took place

Mr. E. W. Packard of
Lewiston, the exeursion manager for Maine to the international convention of Christian Eudeavorers

to sell at

87C., 98t., $ 1.27.

be held in Pittsfield.

Clark

Monday evenMiss
ing this week instead of Wednesday.
Rose E. White, President, and Mrs. Rosa C.
White, Treasurer of the State Division,
were received
into membership here by
transfer from the Waldoboro society, which
has suspended.
Mrs. Ida B. Hodkius, Vice
President of the State Society, vras also
present. Refreshments wore served.

,arge lot of Women’s Oxford Ties in Black and Colors, made
*1.00, $1.50, *1.75, for

A

Varney, Deering; F. L Tower, Woodfords;
Sunday School Secretary, lb*v. L. W. Coons,
Pittsfield; Trustee for three years, E. LI.
Sargent, Portland. The next convention

at

Camp, Sons

7 o’clock in

At the closing business session of the
Universalist State convention in Portland
June 7th the following officers were elected:
President, E. O Bean, Readtield ; First Vice
President, U. S. Forbes, Portland; Second
Vice President, Rev. \V. Ii. Gould, Dexter;
Secretary. Rev. W. W. Hooper, Deering:
Treasurer Merritt B. Coolidge, Portland;
Committee on Fellowship, Rev. H. F. Moulton, Biddeford. Rev. T. B. Payne, Westbrook; Rev. S. G. Davis, Deering; Cvrus Ii.

modations.

Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, aud
Ladies’ Aid Society are. represented at the
State Convention in Bueksport by the following members: Rev. I. H. Holt, O. J.
Dickey, T. A. Yonng, Chas. Hobbs, Walter
Hobbs, Walter J. Clifford, Elmer Whitehead, Castauus Smalley, Mrs. A. C. Mostnan, Mrs. Walter Hobbs, Mrs. Chas. Hobbs,
Mrs. J. B. Varnum, Mrs. Martha Carter,
Miss Ethel Wise.

at

The quarterly conference of the Methodist
Episcopal church was held last Friday evening by Rev. W. W. Ogier, presiding elder.
He reports the condition of the church
good,
and the outlook encouraging.

Miss

A. E.

Friday evening,

the vestry.

son,

n

—

I O/C.

now

school.

I

lation

When she arrived home she found that she
had the cylinder bottom upwards, aud the
cream had melted aud run down over her
clothing. She will look and see which is
the top end before she carries another
freezer <ef cream home.

preach a sermon appropriate to
Children's day. A Children’s day concert
will be given in the evening, by the Sunday
will

meeting

for ail the landings.

Clough Veterans’
A sister who attended the meeting of the
opened their home
Ladies' Aid Society ^Monday evening was
irk. Unity, June (5th. The
given the ice cream that was left in one of
-s was planning for the ansmall freezer cylinders, and carried it home
11th. Iu the evening the
in the freezer, carefully wrapped in paper.
Hand furnished music for a

Mills,

business, the

In

invitation is extend* l to all. Church members should remember the quarterly church

ville at 6.30 a. m
touching at Castiue,
Hewes’ Point., Ryder’s Cove and the Lime
Kiln, and arrive in Belfast at 9. Leave Belfast at 10, touching at all the landings and go
to Brooksville; leave Brooksville for Castiue at 1 p. m., thence to Belfast direct;

the

at

shirts,

coats andyests,
I crash suits,
straw
hats,
crash hats and
selected
caps
bv Mr. Clark
in New York.

granted as follows:
ciations, telephone list, school riag days, etc.
u Heal, Searsmont, £12
The Silver Star will
Steamer Notes.
idows, etc., Lucretia M.
8*: original, Henry Leh- enter upon her summer time table to-mor-

been

■

The regular weekly prayer meeting at the
North Church will be omitted this week on
account of the County Conference. Next
Sunday forenoon the pastor, Rev. Geo. S.

double breasted blue serge

dent aud Business Directory is out. and it
contains a general directory of citizens,busiuess and street directory, City Government,
School Committee, Couuty officers, blocks
and buililiug, churches, halls and society
rooms, post office, societies, clubs and asso-

Christian Eudeavor
with Hon. T. C. Smart in
fTi.iay, June 30th, afternoon
:
re will be a picnic supper.
fast

*

0.30. evening worship at 7.30 r. m. The Friday evening teacher’s meeting will be held
as usual.

The pink and
blue horizontal

stripe

GREAT VALUES AT SMALL COST.

*

Next Sunday the Odd Fellows will attend
the morning service at the Baptist church
Sunday school at 12 M.; Y. P. S. C. E. at

>j

n

i

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

6 30

who felt statistically in- j tion in Unity, June 22nd, will please send
lay counted 85 ladies' hats name to Mrs. A. E. Clark. The fare by
h.
Of these 17 had wiugs train will be Si 25 and by buckboard SI 00.
'•■■.it 4 had aigrettes,
Belfast Directory. The Belfast Resi-

\

*

MINIMUM IN PRICE.

*

The services at the Methodist church next
Sunday will be as follows: Preaching at
Christian Consistency;”
10.45; subject,

The programs for these meetwill be announc-

The W.|C. T. U. will |meet with Mrs.
Clara Cottrell, East Belfast, today, Thursday, at 2 30. A full attendance is desired.
Those wishing to attend the County Conven-

MAXIMUM IN QUALITY.

is extended to all inattend the Waldo County Conference of Congregational churches, to be
held in the North church to day and toThe program was published in
morrow.
The Journal last week.

2

fi.oo; all druggists.

welcome.

terested to

completed,but

ed later.

Brick School will give
in Bradman’s Hall, East
veiling, June 19th, to get

taking

All

are

general invitation

A

LOTT’S EMULSION *
s;rnP!y because it’s summer? #■

%

June 27th

of Kings Daughters
Margaret Gray, Condon

o’clock.

5

* Keep taking it It will heal
your *
an<t make them
y -un£s’
strong for A
another winter.
H.

Farmers Institutes for Waldo County will
be held in Grange Hall, Unity, Tuesday,

be
?

$

Then whY stop

Meetings will be held at the People’s Mission, 58,High street, every Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday and Sunday evening at 7

I

23

lobsters, clams, etc. They report cunners
large anti plentiful and taking the hook
voraciously.

f ride

A

at

buck board party of eight went to the
Dyer farm in Northport Sunday, and after an
hour’s sport cunner fishing had a dinner of

the Nicaragua Canal
is.de Grange was postponed
,1 iv evening to next Ratur-

•ming June, 19th.
j.'sired.

July

iu

Churches.

I he

us.

A

•f

w

Try

There will be an adjourned meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Children’s Aid
Cedar street.

-trawberries of the season
,,,. sth
by Mrs. Mabel SeekSwift & Paul bought the

M

do your printing

Society the first Tuesday

Pitvis has bought a lot on
Hid will build a house next

a

Breeze will

promptly, and in good style.

MARY F. JOHNSON,
No. 11 Congress Street.

opened June l>t

Carriage
<m

a

Paint

Heaver street, under the

Shop

management of.

GEO. J. BROWN,
to be run in connection
rear of Windsor Hotel.

with my

repository in

Good Work and Fair Prices,
H. O.

M4RDEN

BELFAST k MOOSEHEAD LAKE
TCnili-oiul

Company.

Clerk’s Office,
>
Belfast, Me., June 6, 1899. \
Notice is hereby given that, the animal
meeting
of this corporation will be held at the Court House
in Belfast, Wednesday, July f», 1899, at 10 A.
for
the
M.,
following purposes, viz:
1st. To hear and act upon the reports of the
directors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To elect nine directors for the ensuing year.
3d. To act noon any other business that
may
legally come before said meeting.
4w23
rer order.
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Clerk.

Against Wind and Tide.

brightened, “do you know that already I
Literary News and Notes.
have made the farm pay double what it
in
People
Maysvillj always shrugged ever has done? Next year I can hire help
The
publishing houses of Harper &
their shoulders when Mark Lamson was out of the
money saved from the sale of
Bros., and the S. S. McClure company
mentioned, and usually the expressive last year’s crops!”
have formed an alliance.
John Harper
gesture was followed by some deprecating
Essie, all eager interest, entered into
will be elected second vice-president of
remark.
the discussion of the capabilities of such a
the S. S. McClure company, and .1. Henry
“Come oi bad stock,” old Judge Ien- lot of
[LETTER TO MBS. PINKHAM NO. 69,186]
turnips, Biich a patch of wheat, the
Harper and H. S. Harper will also benox would say, in his
pompous, dictato- possibilities of a dairy, the best culture
come officers of the same
S. S.
company.
rial manner.
Dear Mrs. Pinkham—7*wo years
“All the Lamsons were for
fowls, as if she had never studied
McClure will become a vice-president of
worthless, and Mrs. Lamson was a Hodge, music or tilled her head with French and ago I began having such dull, heavy
&
Bros.
Harper
and everybody knows what they are.”
German verbs.
dragging pains in my back, menses
The house in which Mark was born and
In June there will be five issues of The
But
the horror aud wrath of Judge were profuse and painful, and was
where he scrambled up to manhood was Lennox
Youth’s Companion.
Among the many
I took
when, after two years of mild troubled was leucorrhoea.
a large farmhouse,
contributions to them will be a story in
tumbling to pieces in- courtship, Mark took his fate in his hands
and
consulted
a
medicines
phythree parts, “Four Charms,” by C. A.
side, with a roof always being patched and asked permission to marry Essie, can- patent but received no benefit and
sician,
against leaking, doors without locks, and not be described.
Stephens; “Klondike?, Old and New,” by
not
become
could
with shaking hinges, windows that ratpregnant.
Seeing
Prof. N. S. Shaler, of Harvard; “Authors
“A Lamson!” he cried, when having
one of your books, I wrote to 3rou telltled in every wind, ceilings that dropped dismissed
and Animals,” by Andrew Lang; “Robert
he returned to the bosom
Mark,
and asking for
whenever a heavy wind shook the upper of his
Louis Stevenson and Children,” by Ed“A Lamson for Essie’s ing you my troubles
family.
mund Gosse; “At the North Pole,” by
You answered my letter
rooms, and furniture in the last stage of husband! The fellow wants
advice.
my money to
Admiral Markham, of the British Navy;
shabbiness. IIis father and mother were send after all his father aud
grandfather promptly and I followed the directions
in
shiftless
in
“What Fuuston Did Before,” the account
household
slatternly
dress,
have squandered.”
and derived so much benefit
faithfullj7.
of an incident in General
Fuuston’s
management, and the handsome, bright
“Do you really and truly think Mark is that I cannot praise Lydia E. Pinktravels in Alaska; and moie than twenty
boy was over-indulged aud neglected as a spendthrift, papa?” Essie asked quietiy. ham's
Vegetable Compound enough.
their own indolence sinroested.
short stories.
“Does he ever lounge about the stores and
I now find myself pregnant and have
But Mark Lam son inherited none of the taverns as
Carter and Junes BayThe busy housewife is a member of
Harry
I
cannot
its
use
praise
again.
begun
leading traits of his parents. Probably in burn do?”
society, who while agreeing with Lowell
Cora Gilson, Yates,
it
some remote ancestor there was a mixture
enough.”—Mrs.
j
1
never
saw
him.” was
to as the beauty of a
I—well, no,
day in June, longs for
of energy, resolution and ability, of which the reluctant
Manistee, Mich.
admission.
more leisure iu which to
enjoy them and
the Maysville gossips had never heard,
“Did you ever hear that he drank or
therefore appreciates such hints aud sugand lor which they gave Mark no credit.
or
even
smoked?”
gambled,
“Your Medicine Worked Wonders.”
gestions as lighten labor and relieve care.
It was in vain that the principal of the
“N-o—I never did.”
In Table Talk are always to be found just
“I had been sick ever since my marMaysville High school declared that Mark
“Is he not regular at church?
such aids with regard to meals, methods
had graduated with the best record lie
have
seven
years ago;
given
riage,
“Ye-es.”
of preparation aud so forth.
Besides its
had ever given in the school.
It was use“But, oh, Essie!” struck in Mrs. Leu- birth to four children, and had two
menus, recipes and general mention of
less for the lad himself to keep his life
had
of
I
womb,
nox, “what shabby, half washed shirts he miscarriages.
falling
women’s interests, it gives this month:
free from blame, and earnestly endeavor
“In Strawberry Time,”
wears, and his fingers all out of his leucorrhoea, pains in back and legs;
by Margaret
to do bis duty.
Maysville could not for- gloves, and half the buttons of his coat dyspepsia and a nervous trembling of
Hoaglaud Warner; “Frog’s Legs,” by
get that he was a Lamson, and his mother gone!”
James Buckham; “The Rose Fruit,” by
the stomach. Now I have none of these
was a
Hodge—‘‘had stock!”
“Poor Mark!” said Essiegently.
“He
Martha Bockee Flint; “Delicious Fruits
Your
troubles and can enjoy my life.
As he passed from boyhood to man- needs a wife."
Preserved,” by Amelia Sukbacher;
medicine has worked wonders for,
hood. Mark began the unequal'struggle
“Well, tie need not look here for one,” 1
“Mother’s Corner Lot,” by Elizabeth
me.”—Mrs. S. Babshart, New Castle,
against fate and circumstances, that was
the Judge.
glowled
Grinuell;
“Early Training of Children,”
dictated by h s own energy.
His father
PAo
“1 heard Mr. Thomas say last week,”
by Helen Raymond Wells, etc., etc. A
had been unable to get bread from the said
Essie, quietly, “that there was not a
sample copy of Table Talk will be mailed
bum by lazy tillage that
gave the bare better farm in Green county than LamHousehold Hints.
free to any of our readers sending their
necessities for the table; his mother had a son’s.”
name and address to Table Talk Publishvery ^mall income that gave the three
“Such a palace of a house!” the Judge
RHUBARB PIE.
ing Co., Philadelphia.
clothing of the poorest description, and sneered.
The following is sufficient to fill two
both were in open-mouthed wonder that
William Waldorf Astor’s recent article
“Mark is hoping to put anew house on
pies. They should have both upper and on the history of his family and own reaMark was nut content as they had been, the
next
He
lias
had
builders
place
year.
under
crusts:
ch
One
cup
pped
rhubarb,
to dawdle through life, and “make out”
son for
over from B—,
living abroad has called forth an
but they said the old
one cup sugar, one cup chopped raisins,
with w hat they had.
house is beyond repair and it «ould cost
unusually clever and caustic criticism by
juice of one lemon; butter size of au egg the editor of “Casual Comment,” iu LitAnd. Maik, struggling to attain better less to have a new one.”
and one egg.
Mix all together.
erature. The conclusion the writer reaches
things, with only a vague, undisciplined
'And where is the money to come
WHITE CAKE, LOAF OR LAYER.
is a follows: “Ignorant libel such as one !
longing for improvement, met no en- from?”
couragement at home or abroad, lie tried
the
“Where
One and one-half cups sugar, one-half expects from a misborn generation of yelimproved farm came
to obtain a situation, but employers were
from,” said Essie; “from Mark’s perse- cup blitter, three-quarters cup milk, low journalists is to be deplored. The libels
shy about giving work to a Lamson; he i verance and enegy, in the face of the whites of three eggs, two cups flour, two of an educated man, who lias no need to
met hat a cool reception at the Maysville hardest
discouragements ever a young level teaspoons baking powder, flavor speak other than the truth, are not to be
social gatherings, having no knowledge of man had to
with lemon.
If baked in layers, use the forgiven, and more especially when it is
fight.
how to repair liis own linen or keep his
of liis own people he wiites. The trouble
•■Eli!”
said the
“What?" following filling: Two cups sugar, two.Judge.
poor clothing even tidy.
thirds cup milk, one-half cup butter, boil with Mr. Astor seems to he that of NarcisBoy-like he im- What?”
a
agined new suit and gay neckties were
sus, who accoidiug to repute, spent most
see wnat iie lias none,’
said Essie, I until thick.
all sufficient for a party, and did not heed still in an
of his time contemplating his own beauty.
even, quiet tone that carried
RICE SNOWBALLS.
the 1rayed cuffs and broken collars at conviction far more than an excited one.
He should eschew this, and then when he
which the Maysville belles turned up
Boil or steam the rice, always adding a finds a moment to spare he might read
“Eight
years ago, when he was but a boy,
their noses.
Dr. Everett Hale’s story of The Man WithI)o not stir when cooking.
be put his shoulder to the wheel and took little salt.
But, in spite of his father’s lazy com- his playtime between school Hours to When done, wet a small cup in cold water, out a Country. It would serve to broadments. his mother’s fretful remonstrances, ! weed aud clear
away stones.
Nobody fill half full with rice, turn into a saucer, en his horizon, whether it induced him to
Mark Lamson, finding no employment j
helped him. He was ridiculed, sneered place a teaspoon of jam or jelley on top return to us or not. We are not confident
!
outside, determined to see if the farm at, discouraged on all sides. He had the perferably currant or cranberry jelly. that the latter is a consummation devoutwould not rind him work.
with thin custard, or with cream ly to Be wished.”
poorest farm in the place, and he has Serve
“Oh.
do as you please,” his father I made it one of the best. He has
and sugar.
They look pretty, are good,
put every
said.
“Hut there is no money for new- !
and easily made.
spare dollar into books on agriculture,
Crawling, Crawling Everywhere.
fancied fixings, and the land is about improved machines, good stock. He has
JOHNNY CAKE.
worn out.
Plenty of it, to be sine, but now tour men to work for him, good
Crawling, crawling everywhere,
One cup corn meal, three-quarters cup
’taint worth shucks.”
horses, good cattle, good poultry, and
Over the house, and on the stair,
three and one-half t< aspoons bakSo. single-handed Mark undertook the will have a
house.
do you flour,
Over the walk and down the street,
good
Papa,
work of bringing up the old farm. Early not think it will be a
ing powder, one teaspoon salt, oneOver the clothes of all you meet.
pity to have the
and late he toiled, repairing fences, weed- new house in the care of Mrs. Lamson to quarter cup molasses, three-quarters cup
Over the flowers and over the trees,
Over the garden of beans and peas,
ing, picking stones, rooting out dead ruin as she did the old one? Out doors milk, one egg, one tablespoon melted
Mix and sift dry ingredients;
Over your dresses as you walk,
stumps preparing his land, without one the management is all left to Mark, and i butter.
Over your bonnet while you talk,
add
milk
and
molasses
well
hand streo bed out to help him, one voice see what lie has done.
mixed, egg
But a man cannot
Over your neck and over your hair—
and
butter.
Bake
in
to wish him success.
shallow
Thomas, the only make a home comfortable alone; he needs beaten,
Crawling, crawling everywhere.
buttered pan in hot oven twenty min ites.
man bi.-> lather
employed, gave a surly re- a wile.”
fusal to aid, upon the ground that his
Down to the office do you go,
SPICED RHUBARB.
“Well,” said the Judge, “let him have
One behind you cries out "oh
regular mtine of shiftless farming took one, but not my child.”
2
1-2
Sprinkle
Madam, madam, pardon me,
pounds ihubarb peeled
all hu- time, and Mark patiently submit“btill he loves me,” said Essie, “and 1 and sliced thin with
1 pound sugar.
Let
Caterpillars 1 can see
ted.
love him.”
stand
over
Crawling,
and
in
ihe
crawling up your hack :
night
morning drain
1 1 was iwenty-one years old when into
“Pshaw !” said the Judge, and march
Pardon. I will give a whack,
olV the syrup into a preserve kettle, add
lu.i m ‘uotonous die came a new ed out of the bouse.
Send him whirling so and so”—
one cup sugar, half cup
water and half
lus
Whack! lie’s gone and on you go,
>pe, bright as a vision and
But. proud as he was he was just, lie cup
vinegar. Tie in small chees-cloth bag
almost is oa>e!:ess.
He fell in love! lie loved Essie.
Stepping on them here and there,
He had let prejudice influ- half
each cloves, mace, allspice
teaspoon
!ei n.'t w.rk in cautiously,
Crawling, crawling everywhere.
counting his I ence him against Mar all his life; now iie and
and
one teaspoou cinnamon:
ginger
sU' ‘s aud
Do you go to make a call
weighing his chances, but fell took pains to find out how much of iiis bod until the
in j iuiu j sunieuly, hopelessly.
consistency of syiup, then
On your neighbor—"not at alldislike was well founded.
Grudgingly add the rhubarb and cook until clear.
There i-ad been a warm discussion at
Quick !” you answer, as he knocks
enough was the verdict given in Mark’s This is a valuable addition to the winter’s
the
alge s about inviting Mark to the favor.
Caterpillars from your locks.
Maysville did not w Ulingly ac- stores,
j
Shake your dress and venture ii
party that was to celebrate Essie’s eigh- knowledge it had been wrong in its estiCaterpillars bite your skin—
teenth >j Tiday and her final return from ! mate and shouldered
BRF.AI) I'U I JU NO.
Or it seems so, and you haste
upon Mark all the
boarding school.
But the pet of the faults of his ancestors.
But the facts
To depart, on skirt and waist,
Half pint of dry bread broken in small
house bad a will of her own and a lively were
Neath the very clothes you wear—
strong and J udge Lennox found him- pieces, soften with boiling water, and add
recollection of Mark’s handsome face and ! self confronted
Crawling,
them,
crawling everywhere.
for he one tablespoon butter.
by
Beat two eggs
Slowly,
ho> ish gallantries, and insisted upon his ! was not easily convinced, he took respect with two
tablespoons sugar, mix with
Crawling through the orchard leaves,
being invited.
Mark, carrying in his into the place of contempt, and, after a bread, then add one
Crawling up the c ottage eaves,
cup fresh or canned
memory only a pretty little girl, found month of patient
Crawling, ciawling up the path,
investigation, he scut fruit and any preferred flavoring. Bake
himself confronted hv an undeniable for Mark.
Till
you cry in foolish wrath—
minutes.
Serve
warm
or cold
twenty
a
lace
to
win
“Die! you vermin!” and you souse
beauty;
The interview7 was a frank, manly one, with the following sauce: One
homage in far more
cup sugar,
\\
ith
circles
than
pretentious
soap suds the wall and house,
Maysville boast- the old g ntleman not being given to half- one egg, h eaping tablespoon butter, tableTill within the paii of water
ed. and a gentle grace of manner ♦hat hearted
measures of any kind, lie admitflour.
Beat all together, add boilspoon
Lie the victims of your slaughter,
none of the
girls of his acquaintance had ted his former prejudices, aud heartily ing water until like thick cream, flavor as
But the conflict still you dart
ever extended to him.
commended the young man who had preferred.
For they’re crawling everywhere.
To touch the soft little hand offered to
struggled so nobly.
CANNED RHUBARB.
Crawling, crawling, one t omes in,
greet him liveted the chains Essie’s face
“When your new house is finished, you
had cast about Mark’s heart, and made him will need a
Plague of Egypt! I begin
Select young pinkish stalks, wash and
wife.
A man who can make
What
the locusts were to guess
her -lave then and there. lie had starved his
way against wind and tide as you have cut, but do not peel, add a small amount
As I brushed them from uiy dress;
all his life for sympathy, and his first half- done
of cold water (not nearly enough to cover)
deserves a happy home.”
Why hard hearted Pharoah
hour with Essie tilled his longing heart
and boil up quickly, sweetening to taste,
The Judge being a power in Maysville,
Did not let the people go
with content.
She remembered all his
W hen the locusts came, to me
public opinion veered around as the en- and seal while hot.
Many can it unboyish aspirations; she entered into all his gagement was announced. The new house sweetened, but it is far safer to use the
Is, today, a mysterj
and
“Look!
oh look! What's in my hair?”
ambitions.
The
hopes
party was the being completed, Essie became house- sugar. This makes excellent w inter pies,
Crawling, crawling everywhere.
beginning of an intercourse that stimu- keeper, Mrs. Lamson gladly resigning her and is keenly telished as sauce during late
lated anew every good resolution, gave a feeble
Buddhist! Brahmin! what would you
reign. Aud under the new reign it spring, when the apples begin to grow
new vigor to
With the caterpillar do?
As in canning pineapples,
every new hope of Mark’s was wonderful to see how even the old flavorless.
life.
Would you let them crawl aud crawl,
a
wooden
or
silver
knife
and
people smartened up.
spoon
They had uo only
Never killing them at all?
There are women who carry in their chronic objection to cleanliness, if some should be used, the acid turning both
Would you o’er them bend and yearn
own hearts an
overflowing fund •!' sym- one else did the necessary work; aud with fruit and steel knives black. A porcelain
All their misery to learn?
or
kettle
is
who
can
sink
Mark
and
self
Essie
to
u
the
agate
necessary.
pathy,
Does it seem a cruel thing
utterly
govern and direct, the
All this eaterpillaring?
presence of another person’s interest, and Lamson farm aud Lamson household so
STAND UP TO FIT A SHOE.
throw their own power into their neigh- lost its old name that you could scarcely
Pity them! but, oh beware!
“People would find less difficulty with
bor’s
work
They are crawling everywhere,
without
oiiiciousness or find today in Maysville one voice to
offence. Essie Lennox was such a wo- repeat the old saying that ‘Mark Lamson ready-made shoes,” said the experienced f Julia H. May.
“if
would
stand
to
fit
they
up
man. young as she was.
She could give came from bad
stock.”
[New York salesman,
them on, instead of sitting down.
Nine
her whole mind to every detail which she Ledger.
She Made Home Happy.
out
of
t>
persons
n, particularly women,
had carried to her, from the cutting of
want a comfortable chair while they are
aprons for a neighbor’s child to the gentle
home happy.” These few words
made
“She
fitting a shoe, and it is with the greatest
I read,
soothing of an invalid’s terror of death;
can get them to stand for a
difficulty
you
from her mother’s preserving kettle to
Within a churchyard, written on a stone;
few minutes even after the shoe is fitted.
No name, no date, the simple words alone
the comforting of a newly-bereaved widow7
when they begin walking about, they Told me the story of the unknown dead ;
Then,
or
orphan. Nothing was too deep or
For Infants and Children
wonder why the shoes are not so comfort- A marble column lifted high its head
solemD, nothing too transient or trivial,
Close by, inscribed to one the world has
able as they were at first trial.
A wofor that tender, ever-active interest and
known :
man’s foot is considerably smaller when
that
made
her
the
idol
of
sympathy
But ah, that lonely grave with moss o’erMaysshe sits in a chaii than when she walks
ville as well as the comfort of her home.
grown
about.
Exercise brings a large quantity Thrilled me far more than his who armies
An hour with Essie sent him back to
S
of
of blood into the feet, and they swell
led.
his uphill work full of new hope, every
appreciably. The muscles also require “She made home
energy stimulated, every hope brightened.
happy!” Through the
certain
In
shoes
this
fact
space.
buying
He had not dared to set before him in
sad years
I The loug
mother toiled, and never stopped to
plain words the hope of one day winning School Expenses, City and Country. should be borne in mind.” [New York
Herald.
her heart to answer his own, for there
rest
HOW TO COOK VEAL.
Until they crossed her hands upon her
was all the humilitv of true nassion in
When we look into the question of exbreast,
that young, anient heart, but he realized
Veal is a meat which should always be And closed her
eyes, no longer dim with
a new force, a new spur of ambition.
penditures for school purposes, and the thoroughly cooked, and that rather slowtears.
Essie never sneered at him as the neigh- salaries of the
Half an hour to a pound is usually
The simple record that she left behind,
the superiority ly.
teachers,
bors had become accustomed to doing;
Was grander than the soldier’s, to my
allowed in roasting.
As veal has comEssie never threw cold water over his of city possibilities in education is very
mind.
paratively little flavor and is rather dry, it
The annual expenditures per
plans for improving the land; Essie was marked.
requires plenty of fat in the cooking. If
never sarcastic over the clashing of his
capita for all public school purposes in roasted, it should be frequently basted
Though We Repent.
poverty and ambitions. As he saw her cities of
8,000 population and upwards is with butter or else covered with strips of
more frequently, he ventured to tell her
we
In
a
the
thick
from
Though
repent, can any God give back
pork.
roasting,
piece
The
of wider, wilder hopes, of some day escap- $3.77; outside of such cities, $2.10.
The dear, lost days we might have made
upper part of the leg is considered best,
is
contrast
even more
marked
in
the
from
strongly
so fair—
ing
drudgery before bim, and
although the loin and breast aie also exTurn false to true, and careless to care,
making his way to a city where his educa- the distinctly rural portions of the country. cellent, Remove the bone, if the fillet is
And let us find again what now we lack?
tion might give him a start in more con- For instance, in the rural districts of the
and fill the space with a highly seaSouth Atlantic States the annual expendi- used,
Oh, once, once more to tread the old-time
genial occupation.
soned dressing.
Dredge with salt, pepper
track,
ture is only 93 cents per capita, and in the
and flour, and put in a drippiDg pan, cov“Father and mother seem to need me
The flowers we threw away once more to
South Central States 91 cent, per capita.
wear—
now,” he told Essie one day; “they are In the cities in these two sections it is ering with buttered paper or the cover of
the pan.
old and have no other child.
Strips of pork may be laid on Though we repent, can any God give back
$2.42 and $1.93 per capita.
The dear, lost days we might have made
the top of the meat, or butter may be
“I think it is,” was the quick reply respectively
It is a remarkable and interesting fact that
so fair?
“your mother could scarcely bear a sep- the cities of Montana head the list with a used in the basting. Add water when the Who can repulse a stealthy ghost’s attack—
flour has browned, and baste often. Cookaration.
Silence a voice that doth the midnight
The
per capita expenditure of $0.85.
ed this way, veal is especially nice the
And in her home she found no one
dare—
cities of Massachusetts come next with
second day, eaten cold in slices.
whose ciaim seemed to her stronger than
Make fresh hopes spring from grave-sod of
and New York is third with $4.75.
$5.00,
Mark's.
The village was essentially demdespair?
Alabama is at the foot of the list, with
Set free a tortured soul from memory’s rack ?
ocratic, and the fact that Essie was the 90 cents per capita in the cities and 32 in
Though we repent, can any God give back
Russia’s Arbitration Plan.
only child and heiress of the richest and the country distsicts. North and South
The dear, lost days we might have made
most influential man in the place did not
Carolina and Florida are but little better.
so fair?
The Hague, June 7.
Russia’s scheme
prevent her from visiting Mrs. Lamson [Gunton’s
Magazine for June.
for a permanent arbitration tribunal conShe was
upon terms of perfect equality.
CASTOR.IA.
templates the institution of a tribunal for
fond of the weak, amiable woman, stronga certain number of years to which will
Kind Vou Have Alwa)is BOUgH
Kor Over Kilty years.
Bears the
ly as she censured, in her youthful
be submitted the obligatory arbitration
strength, the easy-going indolence that
An Old and Wbll-Tbied Remedy.—Mrs. cases enumerated in article ten of the
made her home such a sense of confusion
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for Russian
unproject,
and discomfort; and, in her gentle, pleasless the powers in the conlflict are upon a
ant way, she endeavored to brighten that over fifty years by millions of mothers for
“I’m afraid we must be divorced, my
tribunal
to settle their differences.
home for Mark by suggestions and offers their children while teething, with perfect special
dear,” said Mr. Newlywed to his young
of help that fell to the ground.
It was success. It soothes the child, softens the All cases of optional arbitration may also wife.
“The doctor says I have rheumalike fighting a feather-bed to try to arouse gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and be submitted, and all the powers whether
give up all sweet
or
otherwise, may submit tic tendencies, and must
Mrs. Lamson to any active improvement,
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleas- signatories
[Harper’8 Bazar.
their differences to this tribunal by ap- things.”
and rebuffed there, Essie could only help
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
plying to the permanent bureau. ApMark by words of sympathy that were
It’s a mistake to imagine that itching piles
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bot- pendices to this agreement provide bases
like wine of life to his love.
can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a day
“And while I am here I must do the tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and for the organization of the tribunal, rules longer than you can help. Doan’s Ointment
work that lies under my band,” he Baid, ask for Mrs. Winslow’B Soothing Syrup, and of procedure and the creation of a perma- brings instant relief and permanent cure.
nent bureau to sit at The Hague.
At any drug store, 60 cents.
“hard as it is! But, Essie,” and his face take no other kind.
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The Kind You Have

Always Bought

already^publisbed,

A Fine Poem.
The following poem, by Miss Sadie L.
Had lock, a promising young student of the
Gorham High school, was recited
by the
author at the Memorial day exercises held
in the Congregational church iu
Gorham

May 30,1899:
A TRIBUTE FOR

MEMORIAL

is the day of truces,
of the dead,
day of our tribute to

To-day
The

and honor

erence

DAY, ’*»«).
is the day
J

to-day

when

The Kind You Have
ting the 5 tomachs and Bowels of

we

have stood shoulder
steel.

to

shoulder 'gainst

thrilling,

I

and throbbing, and
a great national impulse we feel.
The sons of the Gettysburg heroes at El
Canty together faced death,
And the dark child of African
bondage drew

We

bounding,

one! count not wasted the

effort,

Seed
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I

—

4:use Seed

$

Peppermint

('1/ rifted Sugar
Xtut/Tiyreen flavor
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Pi Carl onait Soda
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41x. Senna

JRocftelle Saif>

libation of our noblest blood,
While we mourn for the gallant that come
not, we bless the ripe fruit of the Hood.
Though the folds of Oui Glory are dripping,
and baptized once again
by the gu.w
Anil brunt of the mad storm ol
battle, one
nation has conquered the toe.

Age changes not; nature unyielding
prejudiced near the grave;

Signature f

f,r Old PrS.1M XL PlTCJlEIt

1'uiTipkvi

beside them his last gasping breath.

are

Bears the

Promotes Digestion,Checrfuli j ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral.
I Opium.Morphine
j NotNarcotic.

minds is the story, but Oh !
counted the cost?
Great was the victory and glorious! but today we mourn for the lost.
The sous of the North and the South land
And

Always Bought

AVegetable Prcparationfor Assimila ting the Food and Reg uta

m our

have

anq

rev-

wed.

We are facing a mighty new era, we are trying the future to span,
But to-day wre have laid down our burdens
we have joined ail in one
swelling van’.
But one year, but tour flying seasons have
passed since we sent o’er the waves
Our brave boys to the rescue of
freedom,* to- j
day we mourn over their graves ;
Then a truce to our quarrels and
strivings,
turn and look at your banner of stars—
Think not of “Empires Imperial!” but think
of the blood on its bars.
For thirty gone years we have mourned
them, the heroes of sixty and one,
But for some who stood with us last vear
the same sad duty is done.
How fresh

xmaaia

xux

heroes,

are

J

A perfect Remedy
iion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,

forConstipa-

Worms,Convulsions,Feverishand LOSS OF SLEKl’.

ness

grows

Tac Simile

’Twasour youth the young staff of Columbia that went forth her honor to save.
See them pouring from city ami hamlet! see
them rushing from High school and
hall!

of

Always Bought

yEW YORK.
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See them facing the brazen throat eauno.i !
see how nobly they stand! and tall.
Hear the voice of a people sing praises! hear
the murmur of dee]) buried tears,
See the proud mother hushing her
weeping
to join in a glad people’s cheers
They come to us now, hut Oh! many who
went forth in youth’s early dav
Have given the lives they offered, they come
not, they lie far away.
Our best we gave, to quote Kipling, “We

Signature

11—

j

EXACT COPr OF WRAPPER.

sent the best

By death,

not

we breed,
merely exile,we

serve our

need.”

tives

cap-

Gould 1 aunal the story of heroes ne'er ending the tasK, if begun!
Suffice if m tribute to many I tell but the
aunal of one.
And of all the many stories that our war has

told, painful

or

glad,

There has none more deeply touched me,
there has none yet seemed more sad.
He was young, and blithe, and bonny, mayhap they called him wild,
But the sight of his face of sunshine, and
the sternest of them smiled
’Mid love, an., wealth, and culture, a mother’s

only

son,

student at Cambridge’s old halls, with a
future bright begun.
’Twas said his mother re used him and thus
he ran away ;
Ask not of his enlistmen~ing, lie was younger than papers should
say.

A

No account is kept of l.is
camp life except
the men liked him well,
And called him “My Lady Dolly' because he
‘cut a swell.'
They may have scoffed at his whims then,
and laughingly offered to give
To purchase a mask fo: bis fair lace, e’er he
in the 8011th couul live;
But the daj' they stood at El Caney and
tried that terrib’e height
They found that soft hand a sword hand,
and no fear mane the fair face white.
You have read how the volunteers started,
how their leader fell and they broke—
You have read of the rush of the rulers
through the dark hell of shell and

smoke,

How nobly they struggled up onward—aud
his

."quad w as among the first,—
whistling shell went o’er them, and
whirled, aud fell, and burst.
And with it fell their captain, low fell, no
And

a

to rise,

more

And the little company broken half turns
autl nearly tl.es—
When
And

blithe young voice thrilled through
them, and a sword gleamed out in air,
a

they caught

the

glow

aud

glitter

of

a

golden head shot hare—
“Don’t turn, boys! Come on! I’ll lead you,
up! onward !’’ the clear voice said,
With a cheer they turned them upward and
followed that golden head,
He was not ‘My Lady Dolly,’ he was a leader,

a

man,

And he caught the spirit of battle as but
one in a thousand can.
You know they reached the summit, you
know that young leader fell,—
For all ’tis a well known story, ’tis not too
old to tell,
How as they sat at coffee on the top of that
hard won lull
Their general cut the chevrons from a dead
lieutenant chill,
And called for the brave young fellow who
had saved the panic and day,
And the men choking for utterance pointed
to where he lay ;
Low bent the general beside him, aud drew
the flag o’er his face,
With those deep dark eyes of azure and lips
of childish grace.
And a nation counts one more hero, a mother
mourns

her

son :—

Kegister

of

Deep

Water

Vessels,

SHIPS.

AbnerCoburn, M L Park, from Hong Kong
for New York, passed Anjer April 11
A (i Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at New
York May lo from Liverpool.
A ,J Fuller, C M Nichols, sailed from Hilo
May 20 for New York.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, arrived at Honolulu April 23 from Norfolk.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, at New York
from Sainaraug.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at New
York May 13 from San Francisco.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York March P for Honolulu;
spoken March 20. lat 10 N. Ion 27 W.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, sailed from
New York May 20 for Hong Kong.
Gov Robie, B F (Jolcord, sailed from New
York May 4 for Hong Kong; spoken May 7,
lat 30 22, Ion 70 41
r l/Olcoru, sailed from
Menry r> Myue,
Hilo April 21 for New York.
P
R
.loseplnis,
Gilkey, sailed from New
York April 25 for Hong Kong.
Mary L Cushing, F 1 Pendleton, sailed
from New York May hi for Hong Koig
May Flint, sailed from New York April 20
for Hong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R 1> Rice, Carver, sailed from London
June 2 fur New York.
Reaper, O C Young, at Newcastle April
25 from Sydney, N S \\ for Kahului.
S D Carleton, Amshury, sailed from Kahului May 11 for New York.
St Paul, F vV Treat, arrived at, New York
May 5 from New Orleans.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Eureka
April 10 from San Francisco.
State of Maine, H (1 Curtis, sailed from
New York May 20 for Hong Kong
Tillie E Starbuek, Ebon Curtis, cleared
from Hilo March 4 for New York. Spoken
April 7, lat 57 S, lc>n 157 W.
Win H Macy, Amshury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from San Francisco.
Wm 11 Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York May 7 for Hong Kong.
W J Hutch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at Port Spain May 15 from Barbados.
BARKS

sailed

from

MontevieUo

June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Rosario April
for Rio.
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
June 1 for Honolulu.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
Rosario May b Iroui Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, arrived at New York April 20
from Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, cleared from
Philadelphia April 10 for Ponce.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Bos-

was

only one of the many,
only one.

of

the brave

was

In the pasture’s breadth is a brown songsparrow—
There’s a rush of wings like a whistling
arrow—

Forever and aye must the sweet notes die.
And a sparrow-hawk poises above in the sky.

[Ernest McGaffey in the June Woman’s
Home Companion.
THE

Thrives

on

can

furnish that paper free to all who pay for

The Republican Journal one year in advance.
The Journal gives all the local news and is
an earnest advocate of local interests, and
The Tribune is one of the best, if not the
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
given satisfaction in every case. Send

has
MODERN BEAUTY

good food and sunshine, with

plenty of exercise in the open air. Her
form glows with health and her face blooms
with its beauty. If her system needs the
cleansing action of a laxative remedy, she
uses the gentle and pleasant Syrup of Figs,
made by the California Fig Syrup Co. only.
The New York Weekly Tribune $1, The
Republican Journal $2 a year. The Tribune
sent free to all subscribers, new or old, who
pay for The Journal one year in advance.
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The <)ld York r\
President McKinley hn> ;
ing invitation from omsummer residents of Y
that beautiful resort t)i
that it is understood
his intention to accept
■

Among the present sen;
in Maine is Miss W»
Edward Noyes Wescm;
mous novel, David II.i
worhi-wide fame to !
»•
AVescott is the guest
Iv. Dunham at fcca ID
>

A Portland

man

1

business says that mai,
keep up with theordtired vehicles. Fora:)
tons and surrevs tl.c
demanded.
He adds
material is u>ed, and

cheapened

nmt eri

vice may he
tires.

expected

The f*c.' li amii vet
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Dow
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June C»th.
'J'lit c'oini :s
the 1st Maim*.
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1
Gen. Charles P. Mato
master.

of Gov.

SpeerK-s
<

n

oi.

>

a

.), .). priii.;

Powers, Mt.

bandmaster, when tin
the civil war; C. F. 1
“White Coats.” Capt.
captain, and by otlicerthe company,
( apt. D
replied

to

congrarniat.
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from the Worcester h„
sister com pany organ
years ago.
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ton April 20 for Buenos Ayres.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Philadelphia Feb 23 for Port Elizabeth;
Thus we cannot scatter blossoms o’er the spoken March 13, lat 30 31 N, Ion 30 41 W.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
graves of those who fell,
But we can pay them homage, we can guard Philadelphia April 7 for St Pierre.
their heritage well.
Sachem, arrived at Shanghai March 22
Oh! as long as a man remaiueth, oh! as long from New York via Hong Kong.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffau, sailed
as we keep God’s trust;
Till the last great day of judgment, and the from Boston April 8 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
end of all of dust,
May we prove ever true to our heroes, and at Boston April 20 from Turk’s Island.
never forget this day,
SCHOONERS.
But with wrong, laid down, as one man, our
tribute offering lay
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at
And the flag they loved and cherished ten- Charleston May 23 from Boston.
derly drape each fold
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from BrunsOver the nation’s dead loved, and fling it wick May 8 for Philadelphia.
o’er their mold;
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
And standing at their iast bivouac may a Pascagoula
May 81 from Ponce, via Ship
prayer from all hearts throb,
Island quarantine.
One nation, one people, one banner, one
C
John
Smith, Kneeland, arrived at New'
purpose, one service to God.
York May 19 from Brunswick, Ga.
Lucia Porter, Farrow', arrived at New
York May 29 from New Orleans.
June.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, sailed from Boston
The bumblebees riel ve in the thick red clover, May 27 for Fernandina.
R F Pettigrew', Morse, arrived at Turks
Tousling and tumbling it over ami over;
Island May 31 from Boston,
The far sun shines and the winds go by,
R W Hopkins, Hicliborn, arrived at
And a sparrow-hawk poises above in the
Carthagena June 1 from Philadelphia.
sky.
Sallie 1’ On, \V H West, arrived at BrunsThere is little to learn from the flight of the wick May 25 from New' York.
swallow,
Tufa, A S Wilson, arrived at Boston from
Who leads where his gathering comrades Baltimore April 4
follow ;
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
The stream runs slow and the hills are high, New' York May 31 for Brunswick, Ga.
Ami the sparrow-hawk poises above in the
sky.
Our Clubbing Offer. The New York
And a clear, sweet note from the ground is
Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, tilled
ringing,
with geueral news and matter of interest
Where a bird in the silence now is singing;
Like drifts of snow do the white clouds lie,
and value in every home. The subscription
And the sparrow-hawk poises above in the
price is SI a year. We have a contract with
sky.
the publishers of The Tribune by which w e

He

I

Kelley, Spear A Co.
cured the contract to '•
feet long,
feet wide
for the Staples Coal 1
Mass.
The engines foi
be built by the Porthmi

Collins,

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
New York May 50 from Brunswick.
Edward May, sailed from Hilo May 15 for
San Francisco.
C P Dixt n, N F Gilkey, arrived at Portsmouth, June 1, from Norfolk.

Ethel, Dodge,

Pine

Gen. Thomas IV. 11 \«i»
has been passing the \\
California for his health.
June 6th for home.
The
has gi eatly improved.

in your

names.

The report of the Red Cross Society just
issued shows that Portland, Maine, was
second in the amount of relief afforded
New York
the Cuban reconcentrados.
was first with supplies amounting to $5,next
with
came
and
Portland
supplies
600,
to the value of $2,600—an exceedingly
creditable showing.
“Trust not to appearances,” but put your
faith in Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which never j
disappoints. It is the best medicine money
can

buy.

For Worn*
Dr. Tolinan's M ust! .v 1;
happiness t<> hundreds
There is positively no
tn medii'al science, tli.it
safely do the work. 11.i\
failure. The lomrest and to
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remedy will do this. No
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Writ.1!
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NOTICE OF S'
)FKSF \NT t.> a licon-.J
Judge i»t Probate f*.i
I

State ot Maine, i sba i1
the eighth day of .) 111 \. A.
in the forenoon, on t he p
title and interest wiich Her
v
of Waldo, in said County
in and to the folloyving dyy :t\ certain lot. or |
said Waldo, being a p.i•:
1 .■»,( >i »i) acre lot, s.> < ;.!!■■ I
loyys, i/.
Beginning ai
said lot No 1 < >3 in the am
ville tin*nee southyyoi*•
ville to the southeast mo
thence westerly on tlie
lot No. 103 and lot V. I'M
called ; thence northern
northerly line of lot No
the dividing line bety\cei
->

■

m

>

place

of
beginning, cub.'
more or less, being the Mine

Horace Hragdon by John lb
March 14,1878, ami recorder
Deeds. Hook 206. Page II''.
eel of real estate situated it
bounded and described as I• 11
ed northerly by land of tie.
land of Oak Hill Granite <”<■
land of said Horace Hragdon
of the late James Holmes.
one acres, being the same pr.
1
Horace Hragdon by ( bar
dated June 13, 1880, and re-'.
istry of Deeds. Hook 218. I' m
so much of said real estate i> "
Sargent Granite Company to "
by two deeds recorded in w
Deeds, in Hook 225, Pages J 1
Dated this seventh dav of J m
■

■

ALFREDKN I'

Freedom Notice
hereby give to my minor
BUTLER, hre time from this dam
1

none

of his wages

or

hi
pay any of

Searsmont, May 26, 1890.
ANDREW
3w22*

I
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Imperialism

a Cure for Nerrastime
Prostration.

and Prohibition.

The

and

\

cussed

vl)Ug

p

Juue 5,
1899.
H vKBOR,
light amusement.” That
tor ordered when I went
ullis ago for a panacea for

N

(j *l!l1

that sounds easy—
hut if you have ever
’ength of your nervous
,1 up all your reserve
,i,. t.
good nature and
it you have nothing to
which is as strong as
i. amusement suited
;'
hard matter to tiud.
the lie and reciprocal
.onuse; it must be subu.ds and tenses or else

T

stnl,

_.

but solitaire was

whist

was

bored,
were given

by no

means

the other faup.
iieatre going had no
y thought of those

ne

an(j y
lie

exhausting

was

>

in

►k up

It is
that this is the
i luxuries, and my exption to the rule.
"tn my farm was forty»
party of three, served
larsley, and 1 will stake
a journalist that
they
an a dollar a piece, but
r new potatoes in the

proved

farming.

I’ve learned much
half an acre of potaif my good luck conic no droughts or fresli*><■ won’t
cost me much
';-ci.
1 must be first or
matter of self congratj.uden was all up and
v neighbor, Mr.
iiaw•ng time experience,
!
in the ground.
And
lettuce plants 1 felt that
aHended my etl'orts.*
does not look quite
deibilt’s in Bar Harbor
jveil my plants,, but it
i:i this neighborhood,
my ambition extends.
.i s will
be on sale in a
ents each.
They’ll

experience last sunifancy chickens

gave me. I shed my
hukens—the live that
one
by
they faded and
the willful hens
1 concluded to set
rest cluck it out; so I
hei with the required
\.

lu some parts of Russia the only food
for the people consists at present of
acorns, leaves, and the soft bark of trees.

superstitious peo.ieve) but tlit.* contrary
not liing living so c«>nven

dapan has considerably

more than half
many inhabitants as the United .states,
though our country is twenty two times
its area.

as

Ud not set nu those
and put her back with
.a 11g her ain gait.
She
"1
a
trade with the
she soon had a “setbut this obliging sister
at that but
kept on laya her
till there were 2d
-glit it was time to in
11 an old dish pan over
stop to further egg proI-

There have been placed in the Susquehanna River at Columbia 3,000,000 shad
fry, obtained from the fish plant at Perrysvilie, Aid.
Den. Otis lias cabled the President that
he is still of the opinion that 30,000
troops
will he sufficient for the effective coutrol
of the Philippines.

j

the nest with eight
with her.
No sooner
« 1 the nest than on
jumpther brooders aud they
ing chickens at the rate
ming ever since, which;
adopts with serene com- |
present writing she is
d the farm with seven- j
tow and the two proawaiting the outcome
"even eggs.
'•ume to dictate t<- Dr. I
i would mildly suggest
n laising to his famous
in

;

1

patients,

vous

liecord.

m.

practical farmer, ami

a

:u

>

[n.

making

ban one’s

some

one’s

own.

During the last twenty years flic American Bible Society has put into circulation
in Alexico 000,370 Bibles, Testaments and
portions of tlie Bible.
One of tlie largest steel works in the
work! is being built at Ensley, Ala.
Part
of tlie equipment will consist of ten
fifty
tou basic open-hearth furnaces.

Capt. "Bob” Evans could not withstand tlie choppy seas of Lake
Erie, and
succumbed to seasickness while
fishing
with ex-President Cleveland.
The Post Office Department lias issued
instructions directing that hereafter newspapers shall be treated as letters in making up the mail for Porto Rico.
1 he w#low of ex-Senator Stanford of
California has deeded stocks and real estate valued at $10,000,000 to the California university which hears His name.
Iii the coal mines of
ended June 30,

year

Matters.

ranee

men

die executive committee
nder writers’ Association,
•*d in Portland, was held
ill. Col. Fred Atwood, II.
•'i Freeland
Howe were apittee to confer with the
Kxcliange. In speaking of
■

were

Illinois, during the
ISOS, seventy-five
accidently killed, leaving forty-

live widows and 11J fatherless children.

The Massachusetts
State
Board o
Health has issued a circular, urging general vaccination throughout the State to
prevent the threatened epidemic of smallpox.

It is said that the new city of New Roquestion being con- chelle is the
richest of its size in the
the present time, Mr. !
United States, having a population of 13,rtland, one of the
a

ned

at

principal

cew

organization, said:

000 and

000,

an

assessed valuation of £13,000,average of £1,000 per capita.
an

d very much eucourageto the farm insurance.
It has been determined that
light is an
he instructed to carefully
important factor in sugar production, reitionand in writing iusurcent investigations
that
the sugar
showing
property to be insured contents of the plant is dependent on the
•i ket value—what it would
amount of direct
sunlight received.
Ai 'e to be
sold. It is rather
m this kind of risk that j
The Ministerial Association at Fort
"* »ut six
companies doing j Wayne, Iud., has issued a proclamation
•Mate who will take farm
signed by all the Protestant ministers of
are the strong comthe city, calling attention to the loose diolord losses.
vorce laws of the State and
publicly agreeissociatiou will duly look ing to
marry no person who has been dinice legislation iu the
vorced unless the cause was untaithful•
that an entirely legiti- ness or willful
desertion, and then only
wt* shall ask for
very lit- the innocent party.
I think that
as
well
we,
discover that Co operaEuropean engineers visiting our Westn legislation.”
ern machine
shops, electrical plants and
lake shipyards express surprise and admirition at the artistic construction and
i
OK CI1AKGK.
the mechanical completeness of these
structures.
A $1,000,000 shipyard at
i'g from a i'mM settled on
U«*ra, <)., is splendidly equipped with
throat or lung troubles
traveling cantilever cranes and the finest
will call at Poor’s &
tools and machinery. The machine shops
v
f». Sparrow’s Freedom,
are built almost
with a sample bottle of
entirely of glass. So are
"I Syrup free of
charge, the shops of tlie Chicago Shipbuilding
••n to one person, and
Com pa ny.
without orders from par:

■

ever had such a
German Syrup in ail

:;g r.-uiedy

I world.
1

Twenty

years
away

bottles were given
will tell you its success
really the only Throat
generally endorsed by
-ent bottle will cure or

"',s

i'

■

•Sold

by

'eiyvvhere

all

druggists

in

will be inter‘""ouncement that Mrs. Em"tends to contribute several
s:tnd dollars towards the
!
pedagogical school in
flit* promise that, sometime
"turc, she will add another
"i* school
will have an endow,st
*1,000,000. Only a year
H
'•’-•>,000 to the Teachers’
lft
University of Chicago.

things.

5.
Commending to the church the denoimnational
schools, and especially

Westbrook Seminary.
upon
d; palling
do tlieir

all

Iists to

professing Universa-

best to bring others into
tills church of Jesus Christ.
i.

ioi

a

Affirming

that the time has come
reconsideration of the entire ques-

tion of

prohibition.

S. Regretting the death of Rev. F. M.
Hou 1 ton and B. F.
Briggs.
i). Returning the thanks of the convention to Rev. Miss 0. E.
Angell of Norway
for her occasional
sermon, to the people
of the Church of the Messiah for their delightful hospitality, to newspapers for
their reports, and to the railroads tor

CO/*

The War Department is having difficulty iu providing men to care for the increased number of coast defense guns.

that

k.-

cj'.

kindness

to

Mr. C. 8.

deligates.

|

v

from
when

ensure

imperialism
lin i,
ks among the
who
designs of a
believe in a government of thepeople
people, by
the people and for the
people.”
Deploring the prevalent custom of
babbath
and pledging all possibreaking,
ble efforts to
bring about a better state of

j

some

on peacefully
Mmday morning

no

18

Il'chborn of Augusta vigorously opposed the resolutions regarding
the war.
Rev. Mr. Rhodes moved to strike out
The United States Treasury surplus for th<* words “we
deplore the war.” lie
May was over £4,000,000.
later paid his respects to Edward Atkiu|
A Cuban radish grown this year near j sou, and said that a man who at (his time
Mauacas weighed s pounds.
| opposes the policy of the country is almost
I a traitor.
Mr. Ilichboru thought the resolution
Dewey's Hag was the first of a full Admiral to be tiling to the breeze in Asiatic not in accord with the sentiment of the
waters.
church throughout the country.
Dr. Blanchard defends his resolution.
The new Spanish Minister has arrived
IB* believed the people of this
in Washington and assumed the duties of
country are
sick and tired of the whole business.
his office.
Bev. Mr. Eddy defended the resolutions.
There are fifiy-i'our ports in the island
Mr. Barton of Augusta asked if it
of Cuba, but only fifteen are open to the was right to bring
political matters into
world's commerce.
the convention.
Dr. Blanchard: “Who is
trying to do
The subcommittee of the world’s peace
it, brothei?”
conference at The Hague has adopted the
.Mr.
barton said the convention was
American mediation plan.
rapidly drifting that way.
Kev.
Luther F McKinney* opposed the
East year the people of the United
States used about 71,000,000 pounds of war. favored tin* resolution, and thought
that
even
President. McKinley deplores the
tea, which cost $10,000,000.

1

a

fe<

NEWS NOTES.

devices known to
vent this, such as leavin a tub of cold water,
:
-st lor three days,
Set they
purpose.
did.

\\
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—
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•:>\
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peace idea
Russia, and for
*he peaCe confcr-

tlle existing
in the
U.ii,i,Uep,0,i?gands’
and asking President
MoUini
Vs
assure the natives that the
ifno BLt0
States will hold the
country
luo lndePeudence.
i11” necessary in order to
“No
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NEW YORK. N Y.
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The pleasant method and beneficial
effects of 1 lie well known
SYKrr of Flos, manufactured remedy,
by the
California Fig Kyrui* Co., illustrate

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

success

i'

sense

tPle universal
niomif?y0il'Dg,
d by the Czar
of
Pi

An Excellent Combination.

used,
they are pleasant to the
taste, but the medicinal qualities of the
remedy are obtained from senna and
other aromatic plants, by a method
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only. In order to get its beneficial
effects and to avoid imitations,
please
remember tin1 full name of the
Company
printed on the front of every package.r.
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U. State conventions should
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laxative.
In the process of

ive

voted

was
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| to overcome habitual constipation perj maneutly. Its perfect freedom from
every objectionable quality and substance, and its acting on the
kidneys,
liver and bowels, without
weakening
or
irritating them, make it the ideal

■

,t*1’

Portland Wednesday

and that there be no
cilantro .83parate‘y,
t le
Present arrangements for
hohiOirr O.
6
conventions.
Ren *'
liition’. 10mB!ancliard presented the resofkecommittee
on resolutions,
The
fhe f u
following is an abstract:
thaf the idea of a
triumpliant'
Father of all, is rapidly be°£
aU
clunch'
es

the value of obtaining the
liquid laxative principles of plants known to be
medicinally laxative and presenting
them in the form most
refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to the
system. It
is the one perfect
strengthening laxative. cleansing the system
effectually,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
gently yet promptly and enabling one
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The tiood

Templar’s

Defense.

Boston, JuneS. Capt. Lurchin of the
schooner Good Templar, seized on May 11
by the United States authorities ou a
charge of carrying smuggled fish from
Maine to Boston, has filed an answer to
the information filed by District Attorney
Jones in the United States court,and also
a bond, the sureties
being F. J. Kimball
and W. 1). Rudd.
The captain admits
that he unloaded the fish in Boston and
sold it, but asserts that he bought herring
at Lubec, Me., and pollock at Eastport,
Me., of responsible packers and dealers in
open market, paying full market value
and without knowledge that they had
smuggled. Some 20 quintals of the pollock, he says, he bought from G. M. Hanson, collector of customs for the district
of Passamaquoddy, Maine, at public auction of smuggled goods which had been
seized.
A

blessing alike

to

young

and old; Dr.

Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry; nature’s specific for dysentery, diarr koea and
summer

complaint.

existing
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“Aria.”

Big

Largest and Costliest Yacht Owned in

splendid addition to the fleet of

yachts in Maine waters will be the
“Aria,” built for former Mayor Edward
H. Blake of Bangor, by “The Gas Engine
and Power Co., & Charles L. Seabury &
Co., Consolidated,” at Morris Heights,
New York City, and which will have her
trial trip this month and then be brought
to Maiue.
The “Aria” will be the largest and most
costly steam yacht owned in this State.
She is of steel construction thoughout.
She is 145 feet over all and 117 feet on the
water line; her depth is 10 feet, beam 17
feet and draught 7 feet. She has a high
free board and is schooner rigged. Her
guaranteed speed is 18 knots, which places
her among the swiftest boats of her class.
The “Aria’s” machinery is the best
that money can buy, consisting of a Seabury trnde expansion engine and a Seabury water tube boiler. Her wheel and
rudder are of bronze. The coal capacity
is great euough to allow of a steaming
radius of 1000 miles at moderate speedShe will carry several small boats aud au
18-foot naphtha launch.
Her deck house, well forward, is built of
selected mahogany, beautifully panelled
The
and having plate glass wiudows.
diniug| saloon is roomy and well lighted
aud ventilated, and the same is true of the
butler's pantry connected, which has a
dumb waiter tuning from the gallery below.
The steering gear, compass, etc.,
are on top of the deck house, where there
a
substantial
but ornamental bridge.
is
Below deck is the usual chain hold and
Aft of the
forward of it a storeroom.
chain hold are the crew’s quarters, mess
room and toilet room, the quarters fitted
Here is
with folding beds and lockers.
also a staterot m for the captain and another for the chief engineer. The galley
is next|aft, nd this is fitted with range,
stove, ice liox, pumps and other necessary and useful appurtenances. Abaft the
galley are the boiler and engine rooms
which have floors of sheet steel and brass
respectively. Between compartments are
bulkheads protected from heat by nonconducting materials.
The owner’s staterooms are aft of the engine and boiler space, and are fit for a kiug
He has two rooms
to live in when afloat.
connected, S feet G inches in length and
the yacht.
width
of
the
full
The
running
finish here is in hard wood rubbed down
and polished until it is like a mirror. The
dressing cases and. clothes closets are
roomy and in the sleeping room is a handsome
brass bedstead.
Skylights and
portholes afford ample light and ventila1
tion.
Abaft these rooms are the owner’s
I bath and toilet rooms. Then comes the
main saloon, finished in hard woods, lighted from the sides and top, and having an
entrance from the deck by a spacious companion way. There are two perfectly appointed guests’ looms opening out of the
saloon.
Mi Blake is expected in New
York shortly to make a liual inspection of
the “Alia.”
After her trial trip she
will proceed under her own steam to Bangor where the denizens of the “Queen
City” will be given opportunity to feast
their eyes upon this beautiful Heating
palace. During the summer the yacht
will be in evidence in Penobscot bay and
other Eastern waters, and later on Mr.
Blake will invite a few of his friends to
join him in a trip to New York to witness
the great race between Shamrock and
Columbia.

JTackerel.

More Than 4000 Extra Large Fish
from the White Bar
Trap.
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that the
mystery is deepencd with every
new phase.
To
be fully satisfied
that indigestion
and stomach
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books should be read. These books ait*
mailed by the Pe-ru-na Medicine Co.

Columbus, O.,

application.

on

They

define catarrh clearly and scientifically.
The following letter from the Hon.
Charles N. Vallandigham of the Adjutant General’s Office, Columbus, O.,
bears on this point directly. He

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Adjutant General’s Office,
Columbus, O., June 23, 1697.

Safe

To whom it may concern:
I have been troubled
greatly with
indigestion and decided to try the
merits of Pe-ru-na as a
remedyr I
found it to be of great service, and

deposit botes for
#8

Our

new

heartily

recommend it to any one so
troubled. I feel assured that
they will
be benefited by giving it a trial.—C. N.

vault is

rent at
a

unequaled in Eastern Maine
in security against ttre

UNEXCELLED

and

burglary in the country.

renting

$3, $5 So.50 amt

year.
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Those

boxes

have the exclusive
to and from the

can

rivilege of taking their boxes
ults.

Vallandigham.
Mr. Vallandighsm is

H. H.

a son of Hon.
Clement L. Vallandigham, has been
two terms in the Ohio
Legislature, was
elected clerk of the Senate, and is now
in the Adjutant General’s Office. His
letter is but one of many thousand on

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
O. ADDRESS,

P.

file, showing the sterling qualities of
Pe-ru-na for catarrhal troubles.

FREEDOM, MAINE.

nearly

Years

Fifty-eight

It’s a

Old!!!

long life,

but devotion to the true

interests and prosperity of the American

[Carter’s

People

has won for it new friends as the
years rolled by and the onginal members
of its family passed t<> their reward, and
these admirers are loyal and steadfast today, with faith in its teachings, and confidence in the information which it
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Weekly Tribune,” acknowle
leading National Family Newspaper.
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Recognizing its value to those who desite ail the n.-.vs .f r
state ami
publishers of The Republican J -urnil (v mi .ova favorite home paper) 1 is

Nation
eat,red

an alliance with “The York
Weekly Tribune” which enables them to furnish
both papers at the trifling cost of sl'.OO
per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his family, and to the community in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works constantly and untiringly for liis interests in every way, brings to his home all the news
and happei lugs of his neighborhood, the
doings of his friends, the condition and prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in
is -a weekly visitor

fact,

which should lit- found in every w;de-awake,
progressive family.
•Inst think of it! Both of these papers for only -L 00 a
year.
Send all

subscriptions

to The

Republican Jaarnal .Jublishiiig

FRED ATWOOD,

Ca

Belfast,

Winterport,

He.

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

Small Fill Small Base. Small Frice. Representing

Over TvvenU Million Assets
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and

its oid age all the

Sick Headache and relievo all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

Ith

brings

their 11o11*i1
As

H

$33,000

says:

catch.

Kev. Mr. Mead asked for a report
from the committee on credentials before
the vote ou the resolutions, and the committee reported through
Kev.
II.
F.
Moulton of Biddefonl.
The resolution reported by Dr. BlanHeadache, yet Carter's Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and prechard was then defeated. 17 to 25.
venting this annoying complaint, while they also
The resolution regarding She prohibicorrect all disorders of the stomach,stimulate the
law
was
then taken up.
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
tory
Kev. K. II. Aldrich objected to the
Garden Enemies.
form of the resolution.
He declared his
faith in the prohibitory law.
Kev. D. P. Payne moved that “the
During recent years the insect enemies
Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
resolution be recommitted to the com- of garden crops have become much more
suffer from this distressing complaint; but fortumittee with instructions to report a
nately their goodness does notend here,and those
numerous than
on acwho once try them will find these little pills valuformerly,
largely
resolution in accord with the sentiment
able in so many ways that they will not be wiland practice of the Universalist church of count of the ravages of imported varieling to do without them. But after all sick bead
this country.”
ties, which seem to thrive in their new
Dr. Blanchard made a very vigorous
environments, and this makes the knowlspeech. He would make it a crime to edge of how to meet these new enemies
He would absolutely
buy as well as to sell liquor.
Is the bane of so many lives that here is where
necessary to the greatest sucnot punish a man on one side of the bar,
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
cess.
others do not.
and let the man on the other si tie go
The best way to begin is to give the
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small and
free.
various garden crops the best possible
very easy to take. Ono or two pills make a dose.
Mr. Payne said, “The Universalist chance
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe or
by providing good soil, proper
church in Maine don’t believe in liquor at
purge, but bv their gentle action please all who
plant food and cultivation that they may
use them. In vialsat 25 cents ; five for $1. Sold
all.”
grow up vigorous and better able to reby druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.
Kev. II. L. Canlield of Dover then
sist destruction from insect pests.
WithCARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.
offered the following as a substitute for
out these the crops will not be worth the
the resolution as reported:
trouble of preventing attack from these
“Kesolved. that we re-affirm our al- destroyers.
legiance to the Maine prohibitory law, !
After these come watchfulness and
and that ir is our unalterable conviction t
prompt attention to remedial measures.
that the highest interests of the State ! There is
hardly an insect pest but can be
demand it* honest and vigorous enforcedestroyed with little trouble if taken when
ment.”
: it lirst puts in an appearance.
“That’s ight. God bless you, brother,” '■
Below we give the names of the worst
N £iWE
JB ftAl N
said an aged delegate, and the reading of 1 of the insects and the means used to dethe substitute was received with great i stroy them.
Zks&t.
/ttST
applause.
j Cutworms are hard to catch, as they
Mr. B. IS. Kelley made au impassioned
Usually
j keep hidden during the day.
appeal to the convention to stand by the they do but little damage it tlie garden is
prohibitory law, as they stood by the : plowed very early in the spring and allowed
XT' I
{
to freeze and thaw a few times.
Gospel of Christ.
A good
^TREATMENT
I
Dr. Blanchard briefly replied to the way to kill them is to sprinkle Paris
green
made
the
resolution.
on
speeches
slices of potatoes and lay these pieces
against
DR. E. C, WEST’S
Kev. Mr. Mambly defended the resolu- near freshly set-out plants.
tion of Dr. Blanchard.
Mr. Canfield reParis green also kills potato bugs in a
plied.
Most people use the mixvery short time.
THE ORIGINAL, ALL OTHERS IMITATIONS,
Mrs.
Lewiston ture too stro '>ti- Two ounces to fifty gallon
Oliver Newman of
Is Bold under positive Written Guarantee,
thought the time has come for the fol- of water is effectual if the mixture is kept by authorized agents only, to euro Weak Memory,
Dizziness, Wakefulness, Fits, Hysteria, Quicklowers of Christ to say “This law must he constantly stirred. Striped cucumber bugs
ness, Night Losses, Evil Dreams, Lack of Contienforced.”
Christians of all denomina- are about the hardest we have to deal with.
nence, Nervousness, Lassitude, all Drains, Youthtions must stand together for this reform.
ful Errors, or Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium,
They come iri a night and destroy the vines
or Liquor, which leads to Misery. Consumption,
Rev. Mr. Mead said the Universalist in a day. Usually they send a scatterins
Insanity and Death. At store or by mail, .$1 a
church cannot be untrue to itself and to advance guard, which should be a warning,
box; six for $5; with written guarantee to
its Master.
cure or refund
It must stand true to its for thousands are certain to follow.
Mix 5
money. Sample package, containing five days’ treatment, with full
record and for the law.
of
and
a
of
air-slacked
lime
pounds
quarter
*'•
instructions, 25 cents. 0~o sample only
R6v. Mr. Fall moved to adjourn until
an ounce 01 rails green very tnorougmy
each person. At store nr hv mail.
1.30, but there were cries of “Question” and dust the leaves with this while the dew
t1g"Hcd Label Special.
and his motion was not put.
is on in the morning.
Do this before tiie
Extra Strength.
I
I
Charles Dunn, a member of the comFor Impotency, Loss ofl
bugs come, and repeat occasionally until
mittee on resolutions, favored the substiPower, Lost Manhood
danger is past, which will be the last of
Sterility or Barrenness.^
tute.
The Universalist church is strongly
June usually, although they sometimes
n$l a box; Bi t for $~>, with#
come later.
Do not leave any clods around
opposed to the liquor business.
!%vritten
s:uarantrrj
to cure in 30 da. s. At e t; re '■
The substitute resolution was adopted, the hills.
Make the surface smooth, so
BEFORE or }>- iei'.
APT
54 to 9, Dr. Blanchard remarking:
“It
will
no
for
the
there
be
bugs,
biding place
R H. MO )DY, Sole \gsn, Rilfast. Me.
won’t take long to count us, it seems.”
and sprinkle the mixture on the ground
Soot from the chimney
pretty freely.
where wood is used is good, and we have
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by driven them
away with road dust sprinkled
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion
This never
freely on the leaves, as they seem not to
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
Be sure to get the remedy,
like grit.
THE UP-TO-DATE
Iyl7
Belfast, Me.
whatever is used, on the under side of the
LIVER PILL
LITTLE
leaves, as there is where they feed.
CURES
Squash borers are becoming worse
Correctly Gauged af: Last.
Biliousness,
every year, seemingly, anti in some sections
they have made it almost impossible to
Constipation,
There are few persons in this country
grow squashes.
They work in the vines,
who have enjoyed so much undeserved
the
laid
at
roots.
The
are
eggs
beginning
Sick-Headpraise and publicity as Edward Atkinson. early iu the season on the stems just where
For a generation, with one or two excepache and Liver
they come from the ground and the borer
tions, lie lias been on the wrong side of hatches and works iuside. The lime and
Complaint.
Although Paris green will be a good thing to use
every great public question.
SUGAR COATED.
lie has managed, through bis pamphleteerearly in the season, anti as the vines begin
Sold
by all druggists
ing ingenuity, to get himself widely to grow hoe soil over the crown where the
or sent by mail.
published in a certain class of newspapers, vines come from the ground. As the vines
JNervita Medical Co., Chicago
few men who have conspicuously partimake growth cover every second joint with
& Co.. Belfast, Me.
Sold
A.
V
Howes
so
unare
by
cipated in public discussions
soil to the depth of 2 inches and roots will
reliable and so frequently wrong as he.
strike into the soil almost at once, adding
Ln his o wn State for a quarter of a century
vigor to the vine, even keeping it growing
(••«#•• • • •'•••
• a1• <•)
I he has been the most conspicuous antagwhen the borers succeed iu getting into it.
I onist to the beneficent industrial legis- If the vine begins to
it open
split
droop,
lation for which Massachusetts is famous,
with a sharp thin knife and find the borer
There is scarcely a law upon the statute and kill it.
Then cover with soil and it
books of ihe Bay State in the interest of will
revive and grow' without
usually
[improving the laborers’ condition which injury.
of
his
not
bear
the
does
imprint
opposition.
Cabbage worms are certain to be with 2
9
Every phase of the factory acts lie tena
us, but tliey a ret so easily destroyed that
all
sorts
of
ciously opposed, predicting
Take
should not create much alarm.
they
//(. daftfe, Joe
evils and presenting tables of figures to
common Persian insect powder, being sure
S
prove that those already enacted were to
get that which is fresh, and put it into
injurious. Experience and investigation a common powder
or in the absence
gun,
<7
have shown his prophecies to be false and
§
of that, a pepper box with a perforated
his figures worthless, [(iunton’s Magazine
and early in the morning sprinkle a
top,
eac/i
9
for June.
little of the powder over the inside of the
leaves on the worms that are at work. In
dee/frme •>
Relief in Six Hours.
five minutes every worm that is touched
«
dale
Distressing lviduey and Bladder Disease will be dead, and a few such treatments
The
relieved in six hours by ‘'New Great South are all that is necessary in a season.
*
■/o
tf/e
ficaid
t/ie
flae/cmal/i
American Kidney Cure.”
It is a great insect powder is not poisonous to anything
surprise on account of its exceeding prompt- but insects and may be used with safety.
Cf'. " f/aeir/ eMtVa/fdni.
ness in relieving pain in bladder,
kidneys [Farmer’s Voice.
a
and back, in male or female. Relieves re^
tention of water almost immediately.
If
No one would ever be bothered with conTo Mr. Corner Druggist,
you want quick relief and cure this is the
stipation if everyone knew how naturally I
Sure Cure St.
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drug- and quickly Burdock Blood Bitters
regugists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8
lates the stomach and bowels.
i

|

Hubs,
Spokes

Penetrating to any
organ of the

5,000 mackerel.

She started to return to Provincetown
when mackerel struck here two weeks
ago, and spoke the Dolphin, which had
been getting big hauls off
Nomans, and
remained for another night’s trial.
She caught 1,700 mackerel that
night,
aud other boats stationed around her took
from 1,200 to 3,000, although
they were
25 miles apart.
The equality of catch at
points widely separated proves the plentitude of file fish.
The Nancy fished Sunday night off Nantucket and caught 000.
The Iris of this place was on the see ne
and caught 1,350, making a total of
8,550
for that craft since she went south three
weeks ago.
The banner haul of tire night
was made by the
tiny boat Freedom of
Gloucester.
That craft put nets over
just before night, and before 5 o'clock
next morning they had taken 5,500 mackerel.
The Nancy’s men report that the mackerel are scattered over the wide stretch of
waters south of Cape Cod,and are
moving
slowly east and north, and that the boats
that fished otf Block island got many
hauls of 3,000,4,000 and 5,000 mackerel at

Wheels,

YSTERIES

Taken

Provincetown, June 6. A howling
sou’ wester prevented the work of
mackerel dragging last night, but the
schools entered the harbor as they had not done
this
season, and set netters and weirmen
made the best haul to date.
The best catch was that of the
White
bar trap on Long
point, 4,200 extra large
mackerel. Other traps caught from 150
to 350.
Mackerel
were taken in
the largest
numbers in the cove a the west end of
the harbor, where the
higbestcatch by a
doryman was 270. Tile prospect for a
continuance of the mackerel schools in the
waters of this vicinity is excellent.
Mackerel dragging along the coast
should yield splendidly this
season, for
the iish are not confined to
any one localibut
are
ty,
scattered in myriad
small
schools from Block island to the Nova Scotian shore.
Men of the little
Nancy got home last
night from Hyannis, where the boat is lying, and will return at once to renew fishing off Nantucket, where they fished last.
1 his craft has been able to fish
only seven nights in three
weeks, yet she has tak-

nrs.

TORNADO INSURANCE.

INSURANCE and INSPECTION. 4J Security Bond, fur Cash,er..
ContractAdministrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited.
Real esiate bought and sold
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NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT

Of Men, Women and

children, cured by the
Fidelity Method.
No cutting operation,
no

detention from daily

duties.
We guarantee
in every
no

THE BEST FARM AM) FAMILY PAPER IN THE
a

cure

UNITED STAIES. BOTH ONE YEAR

accept for treatment, and
ni)i3y is required until cure is com
case we

plete.

Believing that every

Physicians invited to call and investigate. Over 15,000 cures already effected.

Health

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

E. L. STEVENS.

M.D.,

Operating Surgeon.
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Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.
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McCALL CO.,

Watt 14th
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Republican

one

St., Now York.

Journal and McCall’s
year each for $2.10 In advance.

readers should

practical and instructive journal,

full year lor

only $2.00.

Lack of space forbids a description of the con
Leiils of Farm and 1 <• ;,ii; wl»i, !i .id. uiu -juailed
ominent among its
for variety ami excellence,
many departments ma\ be mentioned the Farm
and Garden, Market deports, Fruit Culture, Plans
and Inventions, The tplury, Talks w ith a Lawyer,

Globe, Livestock and Dairy, The Poul*
Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary, Plants
Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Fvioi and tl oik i- p-r.'.islv
semi-monthly
thus giving you 21 numbers a year, the whole
el
a
volume
over
501*
pages,
making
teeming
Around the
ry
and

with all the latest and most reliaM information
that experience and science can supply. No better

proof of its ;»■ >iiu ai ity can o,.> .«il\-1>.-i than its
circulation, which extends into every

enormous

State and territory in the

I’ni

m,

each number

i."i ;<
mk<- ulv.ui age of this
Do not ilela)
remarkably liberal oiTer. which we make for a
limited time only, by sp'vial arrangement with
n l both paper**
the publisher-;. Remember, u
a full year, at the very low price a'» >ve given.

4m45

to

JOURNAL

PUB. CO.,

BELFAST, MAINE.

DR. W. L. WEST,
^►Veterinary I Surgeon.-#
Ontario
Office

Patterns
1 1$

our

Graduate and Medalist

Tm^ call
Patterns.)

<d

Homk, In connection with our own
Tuk Kktblican Joi knal, both a

REPUBLICAN
A prm; beautiful colored plate*; latest
fashions ; dressmaking economies fancy **
work ; household hints; fiction, etc Sub 3;
scribe to day, or, send 5c for latest copy fc
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms

one

least one good agricultural and family
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SEARSPORT

Chester Trundy is confined to the house
with rheumatism.

LOCALS.

G. J. Shaw took twenty-five salmon Sun-

There will be a dance at the Grange Hall
at this place June 22d.

day.
Capt. Alansou Ford left for New York
Monday.

Miss Jeanette B. Rice returned from Caslast week.

Mr.

sum-

to

visiting her sister,

Lucy and Lettie F' idleton returned from
W orce-ster, Mass., Sunday.

|

on

w

Mr. and

fort

movement

is

foot to establish an
mail delivery in Sears-

on

rural

were

iu town

Grass is looking slim and it looks like a
short crop, which will give the farmers wlic
have a surplus an opportu nity to clean up.

mer.

A

Clarence Staples and Delbert Brown were
town last week, the
guests of W. L.
Mathews.

Mrs. Frank Kingsbury of Frankrecently, the guests of her
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. Wil son N. Dow.

to

Mrs. William II. Blanchard and son Scott
ill occupy their residence here for the sum-

experimental

The complimentary hall at

the grange
hall, given last Thursday night by Al. Clark
of Prospect iu honor of his recent marriage
to Mrs. Clara May Nickerson of Swai.ville,
was a
success
in every particular. Over

port.
J. Louis Pendleton, who has spent several
weeks in town, left for his home at Saratoga,

Calif., Friday.

attendance, and dancsixty couples
ed to the excellent music of Clarke's orchestra of Fran kfort.
were

Several from here attended the graduating exercises of the Normal School at Castine June 7th.

Georgie Hammons of New Haven,
Conn., is spending the summer with her

in

Miss

Clinton. Hon. W. W. Brown has announced that he will give to the town a
public library building. The lot on which it
is to be located was bought June 9th.
It is
located in the centre of the town. The
structure, which is to be of stone, will

Janet Sargent, formerly manager of the
Western Union Telegraph olfice in Bath, is
spending a few weeks in town.
W. T. C. Bunnells, Esq., returned by train
Friday evening from a visit to his son and
daughter in Massachusetts.
is not

so

rare now

as

to

see

Chas. Woods saw three Saturday
afternoon. Deer, or oxen ? Ed.

oxen.

The missionary contribution to be called
next Sunday morning at the Cong’l
church will be devoted to the church build-

for

ing society.
Dr. John Benjamen of Kenduskeag will
locate here ; Dr. H. H. Sellers of Bangor
will come in his place. Dr. Sellers was for-

not

merly city physician

for

Bangor.

buckboard party will attend the graduation exercises of the Belfast High school
Friday evening, the lGth inst. Those wishing
seats on the buckboard will leave their
names with Miss Ethel M. Nichols.
A

Searsport Dramatic Club will give

The

the

drama “Me and Otis" at Union Hall Thursday evening, June 23d. As the proceeds are
to be given to defray the expenses of the
graduating class of the High school no
doubt it will be well patronized. Reserved
seats wdi be uii sale at Clement & Adams.
Mrs. F. L. Palmer

At the invitation of

a

CORRESPONDENCE.

COUNTY

aunt, Mrs. S. A. Prescott.

Seeing deer

1

have a capacity of 5,000 volumes. Half of
the volumes will be presented by Mr. Brown.
He will also endow the library with $5,000,
the income from which is to be devoted to

purchase of books. Work on the building will be commenced at once.
the

Smithton, (Freedom).
They have the
fence up in front of the cemetery at this
place and Friday quite a number of the citizens met and worked all day cleaning up.
great improvement has been made in the
looks of the yard since last fall_Frank

A

cape.

life with the best wishes of their many
friends... .Vesta Getchell is teaching school
in Smithton-Little Retta did not go to
school for a few days, and when* asked
the reason the answer was that she "had
been disposed to the chicken pox."_The
roads in this vicinity are terribly rough and
full of rocks, and at this writing nothing has
in

been done

them.

We fail to see where
they improved the law last winter, as more
work was done on the roads last year about
here than for a number of years.
on

methods of locomotion
none has
been more successful tbau that
adopted by Chester Bailey in driving bis
new

pasture, situated on high laud. As
soon as the cow is well on her way Chester
mounts liis bicycle, rides up, seizes her by
the tail, and with feet on the coasters is procow

to

pelled

he would be with au electri< mot r umler the seat. As the home
trip is u down grade no exertion is required
by Chester to drive bis cow.
as

easy

Friends

as

Fred Frasier Black here,
knowing education at West Point is a far
more serious business than
education in
civil life, appreciating the terrible physical
and mental strain of the first year, are much
gratified to receive from the United States
Military Academy a report that he passed
the rigid June examination well up in a
class the quality of which has not been excelled in years, even at West Point, where
after tLe six months probationary period it
is expected the best type of intellectual and
morai
manhood may be found. We congratulate the young cadet, and hope health
and strength may be vouchsafed him to continue the course and graduate with honor
of

indicated by his

success

thus far.

The Children's Day entertainment given
by the M. E. society Sunday school last
Sunday evening was among the best ever
The decorations are largely
given here.
due to the efforts of Misses Annie Stevens

May Carver, assisted by young
tlie school.
The hand of Miss
Hannah C. Colcord, organist, was manifest
in the admirable manner in which the singing exercises were executed. The program
was as follows: Singing by the choir and
school, Welcome to June; prayer by Rev.
R. G. Harbutt; solo, Miss Laura May Carver; responsive reading: singing, The Kindand

men

lnm out again soon_Mr. and Mrs. X. L.
Simmons attended the commencement at
Kent’s Hiil last week. Their daughter graduated and expects to remain at home this
summer. Mabel Hatch also attended the
commencement

Laura
of

ly Skies; introductory address, Beatrice
Park; recitation, God’s Voices, Maria Gilkey ; song, Sunshine Boys and Girls, Marie
Cyphers, chorus by school; rec.. Only Small
Boys, Charlie Havener: song, God is Love,
by seven little girls; rec., The Reason Why,
Bernice Park; rec., What Little Things Did,
Eva Havener; song, The Home in the
Clover, by Beatrice and Bernice Park.
Part second: Peace in war, Young America’s verdict; introduction, Louise Field;
Peace. Eunice Whittum; War, Sidney Sargent; History, Tribute to peace. Ida West:
singing. Peace song, choir and school;
Conquest’s tribute to war, Frank Morrow;
Liberty’s tribute to war, Andrew Alien:
Patriotism s tribute to Peace, Lilia Cyphers ;
singing, “God Bless our Land,” Morality’s
tribute to peace, Webster Staples; religion’s
tribute to peace, Lulu
Marks; singing,
Recessional; responsive reading; remarks
by Rev. H. W. Norton, in which he paid a
handsome tribute to Rev.C.H.Payne, author
of the program, whose last work it was, he
having died since it was issued; closing with
singing “Forward be our watchword.”
NORTH

W.

L.

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Mathews is

visiting friends in

Brooks.
Fred Lowe of Winterport

was

in town last

Sunday.
Joseph Wallace of Bangor

was

in town

last week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Massure
sick list.

are

on

the

Miss Ella Reed of Tremont Is in town vis-

iting relatives.
Miss

Grace Tripp
Stockton Springs.

has

returned from

exercises at

the

same

place.

...Rev. A. D. Thibodeau of Deer Isle was
in town last Friday... Miss Nellie
Thompson maue

Among the

more

delicious and wholesome

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

Halldale. Miss Eliza Hall, who spent
the winter in Lowell, Mass., returned home
last Friday_Frank Sanford has sold his
farm to John Nutter of Benton Falls.
Charlie Colby, who was kicked by a horse a
short time ago,was able to return to his work
at C. A. Hall’s last week... .James Reeves is
Frank Thompson’s_Walter
Boulter returned home from Massachusetts
last Saturday....The Montville quarterly
meeting begins at the church here next
Friday afternoon. .Ira Howard was at home
from Belfast last Sunday.

boarding

at

Prospect

Ferry.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Brewster and little daughter Clara of Camden visited Mr. and Mr. Thomas Heagan
last Saturday and Sunday .Charles F. Ginn
and daughter Emeroy of Belfast called on
relatives here last Sunday_Miss Martha
E. Harriman spent last Sunday at her
old home, returning to Old Town Monday
morning. She was accompanied by Samuel
Dowleyof Brewer-Lester Harriman is
spending a few weeks with his familyCapt. and Mrs. W. H. Harriman arrived
home from Boston last Sunday-Sch RoD. Harriman, is
meo, Capt. W.
heads in Bucksport for Rockland.

loading

h

snort

v:s;t

Home

Trafton Hatch came home

Mr

last week_

his vacalast Satur-

on

Thorndike. Comrade Higgins wishes to
correct one of the mistakes in the report of
the "Waldo Co. Yererans meeting of June 1st
wherein it states that F. A. Guernsey was
Capt.; of the 29th Regt. Mr. Guernsey was
Captain of Co. H, 2nd Maine Regt.Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Prentiss of Pittsfield visited
their daughter, Mrs. Bert Stevens, June 12
and 13.Mr. and Mrs. James Rackliff of
Bangor are visiting at W. H. Coffin’s... .Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Nutt of Freedom and Mrs.
Mary Stone of Boston visited Mr. and Mrs.
V. N. Higgins June Ttli.Mr. Mahlon
Hatch of Jackson was in towrn Monday buying wool, paying 18 cents per pound. A few
farmers are holding their clip for 19 or 20
cents.Mr. William Hogan, Blinn Hogan
and N. A. Littlefield are at work for J. H.

last week... .Hillside Grange observed
Children’s day June 10th.Mrs. Tilton of
Albion visited Mrs. M. A. P. Saywood last
Saturday afternoon-V. N. Higgins and
wife passed last Tuesday at Windermere
Park.

time

Centre Montville. Mark Bartlett ami
Wales Bartlett, students at the U. of M., returned to their homes this week for the summer vacation... .There will be a dance at
the Grange hall Monday evening, June 26th.
Music will be furnished by Mitchell’s Orchestra of Liberty.... Mrs. Charles H. Clement has returned from Boston, where she has
receiving treatment for a nervous trouble at the Homeopathic hospital. She has
returned quite well-Mr. Edward Ramsey
is visiting friends in town....Mrs. Fred
Jackson of Pittsfield is visiting at her father’s, Mr. J. Palmer’s... .Mrs. Fred Waterhouse is quite sick. Her mother, Mrs. Clara
been

Palmer, returned last Tuesday from Massachusetts, where she has been the past winter.
....Mr. Frank Sanford
recently sold his
farm to a gentleman from South Freedom.
On June 6th the mercury was very am...

bitious until well
when it

along in the afternoon,
suddenly tumbled twenty degree in

Syracuse University
as many minutes-About 4 p. m. June 7th
Charles Seliger gave us a good
Cela Nelson and P. Downer were driving
sermon
last Sunday. His audience
down the Ireland road with two horses and
numbered one hundred.
for
a
Pretty good
a load ol hay.
After passing F. Mayhew’s
small country village_Rev. T. R. Pentefound the rear of the load to be ou tire.
they
cost is expected to hold quarterly
meeting
Sharp work alone saved the horses aud
services at the church Sunday June 25th
Their coats, rack and hay, were
wagon.
Joseph Pearson of Everett, Mass., was the
soon burned. As neither of them smoked, the
guest of his brother, Dr. T. N. Pearson, last
burning question is: W’ho fired t.hehay ?Sunday.
Harvest feast at the Grange next Saturday
North Stockton Springs. Mr. Chester
night.... G. H. Berry is repairing his shed.
Bailey of Searsport called on friends here -Miss Alma O’Hara has been visiting
last week... .Miss Clara Ridley has a beaufriends in Belfast_Joseph Pearson of Bostiful pansy bed, and Miss Dora Russell also
ton was in town last week-G. F. Allen
tion from

day
gospel

...

.Rev.

...

has one....A copy of

Mr. Stetson’s

pam-

phlet,“A Study of the Schools of Northeastern Maine,” was read with much interest in
this vicinity.
Mr. Stetson says that the
work in music, manual training and drawing has been very successful, as well as
work in other branches, and his report is
most encouraging.
Improvment in schools
is noticed also in this vicinity by those interested in educational matters, as the new
and approved methods have been used with
success-Miss Maud Partridge has the
chicken pox-Mr. Melvin Clark and wife
called on friends here recently... .Great
anxiety is felt in the centre school district on account of several cases of scarlet fever in the adjoining neighorhood
near
was
sume.

went

ed

as

Prospect

village, and the school
closed
Wednesday, but will reMonday-Mr. Emery Calderwood
to Somes Sound recently, but returnhe could not get employment.... Mr.

Mrs. Arthur Moore of Monroe visited
relatives here last week-Mrs. Freeman
Partridge and son Herman visited friends
in Frankfort last week_Mr. S. D.
Trundy
of Stockton Springs village called at Mr.
Freeman Partridge’s one day last week and

and

finger badly with a hatchet last week.
_Isaiah Greeley of South Freedom recently visited his daughter, Mrs. B. F. Thompson.
.Mr. and Mrs. John Carter of Howard,
R. I., called on friends here a few days ago.
_Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Jaquitb visited Mr.
and Mrs. T. Osgood in Palermo Sunday.
C. Woods reports a good sale of bicycles so
cut

a

..

this season..,.We have four mowing
machine agents in this immediate neighborhood and each has the very best machine
out, and is ripe for a trade.

far

members of the company have been here
several times inspecting the work, which
Mr. Glover informs your correspondent is
satisfactory in every respect. Painters are
now at work finishing the interior and putting the last coat of paint on the outside of
the building.Ben Keller, Ava Keller,
Clarence Simmons and Ruth Wentworth,
who attended school in Castine, arrived
home Thursday-Mrs. V. O. Keller and
Milton B. Simmons attended the graduation
exercises of the Castine Normal school.

YORK.

Mr. and Mrs. Ge o.
Prospect Village.
Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dockham, Mr.
and Mrs. Josiah Colson, Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Killman spent last Saturday and Sunday at
Nickwa Point, Northport. Dr. B. Colson of

221 instead oi Mrs. Lane-Miss Emma
Trevitt has returned from Milo, where she
visited her uncle, Mr. Clark, who is very
sick-As there are no new cases of scarlet
fever the school will begin this week_
Harry W. Lowe of Bangor, accompanied by
his friend E. Patterson, visited his sister,
Catherine Lowe Littlefield, last week. It
was the first time the Lowe children had
met for four years, but they were not long

renewing their acquaintance .Catherine
Littlefield claims to have picked the first
quart of strawberries in town, June 8th.

in

L.

Liberty. A singular mishap occurred
Montville one day last week.
As Sela
Nelson of this town was returning from the
Jacob Cain place in Montville with a load
of hay, while passing through a piece of
woods between
Frank Mayhew’s and
Charles Davis’ some person by design, for
mischief or malice, came from out the woods
and set the load of hay on fire. Quicker
than it takes to

enveloped
his

man

some of the famous Rhode Island redsProspect has some good roads now, but there
are no very smooth roads yet for bicycles.
Some of the pressed hay in Prospect has
been sold to F. G. White of Belfast and Bert
....

Hopkins of Stockton... .Gardiner Clark
selling corned fish and smoked alewivesAbout all the stone workers in Prospect
have left town and are scattered along the
coast and country. One, Llewellyn Ward, is
Another lot of 38 Italians
in Pennsylvania.
is

quart measure, and I don’t know but
larger. They suck their mouth on to the
rock and somehow throw themselves broadside to the current and do something, 1 could
not tell what, it was done so quickly, but
the rock was turned over. They work in
from four inches to two feet of water and
anyone can go within three feet of them at
four

work. They work sometimes, some two
feet big ones, half out of water in shoal
places. They are on the increase every year
now, and the boys kill all the nasty looking
creatures they want to with a stick. The
eel in the stream here is a beauty
compared to a lamprey eel. The Conger eel
is often spoken of in print, but I never yet
common

read where they are found. But the electric
eel is found in the Orinoco river.The
ground is getting dry and rain is wanted
badly. The caterpillars are doing the most
damage now, but this week, or about the
middle of June, they stop eating. I will say
to farmers, go slow in this spraying business.
We have bad some experience with canker
worms stripping apple trees, and after more
than doubling the quantity enough worms
kept eating on until there was nothing more
to eat.

in

relate it the entire load

flames, and Mr. Nelson

was

aud

had scant time to escape from the

load,losing their overcoats and getting sc mewhat singed. They detached the horses,
and some men coming along assisted them to
upset the rack into the ditch and they saved
the wheels, but the rack aud contents were
destroyed. On searching for the cause they
found that within twenty feet from where
they stopped were the tracks of a man who
came out from the woods on one side of the

road, came a few steps toward the load and
turned into the woods on the other side of
the road.
No cause is assigned for this
cowardly act of vandalism Mr. Nelson is the
administrator of the Cain estate and had
bought the hay at its appraisal and was
hauling it to his home in this town. He
knows of no enemy that would commit au
act of that kind f Jr revenge_The people
of this town were so much startled last
Thursday that cold chills ran down their
spinal columns. At about 4 30 p. m. a cold
The day had beeu
wave swept over us.
an
exceedingly hot one, the thermometer
at
noon
.n
the
registering 90°
shade, which is a hot day with us. At 4 30
p. m. the record was 8(5°; but ten minutes
later it was but 08, falling IS degrees in ten
minutes. The sky was clear; not a cloud in
sight, and no apparent change of wind. It
caused all who were out witli thin attire to
hump it_L. C. Morse and wife have been
visiting in Thomaston, Rockland and Vinalhaven the past week-The members of
the order of Eastern Star of this village visited a like order at Lincolnville Beach Wednesday and report a line time. They are all
loud in praise of their entertainment. Their
vivid description of the splendid supper,
where four salmon and line lobster salads
were served, caused many a rncuth to water and many an eye to turn longingly Lin-

colnvilleward. But Providence “ame to the
aid of some of us, at least, on Sunday. Wales
Sherman caught a beautiful land-locked salmon about two feet loug, in our lake, the
first of the season. We had the extreme
pleasure of sampling a liberal slict^of the
same, and do not hesitate to say that it was
the equal of any salmon ever taken from any
weir at Lincolnville. Oh, ye Eastern Stars,
ye are not the only pebbles on the beach!
There are others. We may be happy yet.

_The Sunday school children held a children’s day service at the church, which was
well attended_Several members of the
Grange attended the held day at Sagamore
Farm, Camden_Miss Nellie Hunt has returned to her home in this town after spend-

ing the winter in Boston.... Frank Brown
has moved from the B. C. Knowlton house
on the Knowlton road to the Turner house
Trueman Linscott of
River street.
on
Rockland will occupy the house vacated by
Brown.

Prospect. John Littlefield, Eugene Partand Isaac Partridge have enlisted in

the Marine Corps at Charlestown,Mass. They
will be gone five years-C. H. Partridge
has 400 chickens, and among the number are

Vera Cruz, May 18. Sid, bark
Doris,
Klages, Sabine Pass.
Port Spain, June (>. Ar, bark Charles F
Ward, Coombs, Santos (will load for North
of Hatteras.)
Iloilo, April 80. In port, ship Susquebanna, bewail, for Delaware Breakwater
Shanghai, April 29. Sid, ship Luzon,
Hiogo; May 1, in port bark Sachem for New
York via Hong Kong.
Hilo, May 21 Sid, bark Edward May,

SHU* NEWS.
PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Sch. P. M. Bonney, Burgess,
Vinalhaven; Puritan, Sargent, Stonington
for New York; Julia Eilna, Dodge, Bangor.
June 12. Sch A. Hayford, Ryan, Boston.
June 11.

Bakns, San Francisco (not as before )
Guantanamo, May 27. Iu port sch Eliza .1
Pendleton, Fletcher, ldg for New York
Newcastle, NSW, May 1. I„ ,)0rt’ slap
Reaper for Kahului.
Black River, Ja, May 25. In
port sch
Hattie II Barbour, Erskine, for Pruvidence
(to sail in a day or two.)
Rio Janeiro, June lith. Sid, bark Priscilla
Baltimore.
Turks Island May 31. Sid, sch
Estelle,
Hutchinson, Bangor; June 5, in port sob R
F. Pettigrew, for Boston about 8th.

Bangor.
June
worth.

10.

Sch. Mary S. Monson,

Crowley,

from Pascagoula May
reports
ou Juue o, at J. a. in
rnn ashore two
miles east of Z ichs Inlet. LI, wus hauied off
at 4 p. in Goh by wrecking steamer L .J Merritt and towed to Stapleton.
Sustained no
apparent damage and is m e leaking.
Gloucester, June 7. Sch Mary Ann

that

McCann, which arrived here to-day”, in tow
tug Ralph Rolf, was iu collision” with an
unknown three-master off Handkerchief
Shoal lightship last Thursday, and she put

gor;

Boston.
Norfolk, June 6.

Cld, sch Joel F Sheppard, Carter, Quincy Point.
Jacksonville, June 8. Sld, sch Celia F.,
Smith, Philadelphia.
Brunswick, Ga, June 8. Cld, schs Sallie
I’On and Lizzie B Willey, New York;
10, sld, sch Gen Adalbert Ames, Lord,
Satilla; 12, ar, schs Jessie Lena, Devereaux,
Havana; Mary L Crosby, Trim, New York.
Ar, sch Star of
Port Royal, S C, June 12.
the Sea, Hopkins, Norfolk.
Charleston, June 9. Sld, sch Georgia Gilk©yt N0w York.
Galveston, June 9. Ar, sch Gov Ames,
Norfolk.

WILL

Revere
He has made

Following

Prof.

a

are some

BE

vessels from coal ports, southern ports,
iu fact, from any port of any
size and is issued on account of the reported cases of small pox iu the New England
States. Until recently small pox had hardly ever been heard of in northern ports, and
it is thought that a good many of the cases
are due wholly to carelessness on the
part of
sailors. The order goes into effect immeThree
cases
were
diately.
reported at Bos-

left here

that

to give

means

palmistry, and by
truthful reading of

a

the past, present and future events in the
human life.
Now that he has gone it is

Friday.

ton

predictions,

not

of the science of

study

harm to say, the writer has it from the
person interested, that it was through the

no

BORN.

...

great sensation in Bangor the
of his testimonials:

or to have
any
vouchsafed to other meu,
but be does claim to have made a life’s

gift that is

Belfast

$

A FEW DAYS

[Eastport Sentinel.]
Leosaidow, the palmist,

infallible in his

foreign ports,

THE

AT

house,

■$...

to

food she wants, without t
L. It. Edgerly, proprieb
after an illness of

a jv
has beei

taking medicine,
as

well

as

numerous

making

the outcome

This statement is

to

diction was based

be.
on

Whether the presounder judgment

whether the art of

the professor leu
him to believe that the end of the scheme

or

was near, it does not matter, his conversation saved his client several hundred dol-

lars.

[Bath Times.]
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VOLUNTARY

ceive

■-

cordial welcome

a

ty. He will receive a he.i
his return here in a few
EinV!

Uepoiterforlt.ii:
[Bath

T: m-

Hexier, .Maim
To H'lioii' iL may
This is to testify

l.h

r

iug good health, thank,'
the medicine furnish
dow. Four years am
that my health w imeuced

taking

scribed

from time

physicians,

sucii

;

m■■

in toe

beneStted.

In Rockland, June 6, J. T.
Coomijs-BI'Kns.
Coombs o 1 North Haven and Mrs. Frances Burns
of Rockland.
Harihno-Swett
In Knox, June 7, by Rev. A.
1>. Thibodeau, Walter E. Harding of Waldo and
Miss Mary Frances Swett of Knox.
Leach-Leach. In Surry, June 3 Wesley 1>.
Leach of Orland and Miss Frances M. Leach of

a

every respect and a man
the work which the pr u-'strated his ability to |

a

was

u:

various troubles.

palmist that he refrained
purchase of the stock of
the now defunct Klondike, a few days before the thing burst, and was tolci what
from

i\

for the better. She wem
who gave her a treat me:.*
cine that relieved her at
present time she eats *,\

advice of this
Cooper. In Bluehill, .June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
j
Algernon F. Cooper, a daughter.
Eaton. In Little Deer Isle, June i, to Mr. and j
Mrs. Orrin J. Eaton, a son.
Eaton. In Stonington, May 31, to Mr. and Mrs
Emery F. Eaton, a daughter.
Gannon, in Belfast, June 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis F. Gannon, a son.
Leach
In Bluehill, June 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Leach, a daughter.
Mi Lein In Stoningon, May 28, t<> Mr. and Mrs.
Frank V. Mullin. a son.
Oxton. In Montville, June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Oxton, a son, 11 lbs.
Stinson. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, June 2, to Mr.
and Mrs. Freeland Stinson, a son.
Wen tworth. In Camden, June 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth, a son.

J

tmuci

What People in Other Towns Think of
Prof. Leosaidow.

place

Dkx kk, March 20.
To the Editor of the [Time

resulted to my .elvan
maining there for t \v<

proving and >old
uuu

nuu v

out

n

••

where the change «»t

Surry.

In Rockland, June 7,
Winslow-Orbeton.
Berkley D. Winslow and Zaidia Orbjton, both of
Rockland.

n

I have beeu

requested to make a state- that l would pivbaregard to Prof. Leosaidow of prove and so retui
Alexandria, Egypt, and the character of again located in In*.'
:
his work while here.
The professor was barbering. Soon
trouble manifested
a stranger iu this place upon his arrival,
and as naturally the case, many were de- weeks my couditi
cidedly skeptical regarding his claims of ever before. Again
telling a person’s past, present and future tors in the hope of
by simply reading the palm of the hand. in this I was doom
To the most of us it does certainly seem I had arrived at that i
highly improbable, yet there has been absolutely necessary
abundant evidence in this place to show shaving one person, an
in

ment

DIED.

.1

In Camden, June 4, Mrs. Rebecca Burd,
aged (54 years and 3 months.
Brown. In Sunset, Deer Isle, June 2, John
Brown, aged (56 years and 23 days.
Conary. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, May 31, infant
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman S. Conary.
Condon. In Martin’s Point, Friendship, May
30, Capt. Leonard Condon, aged 72 \ears.
Dow. In Deer Isle, May 28, Mrs. Sarah E. Dow.
aged 56 years and 23 clays.
Dodge. In Union, Martha Dodge, aged 75 years
Dunbar. Iu Searsport, Ji:n>- 14, Maria Sumnerwife of Elisha Dunbar. Funeral services Friday,
June l(5th.
Gilmore. In Belfast, June 7. Joseph A. Gilmore, aged 60 years, 3 months and 21 days.
Lane. In Searsport. June 6, John H. Lane, aged
70 years and 10 mouths.
Levensaler. In Rochester, NT. Y., June 1, R.
W. Levensaler of Sterling, III., a native of Wal
doboro. aged 61 years. The lemains were taken
to Rockport for burial.
McFarland. In Bucksport, June 3, Mrs.Abby
A. McFarland, aged 53 years.
Pn mkr. In Union, June 9, Jessie Lucy, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Plumer, aged 4 days.
Royal. In Belfast, June 11, Darius N. Royal,
aged 74 >ears.
Taylor. In East Union, June 6, Mrs. Octavia
W. Taylor, aged about 64 years.
Thompson. In Lowell, Mass., June 5, Sarah
(Stewart), wife of Augustine Thompson, M. D.. a
native of Union, aged 62 years.
Bi

rd.

•
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that with very few exceptions all visiting
him have gone away satisfied that their

past was au open book to him, and many
have found that he read some tilings iu the
well, as they have since
come to pass, though seeming to be of a
most improbable character when prophe-

|

future

equally

sied.

One

as

two

or

who visited him went

simply told them
they should not
happen to them in the

Belfast

Learning

to

What a blessing it is.
Sought after by thousands.
Belfast is finding it out.
Many a miserable man is happy now.
Nights of unrest, days of trouble,
Any itching skin disease means this.
Itching Piles means it.
Eczema just as bad, and just as bad to

cure.

or no

friend gave me a box of
Doan’s Ointment. He got it at Kilgore & Wilson’s
drug store. I used the box and it cured me. Other
A

me

some

but it took

relief

Doan’s Ointment to cure.”
Doan’s Ointment is sold for 50 cents per box by
all dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the

sufferings,

lie could effect

future aud

for

this he

take

would

no

after

place.

Mrs.

a

great deal of talk

Bigelow

has beeu suf-

as

well as 1

name—DOAN’S—and take

no

substitute.

LAST CALL!

affords
this

me

slight

the grearetestimon

saidow 1 believe

months’ treatment in Providence, R. 1.,
a specialist, made no apparent change

lie has few

most

remarkable s
to be thoi

enough

equals

Price Current.

Produce Martcet.

rnres

ri’ia

75al00| Hay, p ton,
Apples. P bu.
dried, p lb, 4it5: Hides, p lb,
13OU140, Laudi, p lb,
Beans, pea,
medium,

1 30 a.

140

yel’weyes, 1 50 a 1 CO
15.al8
p lb,
c«7
Beef, p lb,
40,a45
Bariev, p bu,
11
Cheese, p lb,
10a 12
Chicken, p lb,
Butter,

Calf Skins,

Duck, p lb,

Eggs, P doz,
Fowl, p lb,
Geese, p lb,

rrwnin rs.

G

Lamb Skins.
Mutton, p lb,
kits, p bu, 32 lb,

OiKut' 00
7a9
7a9
50a75
35

4a5
a 45

Potatoes,
Gd^tbS
4a4 1-2
Hound Hog,
6 (K)ia7 00
Straw', p ton,
10a 17
I'urkey, p lb,
1 1-2 a 3
50a75 rallow’,
6,(i7
14a 15 real, p lb,
17
14 Wool, unwashed,
3 50a5 00
8 a 10 Wood, hard,
3 50 a 4 00
13a 15 Wood, Soft,

Retail Price.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(a8
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18
40
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 40
40
Corn Meal, p bu,
14
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25
5,a8
Codfish, dry, p lb
12
Carnberries, p qt,
Clover seed.
10@11
4 50(a4 75
Flour, p bbl,
G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50(a2 00
Lard, p p,
8@9

Pet ail Market
90(al 00
Lime, P bhl.
4a5
[ iat Meal, p lb,
4.a5
Onions, p lb,
9al0
Oil, kerosene, gal,
3vti4
Pollock, p lb,
7a8
Pork, p tb
112
Plaster, p.bbl,
G
Rye Meal, p tb
90.tt.95
Shorts, p cwt,
5 l-2a3
Sugar, p lb,
3fi
Salt, T. 1., p bn,
5
Sweet P otatoes,
Wheat
<M 3

All Hand Work,

no !

STEVENS.

C. A.

..

SEALERS’ WEIGHTS.
Towns

and

three and

one

half

acres

land

lormerly occupied by J. W. Jones.
of
inquire
4

on

High St.,
particu-

For

OWEN G.

WHITE.

required by law

measures

for

use

to

of

F.E.

sealers.

15, 1899.—2m24

NELSONEE, BY NELSON.
will stand Wednesdays and Saturdays at Mr.
Marshall’s stable in Belfast; other days at my
Terms $10.00 to warrant.
farm in Waldo.
WM. H. BECKWITH.
tf22

"f

>»■

1

WHITCOMB.

Meetingf of

provide

IgP^Complete sets furnished by
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport.
June

FOR SALE, HOUSE

are now

scales and

M

THE HAND I
58 Churc h

I wish to say to those who have not paid their
taxes for the year 1898, that warrants will be
given to an officer June 16th to collect all poll
and personal taxes uot paid before that time.
Real estate taxes must be settled by July 1st to
Office hours, 8.30 to 11.30 a. m.;
save expense.
and Saturdays, 1.30 to 4.30 p. m.
C. H. SARGENT, Collector.
Belfast, June 1, J899.—3w22
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and my work does n
than what would be

over a year with some kind of a
stomach trouble which the physician here
had been unable to relieve, aud a six

fering for

n

or

few weeks

a

feeling

treated, perhaps the case of
F. Bigelow is the most remark-

a cun*
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during that time, but I received little

preparations gave

li*

mistake,

decided to take hi-

to

Belfast

A blessing to a suffering public.
Here’s Belfast proof to back our statement:
“I
Mr. Walter Coombs of 7<» Main street, says
was troubled for seven or eight years with itching
piles. I guess 1 used a hundred salves and ointments

no

by

But Doan’s Ointment relieves at once, and
cures all itchiness of the skin.

benefit from them.

made

dition and

was

in this
in

glance at the palmbegan telling me im
as though reading tnm

know what

Mrs. John

Appreciate.

1

Prof.

1 called upon
haps,from a feeling .»f

1 believed him

able, and it has caused
Many People

dition when
town.

away disappointed, he
it wTas far better that

money.
Of those

Samos, Frankfort; Isaiah K Stetson,

Stewart,iKent, Girgento, Italy; Mary Ann
McCann, Gates, Perth Ainhoy; 10, ar, schs
Annie P. Eliis, Ellis, Boston; Chromo, do.;
11, sld, sch Annie R Lewis, Hodgdon, New
York; 12, ar, schs Lillian and Nat Ayer,

CELEBRATED PALMIST,

The professor
last week for Machias.
making a record.
An important order was received Friday spent several weeks in this city, during
at the Marine hospital in Portland from
his two visits here and a great many peoSupervising Surgeon General Wyman at
Washington. The order states that all ves- ple consulted him in quest of au insight
sels arriving at that port must he boarded by into what the future held iu store for
the marine hospital doctors and the captains
and crews be vaccinated. This order applies them. The professor does not claim to be

Trask, Macoris.

Boston, June 0. Ar, schs Grace Andrews,
Fernandina; Copy, Bangor; 7, ar, schs, Emma W Day and Gamecock, Wiuterport; Li
Man,|Bangor ; Yale, Philadelphia; 9, ar, hark,
Rachel Emery, Rosario; sld, sch Susan N
Pickering, Fernandina; bark Willard Mudgett, Sierra Leone; 10, cld, schs Yale,
Coombs, Kennebec and Washington; Nat
Ayer, Bangor; sld, schs Lizzie Lane and
Electa Bailey, Bangor; 12, ar, hark James W
Elwell, PuntaGorda; sch Polly, Bangor.
Philadelphia, June 8. Ar, sch S G Haskell, Richardson, Turk's Island.
Baltimore, June, 7. Ar, sch John I Snow,
Norton, Governor’s Harbor.
Bangor, June 7. Cld, schs Willard Saulshury, Jordan, New York; Josie Hook,
Ulmer, Boston; 8, ar, sch Post Boy, Bullock, Rockland; sld. schs Isaac Orbeton,
Trim, Philadelphia; July Fourth and Abraham Richardson, Boston ; Mark Pendleton,
Collins, New York; 9, ar, schs Edward

LEOSAID If
...the;,..

into
yaiinis with mainsail gone, starboard
fore and main rigging parted, davits goim,
and stanchions badly broken. She is
being
towed to Bangor for repairs.
Ar at Bangor
June 9th.
Washington, D C, June 8.
Returns
received from
United
States
shipping
commissioners coincide with the report recently made to the parliament of Great
Britain that the higher wages paid on American vessels lead to frequent desertions of
seamen from British vessels iu ports of the
United States. Ou American sailing vessels
the monthly wages now paid to able seamen
at the nine principal seaports range from
820 to 830, while on corresponding British
vessels in American ports wages average
818.
Rockport, June 11. The steel ship Puritan, Captain Fred W. Amsbury of Rockport,arrived at Esquimalt,Vancouver Island,
from Cardiff, Wales, June 3d, after a
passage
of 107 days, which is a remarkably quick
passage, 130 days being pronounced by ship
captains as a fair run. It will be remembered that Captain Amsbury made the
voyage
from New York to Cardiff in 18 days, which
was very unusual, having never been beaten
hut by the old liners. Captain Amsbury is

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, June
Ar,sch YouDg Brothers,
Pascagoula; 7, ar, bark Maunie Swan, Higgins, San Juan; passed Hell Gate, schs A
W Ellis, Ryder, New York for Rockland ; H
Curtis, Eaton, Perth Amboy for Boothbay ;
9, ar, sells Fannie & Edith and E L Warren,
Rockland; 10, ar, schs Maggie Mulvey, Pendleton, Bangor; Menawa, Pendleton, do.;
sld, sch Olive T Whittier, Point-a-Pitre ; 11,
ar, sch Paul Seavev, Pattershall, Leadbetter’s Island; 12, ar' schs Henry Whitney,
Welch, and Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Ban-

j

of

Means,

6.

j

POWDER.

Powder

JVashing

assisted, accompanied the vessel to
destination to settle salvage.
New York, June G. Sch Young Brothers,!

Myronus, Chatto, Ells-

Scb.

WASHING

THE BEST

ers,

SAILED.

June 8.

DUST

GOLD
DUST

Bangor favored them with his presence Sunday noon. All had a delightful time. They
occupied Dr. Colson’s cottage.Allie
Roberts is visiting bis parents in Brooks....
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Mrs. James Killman is in Winterport visitAfter
the
sch Gov Ames, from Norfolk for
ing her brother, David Smith... .Mrs. Alice
floated off Lou Key, two wreck
Haley will entertain the S. B. I. S. June Galveston,
who

ridge

played several choice selections on the
The Italat Mt. Waldo last week.
violin-Charles Lindsey and George Dock- arrived
ians are the first to occupy the large new
ham of Prospect visited friends here reboarding house... Mariou George caught
cently.
80 brook trout in the Carly brook last week.
Appleton.
C. F. Wentworth returned
Lamprey eels are schooling up the near by
Wednesday from Milo, where he bought a stream now. It is said to be true that in
horse to take the place of one he recently
Connecticut they are considered a very good
lost-E. H. Couant and daughter, Mrs. fish to eat. The head and all the blow holes
Georgia Tuttle, were here last week, guests are cut off. But they are a giant fish to turn
of Nathan Hawkes.... William Gay and a rock out of their spawning ground. We
wife of Medway, Mass., are visiting Mr. and have seen them at work here.
They usually
Mrs. Frank Hall and other relatives in this select
quite quick running water, and will
vicinity... .Mr. L. W. Hadley attended the clear out the gravel and rocks as large as a
meeting of the Maine Medical Association in
Bangor last week, arriving home Saturday.
-The Indians who have been camping in
S. M. Simmon’s pasture several weeks, left
Wednesday night for Rockland, “Monkey”
Thompson going with them. People who
know Thompson are of the opinion that
the Indians will wish when they become
better acquainted with him they had not
allowed him to go with them.Messrs.
H. N. Keen and Wm. H. Glover of Rockland were here Friday. W. H. Glover &
Co. have the contract to build the S12.000
house for F. J. Oakes, but this is Mr.
Glover’s first visit to Appleton.
Other

CO., NEW

in

Penney has chosen for helpmeet one of
Knox’s brightest school teachers.
They Stevens, who is making repairs on his barn.
have moved into the Angier house and start .Miss Vesta Heath was in town a shurt

large delegation from Freeman MeGilvery
Belief Corps went to Monroe Tuesday to
Morrill. George Sheldon was thrown
witness the exemplication of the work of
the ritual by the Brooks Corps. The ladies down while getting off a dray at Henry
Rogers’ blacksmith shop last Friday and
were much gratified by their reception and
entertainment at Monroe, and are highly quite badly hurt, but without breaking any
bones. He was attended by Ur. T. N.
pleased with the new work.
Pearson and is improving. We hope to see
Several errors crept into our items last
week. Fur the former Cunard steamer Ariit the canal
zona the type setters made
steamer, and for Hancock, her name now, it
read the Concord. Another slight change
was made in an article left iu the M. E.
church decoration day. It should have been
a black fan, but got changed
to a black

Makes the food

C. O. Feruald will soon start for the west,
be absent about one month on business.

Mrs. Bloomfield Reed and two children of
Tremout are in town visiting her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. Thomas Dorr.

Robertson of Augusta made short
friends in town last Thursday.

Ralph Richardson rode from Waterville
Searsport on his bicycle last Saturday.

were

in

l)r. William Watters, Jr,, is the guest of
and Mrs. D. N. Mitchell.

calls

and Mrs. A. J. Card of Brooks
Sunday visiting relatives.

Mr. and Mrs. Crawford and family of Boston are in town visiting at C. O. Fernald’s.

Mr.

G. A.

last week

in town last

vacation.

Miss Nina Ward is
Mrs. J. B. Sweetser.

in town

Freeman Waning and wife of Boston visited F. L. Trundy, Esq., last week.

tine

Fred R. Sweetser is at home for his

was

roe,

summer.

mer

||$OVAL&(|

George Miller of the Monroe house, Mon-

Miss Ethel Wentworth is at home for the

GOLD

FOREIGN PORTS.

Esquimault, June 6. Ar, bark Puritan,
A-bury, Cardiff (108 days passage; all
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